PORTLAND
ESTABLISHED JUNE

OWLS,

ical Studies
given

Herons, Peacocks, Deer Heads,
Fine Screens, Game Plaeques,
&c., are always acceptable for

WRITr, FOE PRIDES TO

ISO M-A-I.N

BOWLERS,
ST.

13AlSTGrCXR.
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143 Pearl Street.
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a

superior grade, excellent in quality
and finish.

Serges and Satin Linings for Oenllemen’s nothing.
HOSSERV,

Silk

of
GRADUATE of the
tion anti Oratory, Philadelphia, will receive
pupils in Vocal Culture and Elocution. Arrangements may be made for lessons, either private or in
classes, at Miss Sargent’s School, 148 Spring St.
Miss Laughton refers, by permission, to Henry

A

Dixon

Jones, Instructor of Elocution, Harvard University, Thomas Tash, Supt; of Schools, Portland*
and Abner J, Phipps, Pli. D„ Supt. of Schools, Lew-

WESTBROOK
FEMALE

Knitting

Curtains

tine live of

solitaires in Earrings, Lace Pins land Rings.

Placque Clocks

In plush with porcelain figures,
also hammered brass in anlinuc desiens.

room

new

Owing to the reduction in duties

goods,

at

offer

and by importing direct,
them at lower prices.

we

BLOCK.

do business, (in our now
largest display of Christ-

to

Slippers this season ever made in Portland.
have all styles and all prices, and shall enIt will
deavor to suit everybody’s purse and taste.
pay you to give us a call before making your pur-

Forest

City Dye House

13 Preble St.opp. Preble

House

Orders by express will receive prompt attention.
Send for circular.
dec20sneodtf

INSURANCE.

Large and Well Assorted Stock of

we

ara selling at prices
to the purchaser.

LATEST MARINE NEWS.
Abandoned at Sea.
Halifax, Dec. 21.—Schooner E. Smith, hence
Nov. 4tb, for Bermuda, which has been given up
as lost, was abandoned at sea Nov. 30lh, leaking.
The captain and crew were taken off by Schooner
Ellie and carried to St. Johns, P. R.

MAINE.
Description

Remember our widths are from the NARROWEST to the WIDEST, and sizes from the SMALL-

EST to the LARGEST.
Don’t forget the price,

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK,

WYEI GREENE & GO.
Me.

Portland

on these decant
are enabled to

ART GOODS!

31 Exchange Street.

CONGRESS STREET, (Fanington B’lk)
and 26 1EMPLE ST. Formerly

aiimVERWARE

STUBBS BROTII’BS

and tasteful designs.

wi. mm & co.
51 Esclianse St.

ESTABLISHED IN 1843.

dec' 9

dlw

Insurance in first-class American and

Foreign Co’s at Lowest Rates. Losses promptly adand prompt attention given to business.

justed

sep!8

sifly

TELEPHONE 701.

the tenth inst. to

after

NOTIC1

Monday
TNTENDING
sist Mr. J. T. Stubbs at my old place cf business

593

as-

In assortinent and prices I still
take the lead.
Ko end to the varie>y of articles suitable for presents usually
found in an Art
Store. X-itias thirds, 4'abinct and
Imperial Frames in large variety,
Artists’
materials, Pottery and
Novelties for Decoration, the largest ever shown in Portland. My
specialty is Fine Fannies, Gold,
Bronze and Plush, which I make
in all sizes. I invite all to examine and compare prices. Remember the places, as I have no connection w ith any other stores.

Kliinfl

TRR

Owen, Moore
dec20

HARRIETT,

Bath and E.

Offer

an

OWE

immense Stock
of over

dtf

Pews!
Neighboring$15.00,
PRICE

is the new one,

just received.
complete assortment of
leading groups.

12w
______

SATURDAY, DEC. 8,
opening of

RINGS

Commenced and Finished Work
including

THOU SAWDu

things

many

desirable for

-g.

the

A

3aOX.II5A-E-S.

SMYRNA RUGS

I shall he pleased to see
amine the goods whether
not,

MAY E.

AND-

S

MATS,
At

a

reduction of

all who would like to

25 PER CENT.

a rare opportunity to procure fine rugs at

LAMSON’S

Sita?©©t.

perfect

JEWELRY

STORE,
dlw
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BAILEY & CO. ACCOUNT BOOKS
sell ng

are

—

Goods, Plush Goods, Albums and Fancy
AT

At reasonable
Order for the

prices.

new

year

BLANK BOOKS

d3t

LORING, SHORT & Hi MON
4T4 CONGRESS STREET

PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS
importation

no? 9

d2m

at

exceedingly low prices.

LORING, SHORT k HARMON

Ten new stylish light ami medium SLEIGHS
upholstered in
Plu b.
Also two 2 seated traverse runner

GROCERY SLEIGHS,
FOR MLE BY

Odd. Preble House.dim

Aug. P. Fuller & Co.,
433 Fore Street.

Roller Skates, Leather
Jackets, Atlas Powder,

and

(Wholesale

offered for sale In
this city and we guarantee it to give satisfaction.
We also offer a good

and

Retail)

ever

new

handsome

style

of

Tapestry Carpet
at the
of

extremely low price

62l-2cts.

pryd.

T. B.
178

DAVIb,
Middle

Street.

SOLE AGENTS FOB

Parker Breech Loading Shot Guns,
and Lailin & Rand

THE PLACE TO BUY

HAliF
IS

Sales at 10

VALUE

C1IIM8TWAS, 1883.
40th anuual sale of

a. m

AT

2.30 and 7.30 p.

m.

dqc20d3t

CAPS AND HEAD-DRESSES.
eod3w4p

Christmas Candy and Toys at

GEO. HUDSON’S.

dome and buy your choice of candies from 1 Oc to
Molasses candy, old fashioned and
<5<’c. per lb.
now.
Toys of all sorts and Dolls of ail sixes* Don’t
forget to call on

GEO. HUDSON. 511 Congress Street.
“2w
dec 12

sticks, Inkstands, Smokers’ Sets,
Ash Trays, Crumb Trays, Thermometers and many small articles.

LOSING, SHORT k HARMON.
dim

Largest and Best Stock.

MR FALMOUTH HOTEL.

decs

Consisting of beautiful Scouces,
Mirrors, Placques, Clocks, Candle-

AT

75 Cents Pr Yd.

HARRETT. BAILEY & CO.

BRASS GOODS.

Holiday Goods French Clocks ant Bronzes.
Auction Sale

days only.

dtf

no27

And the best quality of
Extra Superfine Carpets
for

for 30

decl8

CO.
POWDER dim
ORANGE
dec!

OVE

A fine

assortment of pretty Caps suitable for

Christmas and New Year’s Gifts,
For tbe next two

weeks I will sell all my

lints and Bonnets, Trimmed and
Uniriuimcd at just halt price.
One lot of Children’s lints at 25
cents each.

MRS. I.
So. 7
dec!7

never

pTjOHNSON,
Clapp’s

Charge*
the

Pre»* before the Ornutl

was to be distributed among the councilthe final adaption of the ordinance.
Publication of these rumors lias resulted in the grand jury subpoenaing nearly all of the proprietors, editors
and reporters of the local daily press. Mr. Stone of
the Daily New- expres-ed a fear that the grand jury whs merely on a ‘‘fishing” excursion and that'
the iuvestigaii-n was to a certain extent a
prying
process carried on for the benefit of the alleged
bribe takers. He did not care to give any information which would be filtered through a sieve and
go
back to the ‘‘gang” which had its representative on
the grand jury.
Has any ex-alderman called upon
you?” asked one of the grind jurymen.” “There
are very f _w aldermen that I would admit into
my
office” said Mr. Stone.
“Then you have a low
opinion of grand juries and aidurm^n generally?’
“1 have” replied Mr. Stone. The same witness intimated that if the grand jnry was really in search
of information they could probably obtain it.
A
subpoena is also out for Mayor Harrbou and be
will be beard on his return to the city.
The Daily
News this morning scoffs at the investigation.
men on

As is usual at this season of the year the ship
builders are holding up somewhat in laying additional keels, but about every yard is doing somein the way of smaller craft. The outlook for
demand for ships for the Pacific trade is no t
particularly brilliant, with wheat freights at 20

thing
a

Brunswick,

no

offerings
R.

Dec. 21.—The fall term closed

this

January 8th.
Ex-President Chamberlain contemplates spending
portion of the winter on hia orange farm in Flor-

noon

and winter term

commences

Literary Society

Block.
dlw

intend

to engage the serlecture to them some

FIRES.
Island Tuuntic Asylum Burned.
New York,Dec. 21.—A despatch from Ward’s Island announced that ono of the wings of the lunatic

W.

Ward’*

[To the Associated Press ]
Bath, Dec. 21.—The grand jury rose today* and
reported 17 indictments. Among them are the
following: Daniel Wilkinson, for murder of Policeman Lawreme; Lewis E. Hopkins and Lorenzo
H. Turner, for the murder of “Indian Joe” Denny;
Joseph C. Trott, assault with intent to. kill. The
balance were liquor cases, etc.
Heath of Hon. George S. Wiggin.
Rockland, Dec. 21 .—Hon. George S. Wiggin
died this afternoon after a brief illness, aged 78.
He was one of Rockland’s most prominent citizens.
He was first elected mayor in 1858, holding that officte till 1867, His labors as mayor during the
He was elected to
war won him much distinction.
the Legislature iu 1874, and has filled many important municpal offices. He has of late years been
a successful manufacturer of lime.
Taken for a ISIockmlc Bonner.
Philadelphia, Dec. 21.—Captain Watts, erf the
schooner S. J. Watts of Thoma?ton, reports thai
while in the bay of Port au Princo, November 28th,
his vessel was boarded by the crew of a Haytien
man-of-war and his papers demanded. These being
found satisfactory he was allowed to proceed. The
leader of the party announced himself as Captain
Cooper, sou of Rear Admiral Cooper of the United
States navy, and said he had been engage i by the
Haytien government to break up blockade running.

PLEASE

EX A JUNE.

SVlcKenney,

the Jeweler.

547 CONGRESS

STREET.

dec7

COVER YOUR STEAM PIPES
—

WITH

—

Reed’s Sectional
Any

Covering.

pat it on.
Fireproof, Light and
Cheap. Call and see Samples at

ono can

*71

Union
Street,
JARVIS ENGINEERING CO.

0<3tl&

dtf

SOLID GOLD ENGAGEMENT
...—AND-

WEDDING

RINGS.

Largest Stock, Lowest Prices.

IVIcKenney, the Jeweler
547 CONGRESS STREET.

deo7

was in fiames.
Another despatch received a
few minutes later stated that the fire was a
very
large one. The police boat and police reserves were
ordered to the scene, also two lire boats and fire engines from the city of New York.
At noon the firemen were working
vigorously
upon the tire, and succeeded in getting the flames
under control. No lives have been lost.
There were 1,320 male patient' in the building.
The outbreak caused great, excitement among them
but they were all removed to places of safety,
according to the reports now at hand, no person was

asylum

and’,

injured.

were

N.

car, which

ignited

ployes.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
Sale of the Pitt*burg A* Atlantic Railroad.
Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 22.—The sale is reported
to-day ot the franchise of the Pittsburg & Atlantic
Railroad to JVir. VaDderbi't by E. K. Hyndman of
this city the consideration being stock certificates
valued at between $£(><>,000 and $1,00<>,000. The
line extends from Shippeneburg to Cornellsville.
The purchase removes all obstacles to the construeiiun oi

me

xiMiiisuuig

Washington'* Day.
i

I?li*cclIniieouM.
Judge Hart has refused to lift the “Stot” entere l
case of Samuel Ruth, convicted of embezzling
over $100,000 while cashier of the Washington

in the

Mrs. F. G. Watts.

Conductor Miss Addle Creen.
Guard Miss Emma G. Hopkins.
Past President—Mrs. James McDonald.
The corps starts with a large number of charter
members. It will be known as L. Carver Relief
Corps, No. 14.

bank.

Gov.

Robinson’*

POLITICAL.
Sncce**or

in

Congress.

Springfield. Mass., Dec. 21.—'The Republican

!

will announce tomorrow that Senator Wm. II. Haile
has withdrawn from the canvass for Governor Robinson’s seat in Congress.
State Auditor Ladd lus
a’so refused to allow the use of his name.
There
remains five candidates in the field on the Republican side—Judge of Probate W. S.
Shurtlefl and
Judge Gideon Wells of the local police court, M. B.
Whitney of Westfield, Charles L. Gardner of Palmer
and F. W. Rockwell of Pittsfield. It is conceded
that Butler’s personal and political friend, A. C.
Woodworth of Chicopee will bo the Democratic

|

candidate,

NEW YORK.
Effort* to Break iVIra. Fillmore's Will.

TOGUS.

Treasurer

savings

j

j

Bfffalo, N. Y., Dec. 21.—Tho suit to break the
will of the widow of ex-President Fllmore was coneluded to-day, Surrogate Ferris deciding that the
testator was of sound mind and that the will and
codicil are valid.
—

An

The

Present—Addresses by Rm.
Newman and Others.

Ovation to Ren. Hancock at Han Frauci*co.

San Francisco, Dec. 21,—A grand reception
tendered to Gen. Hancock at the Pavilion last
evening. The building was handsomely decorated
for the occasion. Gen. Hancock was accompanied
from the Palace Hotel by Uov. St one man, Mayor
Bartlett, State and Federal officials, and a detach! ment of State militia. Five thousand invitations
had been issued. 0>- entering the main hall the immense concourse arose and saluted the General
was

with a burst of cheering and the waiving of handkerchiefs. The Major made a formal add ess. to
which Gen. Hancock tespondert in a manner which
made an excellent impression on all present.
«

PRICE THREE CENTS.

FOREIGN.

SOCIETY.

Dinner—President

Annual

The Japanese in Mew York.
(New York Tribune,]

Arthur

Beecher,

New York, Dec. 21.—The fourth annual dinner
Brooklyn New England Society, was given
Two hundthis evening at the Academy of Masic.
red and fifty members and guests were present at
the guests table. B. D. Stillman, the president of
of the society presided and at his right sat President Arthur and on his left ex-President Grant.

A gentleman thoroughly conversant with
subject said to a reporter recently:—
“About sixteen years ago the Japauese government sent out a large number of native
yonng men to be trained In the colleges and

Sontay in the Possession of the
Frenoh.

tie

of the

The other guests were Rev. Henry Ward Beecher,
Horrace Russell,
Rev. Dr. J P. Newman,
Mayor Low of Brooklyn, Hon. John W. Hnnter and
the Rev. A. P. Putnam.
Mr, Stillman welcomed
the guests in the name of the society and at the
close of his remarks proposed the toast. “The PresPresident Arthur
ident of the United States.”
was welcomed wit^i cheers and hand clapping as he
He made a brief speech of an entirely social
arose.

ex-Judge

TOl'CHING

TBIBl'TE TO TOE

Ten years ago most of these students were recalled to Japan, the government founding two
universities of its own. This movement, and
the sending out of Iwakura as the minister of
Japan to the United States, naturally induced
a number of Japanese merchants to come here.

L.4-

RENTED DrEONGAND HIS
CORBADEI,

Five

character.

Ward Beecher responded to the toast,
“The Pilgrim and the Puritan.” He said the Puritans represented the restrictive system as applied
to legislation and
the pilgrims, the directors. It
was proposed now-e-days to adopt the puritan system of treatment with reference to the temperance
and Mormon questions.
This he thought was a
mistake for the ideas of men could not be changed
by mere force of legislation. 'J hey could only be
led to a higher plabb of civilization by means of
The
moral suasion
and intellectual education.
position of the government toward the Mormon
question in particular was like that of a cat trying
to eat a wasp
She mumbles at it and caresses it,
but on the whole does not chew it. Men roust
germinate and grow inwardly. One cannot reach
their understanding and moral sense by riding
rough shod over their errors in belief, no matter
In both of the illustrahow glaring they may be.
tions given be was in favor of the pilgrim method of
reaching the difficulty and he thought anybody,
might be rai-ed morally and social y, however low
he might be, if he would only come to America ami
stay long enough, for the great glory of this government was its faith in the common people.
Rev. Dr. J. P. Newa an who responded to the
toast of “Utah and w'hat anti-Pilgrim methods
are,” took thp opposite view from Mr. Beecher and
advocated vigorous laws to crush out polygamy.
“The New Y- rk Society” was reponded to by Hon
Horace Russell; the “City of Brooklyn” by Mayor
Low; “State of New York” by Hon. Alfred C.
Chapin, and letters of regret were read from Mayor
Edson and Prof. Theodore H. Dwight.

technical schools of varions countries. Of
these the United States received perhaps 210.

Ten of the 61a*gow Djnamiters Sen*
fenced.

Hundred Egyptian* Reported
eacred

Henry

Bat it was much more the great artistic success
Japanese exhibit at our Centennial Exposition in 1876 that has caused the immigration to reach its present proportion. Yet while
of the

VKa»-

by AbysMininna.

France and

the Chinese (with whom, by the way, the Japanese here have nothing to do) number 3,000
in this city alone, the Japanese in the whole
country number only 200, ef whom about 73
are students.
In New York there are about
40 “Japs,” of whom perhaps thirty are merchants, importers of raw silks, curios, teas,
dorcelains, fans, etc. The others are in San
Francisco, Boston, Chicago, and in Washington, in the diplomatic service. For the most
pait those who have come have been of the
better classes, several damios—a rank in Japan corresponding to that of the English dnke
—having been included among the students.
Last December, you may recall, we were visited by Frince Arisugawa, who will be Emperor of
in case the present Emperor dies
without issue. I might say that the throne of
Japan has been with one dynasty for 2,300

Tonqufn.

Paris, Dec* 21.-Admiral Courbet, iu his official
report to the government, states that three officers
and sixty-seven men were killed,and ten officers and
one hundred and seventy men wounded iu the lighting before Sontay on the 14th Inst.
Admiral Pryon has received the following despatch:
Sontay, Dec. 17.
The outer posts were carried
Sontay Is ours.
8
on
an
assault
at
o’clock
The atSunday
p. m.
by
tack began at 11 o’clock In the morning
Tbe assault was made at 5 o’elock in the evening by the

Foreign Legion, together with marine infantry, inThe flotilla assisted in the
bombardment.
The citadel was evacuated during
tbe night by its defenders, and was
on the
morning of the 17th without fighting. We*do not
ow
k
whether
the
rebel
Annamites
yet
Blackflags,
and Chinese have fled.
It is Impossible to learn tbe
losses. We lost abour, fifteeu killed, including one
officer, and sixty wounded, Including five officers.”
fantry and sailors.

Japan

occupied

1

years.”

“What can you tell me of their social, religiand ether life here?” asked the reporter.
"Well, as you have doubtless observed, they
London, Dec. 21.—A Hong Kong despatch dated are quiet and unobtrusive—citizens, X was
today states it is reported tuere that the French
going to sav —but it is a fact that none have
fotce* under Admiral Courbet have captured Songiven up their own country for this. They retay.
main here about tiiree years as a rule. They
Rl«uiarch onjf'uivernal Suffrage.
have a club with rooms iu Sixth avenue, near
Dec.
21.—The
North
German
Gazette
Berlin,
Twenty-third street, where they meet for soetateB that Prince Bismarck has expressed himself
cial purposes and to discuss matters of mntual
as favorable to universal Suffrage, provided that *
LOUISIANA DEMOCRATS.
iuterest in tbelr business. Nearly every Japais
adhered
to.
The
public voting
existing system of
nese in town belongs to it. They have no
secret voting at elections for the Keicbstag of the
A Dispute in Their State Convention Over
German Parliament is detrimental to imperial innewspapers here published in their language,
Lotteries aud Other Watters.
stitutions, and must eventually be modified.
nearly all of them speaking and reading English. I find that they are not averse to wine,
An Overdank TIemorinl.
New Orleans, Dec. 21.—A special dispatch to
cigars, etc. There is but one Japanese lady
Rome, Dec. 21.—Republican journal! here apthe Picayune from Baton Rouge says: The comhere, the wife of the consul. They have no repeared yesterday with black borders in memory of
mittee on resolutions of the Democratic convention
ligious houses, nor places for religious meetOverdank, the bomb maker.
ings, the class of Japanese coming here not beLorn of the St. Augustine.
yesterday afternoon submitted majority and minormg idol worshipers, but agnostics, ihey live
ity reports. Among the resolutions of the minoritys
London, Dec. 21.—The survivors of the steamabout town in hotels, boarding house*, etc.
is one declaring that the Louisiana Lottery Comship St. Augustine state that 38 men were left on
Their great holidays are three—the 5th of JanIt is feared that all were lost, as when the
board.
pany is corrupting the morals of the people, and a
steamer was last seen a heavv sea was runniner. and
uary, in character like New Year’s day; the
disturbing element in the politics of the State; me vessel was all on fire and had no other boats.
11th of February, called coronation day, and
favors the adoption of a constitutional amendment
The Glasgow Dynamiters.
celebrating the ascent to the throne of the first
abolishing and prohibiting all lotteries in the State
emperor of the present dynasty; and the 3d of
Edinburg, Dec. 21.—In the case of the Glasgow
dynamiters today. Lord Justice Clerk occupied two
forever.
November, the birthday of the present emperhours in his charge to the jury,who retired at 12.40
or.
Besides these they have seven minor holiMr. Bostner offered a substitute,
which wa
o’clock. At 3 o’cock they returned and rendered a
days.”
verdict that five ot the prisoners were guiliy of all
adopted, declaring hostility to the entire principle
the charges, and five were guilty of the first charge
of lottery dealings; that the Constitution declares
Some Lost Poems of Whittier.
only. Five of the-prisoners were then sentenced to
gambling to b3 a vice, yet it encourages that vice in
The other five were
prison for life and remanded.
Many poems thrown off at odd moments,
sentenced to seven years penal servitude.
its worst form; that the lotteries are not only en•
and of wbish tin author thought so slightly
The jury, in rendering their verdict, recommendtieing to breaches of faith and embezzlement, but ed Kelley,
McCabe, Drew, Donnelly and Gary to
that he included them in no collection, are
is demoralizing society, corrupting politics and imthe leniency of the court, as they, in the opinion of
now lost.
Among these are “Isabella of Auspeding legislation, and concludes by demanding the jury, were not aware of the extent of the operations of the Fenian society to which they belonged.
tria,” written when he was but twenty, and
that the Legislature to be chosen at the ensuing
election shall enact such legal measures as are •The German Prince’s Farewell to Rome.
said to have had a grand ring to it; “Palo
necessary for their suppression
Rome, Dec. 21 .—The German Crown Prince and
The platform adopted refers to the deplorable
Alto,” which assuming to be the translation of
his suite were driven to the depot last night in state
condition of the State under reconstruction, cona Mexican lament beginning
with the word*
carriages,
accompanied
by members of the roy*l
gratulates the people upon their present prosper- family. The route to the depot was lined with
Bio Bravo! Bio Bravo!” never did appear unous condition under the progr ssive policy of the
A large crowd gathered at the depot, introops.
der his name; “Bo'ivar,” a copy of which a
Hamnoroti/* ailmlrilatrat.inn iwaurtu that ilia nnKtin
cluding foreign ambassadors and other notables
revolutionary general commanding in Veneschools of the State demand the fostering care of
and many ladies. The German Crown Prince, after
zuela has lately requested of the author; and a
the government, and that though much has been
saluting the assemblage, thanked t’ie may -r for the
achieved for their promotion, a great deal more
poem on Henry Clav, which has had some
cordial reception which he had received’in Rome.
must be done to render them efficient, so as to conHe then took farewell of King Humbert, whom he
singular fortunes, having been metamorfer the benefits of education equally upon the chilkissed several times, assuring him of his warm apphosed in a Western paper into an address to
dren of every race and opposes monopolies of all
p> e. iation of the kind welcome of the Italian
Mr. Benton, and again read, on the occasion
kinds.
people.
of
a public welcome
to Vicksburg given SerAfter the adoption of Mr. B^stner's amendment
geant Prentiss, as the effort of an admiring
given above, Mr. Marston of Red Hiver demanded «f urisdictiou of a Native Judge in India.
Southern poet, and still later appearing in the
an opportunity to offer other amendments to the
Calcutta, Dec. 21.—The Englishman (news
platform, which oeitig denied, he said he would not paper) states that a concord at has been arranged be
fhape of an apostrophe to Smith, the Mormonl
tween the Indian government and the Anglo-Indian 'Harriet Prescott
accept such a platform, and withdrew from the
Spofford, in Harper’s Magahall in disgust.
association whereby no native except a district
zine for January.
The majority report on the platform with the
judge shall exercise criminal jurisdiction over
European British subjects, who shall be entitled to
amendment, was adopted by a vote mainly of the
be tried by a majority of European jurors. Tfie
SUBURBAN NOTES.
McEnery faction—yeas 238, nays 97; blank, 66. An
acrimonious discussion prtceded the adoption of
right is also conferred in non jury oistricts even In
the platform. Mr. Stone of East Feliciana attacked
eases triable by a European district magistrate,
Ferry Village.
the majority report, commenting severely on certhereby securing the principle that the right of
Wilson's Norfolk jabilee singers gave an extain acts of the Democratic administration, and
Europeans shall be safely guarded by a verdict of
Burke
to
men
their
own
of
vindicate
the
Me
race.
Major
replied, seeking
cellent concert at Union Hall Thursday even^Enery administration against charges made. The
DeLong's Rriuaiuu.
ing. The programme was made np of plantaconvention adjourned sine die.
Dec.
21.—The
remains
of
Commander
Irkutsk,
tion songs, camp meeting refrains, and their
DeLong and bis comrades of the ill-fated Jeannette
The remains were
expedition, have arrived here.
original selections, consisting of trios, duets,
IS HB ORTHODOX?
borne iu procession through the streets, escorted by
Some guitar selections were
quartette, etc.
a detachment of troops.
A multitude of people
also given. The audience, althongh small,
Peculiar Suit Respecting a Congregation*
joined in the cortege. Many wreaths were placed was an appreciative one.
nli*t Minister * View*.
upon the coffin, and printed copies of poems deThere will be an egg race at the Union Hall
the exploits and unhappy end of the party
MojiTKEAL, Que., Dec. 21.—A novel action is now scribing
were distributed among the crowd.
The remains
skating rink, this Saturday evening. The
in progress in the Superior Court here, bciDg no less
will be taken to America.
race will be free for all and there will be two
than a question whether Rev. A. J. Bray, a CongreAbysfiinia Preparing for War.
tional minister, is Orthodox according to the rules
prizes. Next week the rink will be open three
Paris, Dec. 21.—A telegram from Cairo says the
laid down by the Zion church congregation in this
King of Abyssinia is massing his troops at Adua, evenings, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday,
Massawab. It is stated that about Dec.
threatening
and every afternoon, (except Monday.)
The
city. The suit arises out of a claim made by some
1st some Abyssinian chiefs attacked an entrenched
Union baDd will furnish music every evening.
trustees of the church for §1,500 realized from the
Egyption position near Massawah, and massacred
5uO Egyptians. It is reported that Abyssinia is
sale of the organ to go toward the minister's salary.
Saccnrnppa.
making war preparations on a large scale.
Two members of the congregation intervene on beA few days since, a French girl at work in
Note*.
Foreign
half of others, and declare the plaintiff not entiDana’s mill had her wrist dislocated by getting
Fourteen ihnmand cotton operatives In North and
tled to the money, as Bray has not been legally
Ea*t Lancashire are idle in consequence of the
her hand caught in the machinery. Dr, Smith
elected minister. It is claimed that the church laid
strikes. Half of the looms at Blackburn are stopped.
attended her.
down printed rules that the minister should be
A telegram from Dr. Harmond, at Saigon, AnThe town schools closed yesterday for one
strictly Orthodox in his views to entitle himself to naro, confirms previous accounts of poisoniBg of
be ejected, but that Bray has been pr* aching and
King Wiephema, and says that under the influence week’s vacation.
of anti-French Mandaruiens Hiepbiua is succeeded
speaking on all occasions against orthodoxy. He is
The Methodist Sabbath school will have a
charged with continuously preaching that the Old by Kienphuay, a boy J5 years old.
and *ew Testaments are not divinely inspired; that
Christmas tree in Odd Fellow’s hall on Tueethe atonement of Christ was not vicarious, ana that
the punishment of the wicked is not eternal. Bray
day evening.
DIED.
is known here as a sensational preacher, but his serAt a regular meeting of Naomi Lodge, D. of
mons have no weight with intellectual people.
In Portland, Dec. 22, 1883, Hosea I.
The
Robinson,
action is causing a sensation through its coming inaged «6 years. Notice of funeral hereafter.
R-, on last Wednesday evening, the following
In this city Dec. 21, Robert Deane, aged 28 years
to a civil court for judgment.
officers were elected for the ensuing term:
3 months.
N. G.—M.Q. Hazelton.
iiuuuaj airoiuwu at l.OU U CK/C& at SO.
V. G.—Mri. Wm. Smith.
20 Brackett street. Friends are invited to attend.
Secretary—Mis. M. E. Hazelton.
FINANCIAL.
—
Treasurer—Mrs. B D. Elwell,
The Week's Failures.
The Congregational Sabbath school will
A BURNING SHIP.
have a Christmas supper at their vestry ChristNew York, Dec, 21.—R. G.Dtm & Co., report
281 business failures in the United States and 42 in
mas eve.
Fire in the C. €. Chapman’s Cargo of Coat
Canada and the provinces this week or a total of 323
D. W. Babb, overseer of weaving room, In
failures as compared with 325 last week. The bulk
Subdued—The Tower
Deck
Badly Westbrook
of the failures, or sixty i er cent of the whole, are
Mills, last Monday, was presented
Burned.
occurring in Western and Southern States,the Eas*with a beautiful French clock by bis employes
erd and Middle States not showing any great inThe American ship C. C. Chapman which arrived
This was a very timely present.
crease over the average.
at San Francisco recently, with a smouldering fire
Business Embarrassments..
('■unbcrland OS ill*.
in her cargo of coal, was run upon the mud flats.
Sparta, 111., Dec. 21.-Gordon, Barker & Co.,
William Gillman, an employe in the mills,
millers have assigned, Liabilities $160,000.
Alter the forward hatch was opened the fire broke
got his fingers jammed In the calendar rolls
out on the port side just aft the chains.
Four
quits severely the other day.
streams from the fire boat Governor Irwin were reTHE DOMINION.
J. W, Conant, who was injured a sboit time
inforced by Btreams from a lighter, and until 11
ago, while at work this week unfortunately
o’clock the work of deluging the fire continued,
A Religious Dispute Hard to Mettle.
received a quantity of caustic soda In his eye,
when there were twenty-three feet of water aft in
Montreal, Dec 21.—Dom Smeuldero, the aposwhich is quite painful and useless for the presthe hold and fifteen forward.
tolic delegate who has been making inspections
ent.
daily of the various theological and religious instiDESCRIPTION OF THE VESSEL.
tutions siuce his arrival in this city, appears to be
At the annual meeting of Eagle Chapter,
The C. C. Chapman is a fine specimen of Amer
meeting with considerable opposition in his enShe is a wooden vessel,
No, 11, R. A. M., held Monday evening, Dee.
ican tav il architecture.
deavors to settle the great religious disputes at
Quebec.
built in Bath, Maine, six years ago, at a cost of
17, the following officers were elected:
H. P.—K. II. Grant.
$90,000. She is consigned to Alphonse Carpentier
Collision ou a Western Railroad.
K. —A. L. Hawkes.
in this city, and owned by parties in Portland,
S.—A. H. Burroughs.
Port Jervis, N. Y Dec. 21.—Two freight trains
ller cargo consists of 900 tons of coal, 23,000
Treasurer—N. R. Martin.
were in collision oa the bridge across the LackawanSecretary—Fred Graffam.
bricks, 670 tous snd 304 pieces ©f iron, 3 cases of
na river, at Lackawanna, Pa., this morning,
'the
U. of II.—F. P. llodgdon.
train in advance, which was running slowly at the
liquor, one case of victuals, 200 cases of mineral
P. ».-W. C. Phinoey.
was
the
caboose
and
two cars
telescoped
time,
water, 15 quarters, 100 octaves and 25 cases of
It. A. (!.—D. F Kstoy.
mounted the engine of the rtar train, and were set
16
cases of household
M. 3d V.-A. <}. Bickford.
cases
of
7
furniture,
on fire.
Three oil cars were thrown into the river
gin,
M. 2d V.—E. S. Brooks.
in flames, and two were burned on the bridge.
32
cases of plate
The
of
400
eases
olive
oil,
goods,
M. 1st V.-A. W. Riggs.
is
of
with
one
bridge
iron,
span, and will be badly
glass, 140 cases of pitchers, 9 cases of zinc and
warped.
The past year has been one of unusual prosmerchandise.
of
1,093 packages
perity, 22 candidates having been exalted,
THE CAPTAIN’S ACCOUNT OF THE FIRE.
His Own Executioner.
among them, some of oar most prominen t citizens.
Captain Pearce’s story of the fire is as follows;
St. Louis, Dec. 21.—Henry Probst shot and seri15th
of
of
the
when
in
Hamniar
at
wounded
the
October,
Wilderman
“On the morning
ously
Mary
Death of a (Veil Kiovn Clergyman.
Station coal mines on the Cairo short Line Road,
95
one
and
of
24.51
west,
latitude
longitude
south,
near Belleville, 111., yesterday, because she refused
Rov. Thomas D. Anderson, D. D., pastor of
the officers came to my bunk where I was lying
to marry him. Then he And to Belleville, where he
the South Baptist ohnrcb, South Boston, died
While in the grasp of and struggling
was arrested.
and told me that there was fire in the forward part
with a Deputy Sheriff he attempted to shoot the
of the ship, and I at once surmised that it had
suddenly Wednesday morning, Dec. 19, at his
officer over his shoulder, but the ball entered his
started io the coal, of which there was about nine
residence, 91 G street, Sonth Boston. He was
own neck, killing him almost instantly.
This coal was black- j born in
hundred tons between decks.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jane 30,1819. He
and
I
stutf.
fine
found
up
got
smith coal, very
was graduated at the University of Pennsyland
the
sent
from
some
of
smoke issuing
forehatch,
Narrow Escape from a Merious Disaster.
vania in 1838, and at Newton Theologioal
the men down to see if they could discover the seat
Wheeling, W. Va., Dee. 21.—The train from
He was ordained and
Seminary in 1841.
Chicago for Baltimore, which left this city at 8.45 of the fire, but they were unable to find anything,
this morning, was thrown from the track at Bellton
seuiea in
a? pastor ot
tno First Baptist
as the smoke was so dense that it was impossible
while runnincr 45 miles an hour. Although six cars
J
IUU11
church of Salem, Mass., and was afterwards
unusually crowded with passengers were thrown batten down the hatches, to calk up every open
settled over the First Baptist church iu Roxupon their sides, express messenger Silliman was
which a draft
seam and close every aperture by
the only person seriously hurt. Mrs. McNair of
Dr. Anderson accepted in January,
could reach the tire, knowing that if the fire could
bury.
Minneapolis was slightly bruised.
be kept smoldering it could be controlled. All
the pastorate ot the First Baptist church
1802,
and
cook
were
to.
the
set
steward,
hands, including
•
work closing up the seafns. The next nay I sent
of New York city.
He resigned his charge in
the second and third mates below to discover, if
Capt. Gordon's Case.
New York in the autumn of 1878, and accepted
but their vonture
what was burning,
possible,
Jersey City, Deo. 21.—Capt. Gordon, who aba call to Boston.
While in New York he was
waa an exceedingly dangerous one, for they were
ducted Addie Bresnan from Astoria, was to-day
president of Rutgers Female College. It is an
almost suftocated, and had to be taken from below
sentenced to five yeirs at hard labor in the State
were
and
it
redeck.
fac'
that
to the upper
when a lad of ten years he
They
insensible,
interesting
prison and tined $1000. lie received his seutence
was present at the delivery of
quired vigorous measures and a long time to bring
Daniel Webcalmly. His counsel will appeal.
them to.
ster’s great speech in reply to Hayne. His porPROBING FOR THE FIRE.
trait as a clergyman while pastor at Rozbury
“The next thing that was done was to probe the
appears in Healy’s notable picture, “Webster’s
GENERAL NEWS.
coal with a long iroa rod to look for heat, hoping by
Reply to Hayue,” now hanging in Fanenil
It was long and tedithat means to locate the fire.
Hall.
His degree of D. D. was bestowed by
as the men who weut below could rental't
Judge Torrance, yesterday, at New Haven, Conn., ous work,
Brown University in 1850. He leaves a widow,
At last we
but two or three minutes at a time.
dismissed the writ of habeas corpus in the case of
one unmarried daughter and two sous.
of
the
of
in
forward
the
heat
struck
coal,
part
cargo
James Crandall, the alleged Walpole burglar,chai gand all hands, except one man at the wheel and one
Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr., son of the above
Couning him with being a fugitive from justice.
on the lookout, were Bet to work at the pumps, and
sel for Crandall will appeal to the Supreme Court.
will be remembered as a former pastor ot the
streams were turned on In the direction of the neat,
John Flatters and a man named Cole, both railthe streams being directed through holes cut in the
First Baptist church in this city, and now over
way emploj es, bad a fist tight iu Englewood, Illideck.ionlv large enough to admit the hose, and these
nois, Thursday. Cole died ihe same night from the
a Baptist church
in Baltimore.
The father
were covered in such a manner that no air could
effect of his injuries. Flatters has been arrested.
The men worked with a will, but
reach the Are.
has also been listened to with pleasure by
Mrs. C. F. Nutt, of Pittsburg, Pa., widow of the
human beings can’t last always, and the men,
late Capt. Nutt, has brought a suit against the Acthough all willing, gave way under the unusual many of oar readers.
cideut insurance Company of North America to restrain, and it became necessary to organize watches
cover $5,000 insutance ot the life of the deceased,
Io that wav we got
The .Vlutual Life of Plainr.
to stand turn and turn about.
according to their agreement that the money « as to
along well enough, the men taking rest and food as
A despatch from Chicago to the Boston
be paid in 00 days after the death of the insured.
After the third day the force
best they could.
Herald says: Hon. Charles H. Moore of Ohio,
The negro “Big Ike,” who murdered young
pump broke down and became useless, as also did
the hose, and then we had to draw water from over
Bruce Hunt, son of ex-Gov. Hunt of Durango, Col.,
C. P. Swcigert of Illinois, Michael Shannon of
a
line
of
We
had
buckets.
in
the
the
side
of
snip
last week, was captured last Wednesday on the
New York, Oramandal Smith of Maine, all inSouthern Ute reservation.
Before capture he
eight buckets working day and night, a slow
debe
that could
best
surance commissioners of
their respective
jumped over a precipice forty feet high, aud was piocess, but the its
vised. Smoke found
way through every part of
found at the bottom terribly bruised, but alive. The
States, were in consultation all day Thursday,
the vessel, and at times the cabin was so full of
negro says ho had two accomplices in the bank robThe heat was
smoke that it was impossible to see.
at Ihe Palmer House.
The special object for
bery, whose names he refuses to give.
To ascertain bow hot it was, I
at times terrific.
William Hill and George Snyder, young men,were
which they have coma together is to investithe thermometers into the hold, but the
lowered
shot and killed Wednesday night, at a dance six
heat was so intense that it broke them both. It
gate the condition of tho Union Mutnal Life
miles from Winchester, 111., by Charles and John
melted the tar in tlie seams of the deck. The fresh
Sutton, brothers.
Insurance Company of Portland, Me., more
water in the tanks amidship became heated, and
»-

ons

uuotai

_

ivu.c.1.1

The President has issued a proclamation in which
he recommends obseivance upon the 23d or 24tli
inst. of the 100th anniversary of the surrender by
Washington of his commission at Annapolis, and by
such exercises as may be deemed appropriate.
The
national salute is ordered to be tired #om all the
forts of the country at noon of Dec. 24th.

The

installed:
President—Mrs. R. S. Carver.
Vico President—Mrs. T. G. Libby.
Chaplain Mrs. H. U, Day.
Secretary—Mrs. C. H. Lyford.

ivanroau.

WASHINGTON.

special constable

were

»v csueru

Tho Chicago, St. Paul, MinneapoTis & Omaha
Company has declared its usual quarterly dividend
i of 1% per cent on preferred stock.

NEWPORT.

VINALHAVEN.
A relief corps for the same purposes as the one
connected with Bosworth Post, G. A. R.» was organized at Vinalhaven, Tuesday evening, by Mrs.
A. M. Sawyer of Portland.
The following officers

<x

Notes.

S. D. Lindesy of Norridgewock is confined to
with congestion of the lungs.

James S. Baker, who was recently shot at tbe National Soldiers' Home, has almost recovered.

completely destroyed.

Utica, N. Y., Dec. 21.—The West Shore Railroad
Company discharged GOO men at Buffalo yesterday,
and between 1,100 and 1,200 more near Syracuse,
on the Western division.
Officers here give as the
cause inability to work
in the winter. Severe
freezing weather prevails, and there is snow along
the road to the depth of six inches.

KITTERY.
A laige number of men in the construction dethe
iment
of
par
navy yard have been discharged recently on account of reduction in the allowance of
money.
LEWISTON.

SACO.
next term of the Supreme Gourt in York
county, at which a grau^jury will be returned, will
com me uce at Saco, Wednesday, Jan. 2d, 1884. The
cases of Oscar E. Blaney and Mrs. Barrows will be
presented to tbe grand jury by County Attorney F.
M. Higgins of Limerick.. Detective Wood, of Boston, is reported as being busy at Kittery picking up
corroborative evidence for the State. If the parties
are indicted the trial will be intensely interesting,
and a large number of Kittery people will attend.
Oscor E. Blaney’s father has been granted permission to visit him at Alfred jail.

was

IVIannfacturera Hopeful.
Cleveland, Dec. 21.—Reports from leading incentres
of Ohio show that discouragement
dustrial
is manifested in some quarters, but the great majority of manufacturers are very hopeful of the fuThe number of new industries duriDg the
ture.
year is very large;
Wholesale Discharge of Railway Em-

KENNEBUNK.

will be made at tbe annual town meeting in March,
when it is confidently hoped favorable action will
bo laken, as it seems to meet with the approval of
its citizens.
PENOBSCOT.
John Miner, a young man employed at the iron
was
works,
wheeling a barrow of coal, onp day recently, when he caught his t<>e in a loose plate,
his
throat across the board of tbe barrow.
striking
He has been unable to speak out loud since the accident occurred.
ROCKLAND.
Daniel Murphy of Rockland will be 100 years old
He
was born in Ireland.
Christmas eve.

and

Ohio

Mr. William F. Lord, an old and respected resident of Kenuebunk. died on Thursday, aged 02
Mr. Lord was engaged in
years and 10 months.
the insurance business many years and acted as
agent for various companies. He was regarded as
In his disposition he
a reliable man of business.
was quiet and retiring, and in the circle of his ache
was
for his high
esteemed
quaintances
character and pleasant nature.

Portland,

the

INDUSTRIAL MATTERS.

Bon. Z. A. Gilbert, secretary of the Maine Board
of Agriculture, will lecture to the society at their
hall, Jan. 2, 1884.

making

Brooks, of

Richard Somers, superintendent ot the dining car
service of the road at Chicago, was Instantly killed
and the body burned alnn st beyond recognition.
Six other passengers were injured, but none, it is
thought, fatally. Two coaches were consumed.
The lO'S is about $ GO,000.
The engineer of traiu
No. 1 did not see the rear light on No. 5.

President—Samuel S. Milliken.
Vice President—George H. Moore. Dayton.
Secretary—Aaron B. Burnham, Hollis.
Treasurer—Joel M. Marshall, Buxton.
Directors—James M. Harper, Waterboro; James
Knights, Hollis; Seth Meserve, Dayton; John F.
McKenney, Buxton; John W. Hayes, Hollis; John
Martin, Buxton.

ORCHARD.

21.—Prof.

Railway Accident—One Person
Killed and Six Injured.
Burlington, la., Dec. 21.—Passenger train No.
1 of the- Chicago* Bur ington and Qu'.ncy Railroad
ran into the rear end of passenger train No. 5 at
Gladstone, 111., last evenir g, telescoping a Pullman

The Buxton and Hollis Agricultural Society held
their annual meeting last Saturday and elected the
following officers:

OLD

1S12 uud its Course.

Dec.

A Bad

The Maine Board of Agriculture wilj hold an
Institute at Buxton Lower Corner in connection
with the Buxton and Hollis Agricultural Society
Jau. 2, 1884, at iO o’clock.

is
E. C. Jordan, a civil engineer from
now engaged in
a survey at Old Orchard for
a system of drainage and sewerage, under the direction of the selectmen. A report upon the same

Y.,

TELESCOPED AND BURNT.

was scalded at the boiler exin Kimball’s mill, has so far recovered as to
be able to go out, says the Republican. Leslie Parand is now considered
sons continues to gain,
out of danger. Cook has not been quite as well the
of pleurisy.
to
au
attack
few
days, owing
past

a

$30,000.

fine appearance, with a star-like nucleus and a large
The motion is southeast, and on Christmas
coma.
the comet will bo near the southern arm of the
cros> in Cygnus, or near the star Epsilon.
On New
Year’s day it will be near tbc right fore foot of Pegasus. The comet will grow brighter till the latter
part of January its perihelion passage being on
Jan. 25, when it will bo in the tail of Get us, or the
whale, and distant from the sun 60,000,000 miles.
Jt will be nearest the earth about the middle of
January, about 60,000,000 miles. After January
it will recede from the sun, and pursuing its
long
journey through space return to visibility in 71

John Kimball, wbo

A petition is in circulation for
to suppress the liquor traffic.

Loss

The Comet of

Phelps,

plosion

Hon.
his bed

today.

Red House Observatory, says the comet discovered
by him last September, (the comet of 1812,) is now
visible to the naked eye as a small, round nebulous
mass in the constellation Cyguus.
In small telescopes a tail can be traced, one degree and a half in
length. In large telescopes the coT.et presents a

Twenty-four

2 per cent.
NORRIDGEWOCK.

burned

THE CELESTIAL STRANGER.

AUBUBN.

Coutinental,

Hparks.

NewOrleAks, Dec. 21.—W. Demarest & Co.’s
fruit store was burned today.
Loss $25,000.
Stewartsville, Mo., Dec. 21.—Eight business
the
houses, including
Independent newspaper office

The city of Auburn is issuing §5,000 more of 4
per cent, twenty year bonds and is selling them at
103. The bonds are issued uuder the order passed
in July for $25,000 in bonds of the above denomination.
The first issue soon after was to the
The remaining $5;000 are
amount of $20,000.
Auburn had at the beginning of
now being issued.
the municipal year $233,000 in outstanding bonds.
thousand five hundred dollars was
called in. Twenty thousand dollars was reissued at
a lower rate of interest making with this new issue
of $5000 $234,000 or $600 .uore than at the beginning of the year.
EASTON.

Lewiston corporations have declared the follow;
ing dividends: Franklin Company, 3 per cent.-

Jury.

$100,000

went out of the Kennebec river.

shillings at San Francisco and little or
at that figure.
Bowdoin Collego.

of Corruptiou Brought Agaiusl
City C ouncil—The Force of the JLoc<>1

Chicago, Dec. 21 —The hurried passage by the
Common Council of this ci y of an ordinance granting the Chicago & Evanston R. R., the right of entry into the heart of the city, gave rise t o a rumor
that a corruption fund which was declared to bo

highly

no27

Ice

FRAUD IN CHICAGO.

oak, hard pine and iron and thorough workmanship can make a wooden ship, and is of nncom
monly graceful model, with lines that indicate fast8&iliug qualities and carrying capacity as wel!.
Her cabin has a fine style of finish, capacious and
elegantly fitted rooms, with every modern convenience and notably on a table in the main saloon is a
large gilt-edged, costly-covered Bible. With her
graceful hull, tall tapering masts, neat and wellproportioned spars, a handsomer ship probably

HOLLIS.

that may be needed.

dec20

onr own

depth,

of

—

Auction
Sale under
i alinontli Motel.

of

measure-

18.1

fin©

301 Middle Street.

EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.
We are sole agents in
this city for the best and

line of

Jewelry, Bracelets, Chains
Opera Classes, Ac.,

dec7dtf

—

Her

width,

41.1

186G.67 gross tons, and was metalled
the stocks. She is built as strong as the best of

height,

Watches and

Goods of every description
from regular prices. This
Stock embraces full and
complete lines of all the
different
sizes
made,
from 18 inches up to 9 ft
in width.
Purchasers will find this

PUR

C H R I ST MA8,
Anything in tho

FW~

IBlzxa.

Specialty.

WHERE lOiiUY

ex-

they wish to purchase or

Great Bargains in Leather

most

Althe

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

deoil

an

length,

Sagadahoc Criminal Matters.

LOSING, SHOOT k KAR10N,

OPENING !
I shall Lave

in ftonimand.

L. Carter, Woolwich.

ment is 231.1 feet

The

so a

BAILEY & 00

is

vices of We adell Phillips to
time during the next term.

un-

& Co.

1

whifth lift,

ship is owned by J. Warren Houghton, II.
L. Houghton, F. P. Houghton, Amory Houghton,
S. J. Meeker, George Manson and F. Patten, of

term.

Thursday, Friday,
Saturday and Monour
day Evening,

Store will he open
til l© o'clock.

Holiday Trade.

nf

Dec.

ida. He will return in season to take the seniors
in constitutional law the last half of the winter

serve

FOR

Vessel— Ship-

Handsome

[Special to
21.—This morning Houghton Brothers' new ship Servia was towed to sea on her way to
New York where she is to load in the Sutton line
with general merchandise for San Francisco.
Capt. J. H. Snow of Bath takes her to New York,
at which port Capt. Davids Gilmore of Woolwich
will take charge of her upon his arrival from Hull,
England, in the Sumatra, one of the Houghton

a

Congress St.,

I should be glad to meet and
my former customers assuring them that every
effort will be made to please them.
CYRUS F. DAVIS.
decG
sndtf

a

Notes.
the Press.]

8.3

A fnll line from the lowest priced silver
to the most expensive gold.

new

of

building
Bath,

Algernon Stubbs’,

JEWELRY

ed and arrested him. Dow is not known to have
made any threats on this account and on Thursday
evening the two men met at a dance and greeted
each other in a friendly manner. At abont 11.30
o’clock the dancers dispersed, Edwin Dow leaving
in company wi b the others, Calvin Eaton remained to assist in closing the hall, and about 11.45
o’clock he and Russ Owen, manager of the dance,
left the place, Owen accompanying Eaton for a
short distance until their road diverged.
Eaton
this fo’/eiioon related to the sheriff his version of
what happened afterward as follows:
“I had gone part of my way home when a short
distance ahead I saw a man coming toward mo
walking. As he neared me 1 saw him to bo Edwin
D. Dow. He came up to me, spoke and had partly
passed me going as I supposed in an opposite direction, when suddenly he stretched out his arm and
I saw the flash of a revolver and felt a sharp burning pain in my left side. I struck at him with my
billy, hitting him and he fired again, striking me iu
the wrist-1 was faint and fell.”
Eaton was found lying iu the road and taken to
nearest.house and medical aid summoned. Nothing more is known of Dow’s whereabouts, save that
at about one o’clock in the morning he called at the
house of Newall Dow aud roused the occupauts. As
they opened the door the assassin raising his revolver to liis head cried ‘‘I have shot Cal
Eaton aud
I’m going to kill myself.” Newell Dow then j-liut
the door and Edwin fled and has not been seen since
Officers have been on bis track ail day, but no trace
of him has been found. Tli^re are not a few who
believe that he has killed himself in the woods, by
others it is supposed that he is concealed in Seabrook by some of his numerous relatives. Every effort is being made by the officers to discover the
fugitive’s hiding place if he has any. The shooting
was evidently premeditated, Dow
borrowing the revolver, a 32 calibre Smith and Wesson the evening
he assailed Eaton, as he said, to “kill a dog.” l aton's condition is exceedingly precarious and his
death is momentarily expected. The first ball passed into the left side perforating both luugs, and

Washington, Dec. 22.
The indications tcMiay are: For New England
and Middle *>lantic States, celder fair weather,
winds and rising barometer.
northwester

that cannot fail to be

satisfactory

WATCHES!
In many

0. LITTLE ft CO.,
Reliable

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

We

a

21.

shot

LATER.

mas

chases.
We have also

was

Edwin D. Dow,the would be murdere r is 30 years
old, a shoe maker by trade, and has bean notoriously dissolute aud reckless. Calvin Eaton,the victim has been up to within two years a hard drinking man and a bosom friend of Dow’s and no enmity tfas known to exist between them. On Sunday
last Eaton, a town constable, foundCDow intoxicat-

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

on

rUoTER S

Calvin Eaton, a constalast night at Seabrook,
one Edward Dow.
Mr. Eaton’s
wounds are fatal, and he can live but a short time.
It is alleged that the shooting was premeditated.
No reason is given for the alleged assassin’s act.

ble of this city,
it is alleged, by

This

yard French Marble Clocks.

Cleansed and done up like

of

shall make the

Portsmouth, Dec.

Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.60.

?

Fatally Shot by a Man Whom
Previoaely Arrested.

Me had

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60 a
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted m the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion
and 60 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

January

TRmonMT

A

-FOR-

10 and 12 1-2 cts. per

COLLEGE.

we

which

MILLS. Rockville, Conn., Northampton, Mass.,
Montreal, Canada.
OFFICES. New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cincinnati, St. Louis. San Francisco. ADAMS &
CURTIS, Agents., 105 Summer St., Boston.
Goons for sale by the trade.
octlS
d3in

Lace

—

Having plenty

An Officer

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.

BROWN’S NEW

store,)

A DRUNKARD'S REVENGE.

“Auction

and

“Amusements”

Boston and New York for many years, and was regarded by ship owners as a flrst-olass men in every
respect. H is age was about 55.

—

Congress St.,

539

97 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.
Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
leugth of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week: 76 cents per
week after; three insertions orlefs, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; $60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
At

Under head of

NEW ENGLAND

IN GENERAL.

Ca.pt. Simon Rom, master of ship Chandos, of Bos
ton, died at Liverpool, England, Thursday.
The
ship arrived there November 23 from San Francisco.
Captain Ross formerly belonged In Maine, but
recently lived at South Boston. He had sailed from

Published every day (Sundays excepted) bv the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,

J. P. WESTON, President,
declSd2w
Deering Maine.

“Superior”
Silk.

SEMINARY

AND

—

FLOSSES.

Pure Thread

nov24dtjaul

The Winter Term will begin TUESDAY,
1st, 1884. For circulars address,

and

AT

eod3w

ELOCUTION
MISS SARAH eTlAUGHTON,
National School
Elocu-

Sewing Siik,
Embroidery

SLILPERS

is prepared to receive pupils in
VOCAL nOK', at 15 Prospect
Street.
Piip!i of Clare E. Smart, of Boston. RudersdorflT method.

iston.

MACHINE TWIST,

CHRISTMAS

BROWN

MISS LIZZIE

BELDIKB BROS.&C(k
Of

-FOB

J. W. COLCORD,

decS

Silk Manufacturers.
DRESS SIDES

Headquarters

private pupil* by the subscriber

to

Jan24

Holiday Presents
E. 8.

and Class

English

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

niSCELLANEOliN.

EDUCATIONAL.

Instruction in

CLAS^MAJLMA'rTK^J
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Jerry Cox, (colored) was hanged

S. C., yesterday, for the
bert (white).
Four

at

Georgetown,

muider of Herbert H. Rem-

counterfeiters, including

ex-countp official,

yesterday.

were

John Kilfoil, an
arrested at VTncennes, Ind.,

The Surgeon General of the Marine Hospital service has been informed of the re-appearance of
yellow fever in Rio de -laneiro.
The suit of the Tradesmen’s National Bank of
New York against Gen. James Lougstreet to recover $4,500, was decided yesterday by the Supreme
Court, in tavor of the plaintiff.

During a quarre’ at Caraquet,.N, B., on Wednesdav, Gustave I.amontague was struck with an axe
by his cousin, Phils L-montagoe, aud died yesterday from his injuries.
Geu. Iliram Leonard, IT. S. A., (retired) died In
San Francisco yesterday morning, agod 75.

uw.v ■■ ■

--
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has been so ever since the fifth or sixth day after
the fire broke out.
“Our cargo consists of coal, brick, scrap iron, sulphur and other merchandise. There was also some
coal oil, and as soon as p ssible I had that removed
This vessel,’’ continued the
to a safe place aft.
Captain, “has three decks, th *fc is, the lower deck
has only the beams, and is not floored, and I am of
the opiuion that some of these beams have burned
away and caused the upper deck to sink.”
FIRE

EXTINGUISHED.

extinguished about three o’clock this
morning, tho vessol being aground with water in her
hold to the depth of fu ly twenty feet. The freight
consisting of some nine hundred ions t f assorted
cargo, is goi er.tlly insure*!, anti largely in our local
The fire

was

The damage is very
tween the crcmast and mainmast.
writing it is impossible to estimate

compinies.

Francisco Call.

eoiisidevable beAt the

prcs«?nt

the loi».~[San

particularly with reference to its real estate
loans In the West, and especially in Chicago
To this end jMr. Smith, the Insurance Commissioner of Maine, wanted the other gentle
men mentioned above to meet together in Chicago. Mr. John E. DeWltt, the president of
the company, is also here, and was before the

Thursday.

The company owms
of real estate in Chicago, and has also large sums leaned on property
in this city, and one of t' e principal duties of
the visiting commissioners will be to ex-miae
and ascertain its real value at this time. They
will be engaged in this work for several day*.
commissioners
a

considerable

amount

THE

PRESS'.

SATURDAY MORNINU, DEC. 22.
We do not read anonymous letters and eommunieations. The name and address of the writer are in
all eases

indispensable,

neoeesarily
publicaguarantee of good faith.
We cannot undert ike to return or preserve com
municatlons that are not used.

tion

but

not

for

as a

Reuben B. Springer of Cincinnati has offered to contribute $500,000 for the
payment
of Archbishop Purcell’s debts, lr the archdiocese of Cincinnati will give an average
of $3 per member and all other known
Catholic churches in the country an average
of 58 cents a member.
The citadel of Sontay from which the
Chinese must be dislodged before the French
will be in possession of the town is in tbe
form of a
quadrilateral each one of its sides
being about 2000 feet long. It is built of
brick and masoury, with bastions in the
middle cf each side. It was erected toward
the close of the last century by French en

being $14,116,027, and from Portland,
$9,437,030.
By the last report from the bureau of
statistics of tne exports of Breadstuffs it appears that the value of the exports from this
city for November last was $47,041, and for

November of last, year $5,000, that the total
value for the eleven months ending November 30th last was
$220,315 against $160,185
for the corresponding period of the previous

By*he reports from the same bureau
of the exports of provisions, tallow and dairy
products, it appears that the value of the
exports during November of this year was
$127,030 against $30,281 for November of
the previous year, and that for the eleven
months ending November 30th of this year
the total value of these exports was $814,20S against $790,138 for the corresponding
period of the previous year. All these statistics show a gratifying growth in the amount
of business done here, and are so far encouraging to the hopes of our citizens.

1

dered it of little account, and that it will be
easily battered down if it is not surrendered
without resistance.

cleanse the Mb in,
To Scalp
and Blood of

Itching, Scaly, Pimply,

cura

insures another term of the bad
government which has disgraced that Stale since

generally happens,
the Democracy undertake any reform, they found themselves bandicapp-d
by the fact that the friends of the rascals
were iu the majority.
McEuery seems to
be the champion of all that is bad in Louisiana politics. lie is the avowed friend of
the lottery ring, aud was recently accu:ed
of being at the head of a laud ssiudle. We
have been frequently told that it was the
negro only that stood in tho way of good
when the decent por-

tion of

government at the South. But McEnerv
and the corrupt rings that support him are
whites.

The Boston papers of yesterday give the
what must hereafter be known
as the great Pacific Bank
fraud, as they are
revealed in the bill filed in the United States
Court by the receiver. The stoiy excels almost everything in the record of bank swindles, at least in recent years. A. I. Benyon,
the President appears to have been as reckless and corrupt a bank official as was ever

particulars of

exposed and the narrative of his various
operations and combinations abounds in
amazing revelations. The Receiver alleges
that the cashier was a defaulter whose defalcation Benyon concealed by substituting
a worthless note for cash.
The Directors
are accused of beiDg some of them accom-

Remedies

fallible.

Purifier,
erient,

Cuticura

inRe-

from the blood
us removes the
cause.
the great Skin Cure, instantly allays

ferine

Cdticura Soap,

used

and
the
story is that which tells how the bank while
insolvent was enabled to begin business
again only to be wrecked by another gang of
lost.

Not the least

money

was

astonishing part

of

NEW

Skin and
the Com-

Cka*. Houghton, Esq., lawyer, 28 State
Street, Boston, reports a case of Salt Rheum under

CuricuRA

skin.

Remedies, leaving

a

clean and

healthy

Mr. and Mrs. EverettNtebbins, Belehertown,
Mass., write: Our little boy was terribly afflicted
with Scrofula, Salt Rheum, aud Erysipelas ever
since he was born, and nothing we could give him
helped him until we tried Cuticura
which gradually cured him, until he is now as fair
as any child.

Remedies,

Carpenter, HendersoD, N. Y., cured of
or Leprosy, of twenty years’ standing,
by
Cuticuri Remedies. The most wonderful cure on
record. A dustpan full of scales fell from him daily.
Physicians and his friends thought he must die.
Cure sworn to before a justice of the peace aud Henderson’s most prominent citizens.
M E.
Psoriasis

Mon. William Taylor, Health Commissioner,
Boston says: After three months’ use of the Cuticura Remedies, and 12 years of as constant suffering from Scrofulous Humor of the face, neck, at.d
scalp as was ever endured, I can say that I am cured
and pronounce my case the most remarkable on record.
Sold by all druggists. Cuticura, 60 cents: Resolvent, $i; Soap, 25 cents. Potter Drug and
Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
Send for “Mow to Cure Skin Diseanes.”

C'ITTFW
*"1

CERA SOAP.

highly medicinal,

Absolutely" pure,

indorsed

by phy-

sicians, preferred by the elite.
Sales, 1881
1882,1,000,000 cakes. Sold everywhere.

and

HOLIDAY
BOOKS.

interested:
The manufacture of artificial eggs across the Atlantic is largely increasing; and one establishment
Rlone turns ont upward of one thousand
every hour.
The yolks are formed of a paste composed of corn-

flour,

starch and other materials.
made of alhnmen, and are

The

whites

are

chemically identical with
the whites of real eggs.
The inner skin is a film of
of gelatine; and the shell is of
plaster-of-Paris, and
Is somewhat thicker than the original.
The yolk l8
first rolled into a ball, and frozen hard: then it is
enclosed in the albumen, and submitted to a rapid

r.Ttofnrw

niAtmn

rrhioh

mnlrnn

11

__.• J

form, and again it is frozen. It is then dipped into
the gelatine, and after that into the
plaster, which,
while drying rapidly, retains the foim after the contents have melted. It is said that in point of taste
the eggs cannot be distinguished from the real article; while they will keep good for years, and dre
not so easily broken.
They oan be flavored to resemble dacks’eggs; bht up to the present it is stated
that “even the most assiduous hen had failed to
produce chicks from these compounds.”

Referring

to

the

which provoked the first article, nobody should suppose that Dr. G. M. Twitchell of Fairfield,
who made the address, said anything of the
kind. It was a reporters’error; but one of
those
misstatements that are curiously

Plush, Russia

Alligator Leather
$1 OO

and

from

WOOL
JACKET FOR

The selection of Chicago

bolding

<5*

1

2.50 and 3.00 Each.

$1.58

1

{pAJ

VERY
JACKETS, ELABORATELY TRIMMED FOR
FINE

•

I

SILK JACKETS,
LINED WITH SATIN, QUILl'ED

dh I IA

LOT
LOT
LOT

Toilet articles of all

TH£

and other Hair Brushes from 15c.
to $5.00 each, and many other articles that are all usefu!. Come
and gee for yourselves. No trouble
to show goods.

SMOKE SMOKERS SMOKE.
The be.t Cigars in the city. Our favorite Brands, the La Brunswicks, La Ritecas, La Rosa Espanola, La Bastiaueiii,
La Normandi, La Rosa. Seba, Clippon
and Chincopins, still at the head. Quality maintained, prices reduced.

$1.00
$1.25

470

constantly receiving
Holidays

choice
things for presents, Gold
Pens in great variety, Glove
Buttoners, Gold Toothpicks
and Pencils, Paper Weights,
Cutters, Bronze Medalions,

and also an elegant line of
Albums.
For the next 20
days shall seU Cabinet
Frames In Plush, Velvet
and Bronze, at manufacturer’s prices.
Do not fail to
them.

J, T.

FRED

“
“

ni

Fine Embroidered Linen Handkerchiefs, six in box, for $3.00,
cents each.

one

pair

box,

in

FINE,

vith

LOWEST PRICES (OR BEST GOODS.

We

new

designs

closing
half price.

in Scarf Pins for Gentlemen and

or

norlF

dtf

Kidney

Troubles.

Don’t dose for kidney aifections. Use evternally
one ofBeuson’s Capeine Porous Plaster oyer tb*
WS&w
kidneys.

APPLY TO

pair.

SHAW, HAMMOND & CARNET,
$03 Commercial Ml*

dec5

Large Sizes in stock.

Market

dtf

Wanted.
/CANVASSERS to sell Eagle Wringers on lnstallVy ments. Goo<l salary or commieion paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MARTIS, Manager.

Square,

aug30dtf

Temple

36

Street.

MAT AND FOUND.

madve:.

Lost.

eodSt

_

Christmas

LADY’S pocket book

on one of the following
streets: Pleasant, Fore to Crosi,Cross,Middle
Exchange, Exchange to Federal. The tinder will
be rewarded by returning same to this office, of J.
H. WHITNEY *9 drug store, 053 Congress street

A
to

1883.

or

dec2l^ d3t

^

PEARL and Turquoise ring in a plush case and
paper box, probably on Congress St., between
Stato ana Preble Sts, The tinder will be rewarded
by leaving at Atwood and Wentworth’s, 601)
dec20d3t*
Congress St.

A

58

Miaj Woods

TO

•

unfurnished at 173 STATE ST.
DESIRABLE
no27
or

dtf

TO'LET~
Store Rm.117 & 119 Middle St.

all kinds.
In addition to the above we
have an immense stock of

each in

LET.

Boouis to Let.
rooms, single or in suites,furnished

displayed in this city, embracing articles, useful as well
as ornamental, such as
Fancy
Handkerchiefs, Ties, Collars
Mirrors,
Fancy
Stationery,
Dressing Cases, Fancy Baskets,
Glove Boxes, Perfumery, Ink
Stands, Ornaments,
Wallets,
Shopping Bags and Jewelry of
ever

58 cents

Boys,

are

out all

large Toys,

and will sell our

remaining stock

Special prices on Tool Chests, ranging in price from 17
Two hundred elegant Fringed Books,
$1.50, will be sold at 75 cts.

BELOW

the

Poet Office where all the large

Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in dr,
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light

LADIES’

airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
furnace. Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 3 64
Brackett St. where the keys may he found.
and

on

which are worth double the

FOB SALE,

in all the very latest styles and
lowest prices.
Turkish and Persian Rugs,
Mats, etc.
A cordial invitation is extended to all to inspect our goods
without feeling obliged to purchase.

at

cts. to $5.00.

which the regular price is

For Sale.
No. 9 India St.. corner Fore, also house
No 178 Fore St., adjoining said house on India with about twelve thousand feet land,(12000),

HOUSE

also one Pew in Second Parish Church. Apply for
terms to WILLIAM WEEKS, on the premises,
decodim*

For Sale or To Let.
8 story brick house No. 10 Gray street, near
Park, furnished with all the madaifiwmven-

price.

Pocket Toilet Sets for Gentlemen and

tings.

GEO. A. GAY &

Ladies, containing reliable fit-

Beaver Muffs, Collars and Capes; Orebe Muffs
and Collars; Chinchilla Muffs and Collars;
Black Coney Muffs aud Collars ; Black Hare.

Mirrors, Bronzes, Placques, Sconces, Tables, Easels, Screens and choice
articles for House Decoration, will be shown in Art Needle-work
Department.

FOR

If you can’t think of articles for your friends, examine
we will be glad to assist in deciding the
question.

our

quality

An elegant Set of Children’s Dishes will be sold by subscription, for
the purpose of giving the Children at the Orphan Asylum Christmas
presents. We give the cost of the Set, and sell in this way in order
to raise a larger amount. Subscription price 10 cts.

%
desirable presents can be purchased for gentlemen and boys, than a Rubber Coat
and Hat, or a pair of Hall’s Patent Rubber Lined

The Dishes may be seen in show case next the Reception Room.
We
trust that all who wish will subscribe at once, before our store is
too much crowded.

No more useful

or

Rubber Roots.

Christmas Tree Decorations in very large variety.
giving trees the appearance of snow.

FOR THE LADIES

"***"*’-I1

%

Gossamer Rubber Circular is always acceptable.
We have a large variety of our own manufacture
and of finest quality.

-ALSO-

Ladies’ and Gents’ Fur Gloves, all of which will be sold
at very low prices. Silk Umbrellas for the
Holidays.
Sea! Sacques—a few left to be closed out at a discount.

stock and

HOLIDAY FREWS

E. N.

FURRIER,

Snow Powder for

PERRY,
245 MIDDLE ST.

-

00120___

Rubber

CHILDREN,

Hall Rubber

Co.,

©

dtf

IIILETT & LITTLE
Will make

Special

on

Same Silks been selling 35c per yard
We will warrant either grade
not to break in wear.

3|6

—

Photograph

Albums

LOWEST PRICES.

I
I

□

and

per

Spoons
prices.

at

bottom

McKenney, the Jeweler.
547 CONGRESS STREET.

dec7

AMES.

0UYL1L UITSUY
ddc8

PORTLAND

l

*»•
O

DYER

511

Joe..pb Russell.31 High street.
Addison Libby,.04, Clark-Stieot.
Alfred Staples.17G Ne.-.'. Street.

cfe

Canaries and

410

dec!7

FRED BSSOdlBY,
Congress St., Portland,

.......

Farnsworth.367 Spring Street.

Deerin|

Charles Goodridge.
H. Gilbert,.Cantoa Steam MUls
Co.
V. E. Gilbort,.Canton Steam Mills
Co.
J. B. Vance.Alfred. Me
W. G.
Me.
d. S.
Me.

g*

gg* Murry.Pembroke, Mo.
vCumberland St
A- 9; d;*,1!.810”.469
H°lden, ....84 Lincoln Street.
..144
Pine
Street
UiSn'..
3*
Deering Street,
F* W* £6axter,.22
Spring Street.
MfKenney.162
Mrs. David
Keazer.83 State Street.

CO-

W

Zenas Thompson, Jr.T24
C. E.
C. E. Barrett,....5

die.

d2w

ONLY

Pearl Street.
Street.

McKENNEY,

ever

THE

517 CONGRESS
07

Deering Street.
604 Congress Street.
Blaokrtone.Canal Bank.

H. T.
«ep8

$2.50 PER PAIR.

Best Bargain

Pfl

Tlnwnhnntnn

W

UUt]

UUi UliUPLU1

517 CONGRESS STREET.

doc7_lot

iliUUUi

dtf
_

offered.

Cement Drain Pipe Works.
sale, one of the best paying business in the
city, and is now doing a good business. Satisfactory reasons giving for selling out. Call < n -I ,L.
SMITH, corner of Cumberland and Preble streets,
Portland, Mo.
noTldu

FOR

JEWELER.
STREET.
i

j

COUNTRY STORE
—

INVITATION
a

meeting of the

officers it

FOR SALE.

was

subscGbers offer fur sale their entire bust
ness, consisting of stock usually kept in a country store; also clothing bus nog.*, facilities for makof pants » er year. Stock Reappraiing 20,000
sal; situated in the pleasant vi lingoof Alfred, Me ;
store in flrat-class order;
best corner; old stand.
Will sell real estate or rent. Good reasons for selling. For further information nddre.s or ca l cn

THE

Resolved: That no ticket be issued until it bear
1—The full name of the child.
2—The street and number of child’s residence

?—’O18

4-The
Teachers

AND

Clothing Manufacturing Business

TICKETS may be obtained at Ward
Hoorn, City Hal), Myrtle street entrance any
day between the hours of 10 to 5 o’clock.
At

pairs

name of tho person
taking the tlrkei.
slgna.ure of the Sec’y Chns. F. Johnson.

requested to hand in the names to
the committee of pupils who should reoeire
tickets.
Per order,
EXEC. COM. C. C. C.
deoSl-dtf
are

LEAVITT &

__

^SLlfx’ocl,

STAMMERING

Dec

the Grady Institute,
Portland, Maine. Ip.
to
J.
A.
ply
STKOU I', Prleip ti, or to
JOHN COLLINS, Sec. Care guarantee*1
Consultation free.
dim*

12,1883.

OO X&

for Ufc at
£“r®a
301 Congress St.,

noy28

A

McKENAEY, the Jeweler,

Mono
j

O
-----

Kilims from $1.00 to $1.50,
l’oii malic si mistake if you <lo not
examine tills stock.

c. o. c.

400 Danforth Street,

Snow,...280Brackett

and the finest variety of cages in the state.
Also seeds and sundries and food for soft billed
birds. Goods to the amount of $1 delivered free to
any part of the city.

P.

XJXIX1XIXI

Congress
(Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.

g*
g* Brown, (Artist,)
B. B.

of

Fancy Birds

BAVTD

$1.00
2.50

ninwA

UGillo

Gould,.....887

H. P. SPbos. Edwards,

CONGRESS STREET.

largest stock

Oanla!

Sold by Grocers everywhere.
IV •

Girl

tvr

Children’s Solid Gold
Rings
Only
“
11
“
‘‘
Ladies’

strengthening, cosily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
WoH as for persona iu health.

I W

Her a

Has the largest stock ever shown in the state in

and is therefore far more economical.
It is delicious, nourishing,

n.

Huy

your

Diamonds, Pearls, Tiger Eye,
Onyx, Cameo, Intaglio, Garnet, Amethyst, ete.

W arranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
tunes the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starcb, Arrowroot or Sugar,

.98 state street
..266 Statu Street.

please

IcKENNEY IDE JEWELER,

1878.

Breakfast Cocoa.

Knife.

Sidney Tbaxter.74 Deering Street.

eodtf
The

Old oa-a.

00., Kostou

MEBAL, PAKIS,

LB

MAINE

Park Street.
g. D bby.150Mellon
Street.
fIC Oja™.-..14
^nrr ah

Samuel

*

dly
to

jc=e 'i(

BAKER’S

a new furnace I
beg to direct your
the Kohler lfot Air Furnace.
Its suover
all
I
others will demonstrate if you
periority
will call at my store. The following well known
persous haTethe Kohler:
W.T. Sargent.148 Spring Street.
"•
£• gh«rry.4S7 Congress Street.

J-

novlO

If you want

STTb&wtf

32 Market Square,

Spring.Fryeburg.
Spring,.Fryeburg,

dec4

Only $3.00

Forks

M.

dtf

l One,
Rogers Bros.’ lies,Dozen.

0.

Literature.

-($1.76)

OF

attention to

We shall open on Wednesday, December 5th, a choice and extensive
stock of Holiday Goods. All the novelties in Lace Pichus, Collars and
Handkerchiefs, Embroidered, Hemstitched, Colored Bordered and
Initial Handkerchiefs; Embroidered Linen and Lace Pillow Shams;
Plush and Leather Bags; Brush and Comb Sets; Handkerchief, Glove,
Collar and Cuff Boxes; Portemonnaies; Music Rolls; Hand Minors;
Broom and Cigar Cases; Smokers’ Sets; Match Boxes; Jewel Cases; Bracelets; Crumb Sets; Tidies; Perfumery; Bisque Figures; Vases for Plants;
Elegant French Fans &c. Silk Dress Goods and Cloakings at reduced
prices for the next two weeks.

ST.

dec3

OFFICE

TO THE PUBLIC,

CHRISTMAS eOODS.

J.
CONGRESS

Musical

more.

Street. |

Sizo

Ritter’s History of Maine, 2 vols., each $1.60:
Mendelssohn’s beautiful Letters, 2 vols., each $1.75:
Mozart’s Letters, 2 vols., each $1.60. Uiv< * ot
Beethoven. ($2.00), Gotlnchalk, ($1.60), Chop
in, ($L.60), Hnntlel«($2),Mendeliwhon,($1.60).
(§1-76), Von Weber, (2 vols., ea.
*150) gchnuiytun, ($1.60), Folko'* Mkctcben
($1.60), Urbino’n Biogr aphical Nketch*w,

If in want of

Christmas Goods
AND

Congress

Sh*SL^“10

(^KW-) i"5 pages, vocal
Guitar
uuiiai at
CU Hnma
nuilie. and Instrumental.
Price of each of the above books, $2.00 in hoards
$2.60 in cloth, and $3.00 gilt.

%

MILLETT&~LITTLE,

diw

SiM

be the most brilliant music in

to

the world.

£►

©1.38, $1.33 dfc ©X 73.

230s'iepage"8io

collection of the best Piano pieces.

Acknowledged

©

We call special attention to these numbers at

the kind.

and New,

I Gems of Strauss.260

3

BLACK SILKS l

dlawSly

Music Size pages. All the old-time
Minstrel and Plantation songs.

Musical Favorite.
A recent

Prices to Customers

Songs, Old

{world-famous

H

Portland, IHe,

8l.,

English Song.25|^c^yic
of

Minstrel

!

I*o. 228 Middle St.
decl8

Gems of

Revised, enlarged and best collections
216 Sheet

Toys, Animals, Balls

special importation of beautifully dressed

a

deol7

II* B. RICKER* Gen. Agent*
130 Commercial
decl

|
fCHRISTMAS! MW YEARS!

3
©

Owen, Moore <fc Co.

eoJ3in

MUSICAU, GIFTS!

I.

————————

A

FOR THE

■manmamnnwi

Then, before you buy, call and see the largest, best and finest line off

Examine the goods iu our “Toilet Goods Department,” and see how
much more you c tn buy for ten dollar# than at any other place ia
the State. Every article is of the best quality.

—

»

—*

MILES BAKING POWDER

LOOK AT ALL THE FURS !

prices.

—

Also for sale, if desired, the CarpetT'KHrt
part of Furniture In said house. Inquire of J. F.
KANDALL & CO., 119 Commercial street.
nov27
dtf

Corner Brown.
Congress Street,
dec11__eodtf

Cut Glass Bottlrs in great variety, which we have just closed out from
a New York importer a'd are selling very much less than usual

best

THE
lences

GO.,

499

Extensive assortment Manicue Sets, from 25 cts., to $16.00 each. This
25 ct Set we are running at half regular price. It is just the thing
for children.

Smoking Jackets and Dressing Gowns for Gentlemen, of
and at less price than they can be made up.

dtf

oct2

Packages of Christmas Cards at 25 cts., 50 cts., 75 cts., and $1.00,

515

C.O. HUDSON

Boy Wanted.

Fine assortment Boys’ Wallets, and Pocket Books for Ladies, Gentlemen and Children.
Nickel and Silver Letters for the above will be
put on without extra charge for work.

C. O. HUDSON
Christmas Boxes in great variety.
Cornucopias, Sugar Toys and
Novelties in Sweetmeats.

per

specialties,

they
clear $7.00 per day, circulars
new

free._ _decldlaw4wS

One lot Gentlemen’s Silk Hose, in plain
Black and Colors.

$1.50

of

canvass

vicinity
their bestagents

SILK HOSE,

WAVELAND,
WEXFORD.
DDLWICH,
CROXTON.

invite an inspection of this stock of NECKWEAR, feeling confident that it contains some of
the most ARTISTIC EFFECTS in Gentlemen’s
Neck Dressings ever in the State.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

13 MARKET SQUARE.

Wanted*
Mchoflfid

a

in great variety and

CONFECTIONERY !!

ChiManufacturing Co.,
The
Portland
cago, Ills., want agents to
and
for their
claim

at 50 cts., 75 cts., $1.00,

separate box.

WILL YOU CALL

Stockings
PURE

Afcw select Novelties $6.00, $7.00
$7.SiO aiul $9.00 each.

lots very handsome Neck Ties at 25 cents and 50 cents each.

Elegant

(No. 3.

Fill the Children’s

ueuiouu

91.W.

WANTS*

Ladies’ Linen Handkerchiefs, with Embroidered Initial, six in box,
for $1.63, or 32 cents each.

Wnrerooms of

8 Free St Block, PORTLAND.

Assembly

Lost.

Special

PIANO and ORGAN Christmas Cards

Samuel Thurston

of admission to Matinee 60 cts.
(Tuesday.)75Tickets
cts. Tickets for afternoon and evenlug

$5.00 each.

We

$2.00

teeing Academy.

Claw te
zing Monday and Thursday Evenings. Waltzing Matinee Christmas afternoon commencing at 2.30. Assembly Christmas evening,

We have onened one of the finest assort
ts of

FWH mmi DOLLS.

prices

WALTON’S

Gentlemen’s and Boy’s Neck Ties, the handsomest assortment we
have ever shown—each in separate box.

A large and elegant assortment

low

M.

THE

SPECIALTIES THIS WEEK.

CO.,

the sick. a Rubber Hot Water Bottle or an Air
Cushion wftl give more comfort than any other present.

ustonisliinsiv

rich and

popular shapes.

__

or

the

Gilbert’s

A genteel Umbrella for Gentlemen’s
flue Twilled Silk, Sterling Silver
mounted Handles, Allgator Leather Handles, Carved Handles and solid sticks,
all steel point e'lds, silk c^ses,

We now have in stock in the following

400 & 593 Congress Street.
dcclB
FOR THE OLD FOLKS For the next three days.
dtf

at

SATINS of

8

—

deolittf

Regular Price $3.SO

PHILADELPHIA SCARFS.

portijAnx>,

Gentlemen’s Suspenders,
$1.50 and $2.00.

STUBBS,

PIANO COVERS,

$2.98 each.

each.

and

yet nothing has been said about the comparative size of the feet of the women of the rival cities.

Gentlemen’s Twilled Silk Umbrel as,
Steel pointed ends,

elegant designs.

2.50 and 3.50 Each.

Gentlemen’s Initial Handkerchiefs, six in box, for $3.00,

CHRISTMAS
I am
ne tv goods for the
There are many

in BROCADED

Congress Street,

declS

LOT 9.

BEVERLY,SOARF

Sessions

—

Juvenile in tlic Morning from 10 to 12;
Music
admission 15c including skates.
Afternoon and Evening by Chandler.
The elevator will run Afternoon and Evening from 1.45 to 3 and from 7.30 to
8.30. Admission Afternoon and Evening
25c; Skate Checks. 10c.
GEO. II. WHITNEY, Manager.

Usual Price $2.50.

ment.

EACH
EACH
EACH

EMBROIDERED SILK HDKF’S at
VERY ELEGANT,

I

each.

CTS.

8

wear,

CANES,
7.00 and 10,00 EACH.
62

C8IRISTN1AS.

LOT 3,

HEADED

AT
AT
AT

MM RollBFSkatins Rink.

$1.98 each,

largo and complete assort-

“

1
2
3

Dr A OA
tyJjOCl «P OU

JACKETS AND ROBES,

Velvet

&
GLADDENi
FLEXON
I celebrated
SCARFS in all the late styles and colors.

$4.00,6.00,
PONGEE SILK HLiDKOHE’S

fumes

descriptions, Solid Back English
Bristles, Bleached or Unbleached,

$2.00

a

Prices $1.00,75c and 50c; gallery admission 36c.
Sale of seats commences WedueiJay, Dec. 10.
dec!7
dlw

Gentlemen’s Silk Umbrellas

Fisk, Clark & Flagg’s

I

EACH.

Reduced from

JPIJI*

BROCADED

d2w

as the place for
Republican convention
crowing of the Chicago journals in

Business of the Port.
Some statistics published on the fourth
page will give pleasure to those who carefully watch the growth of the city in its com'
mercial basiness.
These figures relate to
the business of the custom house for the
two financial years, ending June 30, 1882,
and June 30, 1883.
It appears that the
amount of duties assessed on merchandise
for the latter year was $275,684.60 in excess
of the amount for the previous year; that
the official fees accruing to the government
were greater by $1,779.43; that the increase
in the value of exports was $1,382,019,
(more than 10 per cent.); that the increase
in the number of entries of vessels and
sealed cars was 2106 (almost 37 per cent.),
and that the increase of clearances of vessels and sealed cars was 458. It appears
further,—and this is a testimony to increased efficiency of administration,—that
notwithstanding the increase of basin ess
the expenses of the customs service at this
port were not Increased but declined, and
that the fines, penalties and forfeitures collected in the latter year were $4,015.17
against but $489.27 the previous year, the
net gain to the government in the two
items being $3,966.14.
Comparing Portland with other cities it
appears that seventeen ports in this country
lead Portland in the value of their exports
of merchandise of domestic origin; that
eleven exceed it in the amount of aggregate
receipts from custom house business, and
that only one port, that of New York, during the year ending June 30, 1883, exported
more merchandise
of foreign origin, the
value of these exportations from New York

$2.50.

Walking Sticks.

&1A

*P_LU*

ELEGANT JACKETS, SATIN
TRIMMED FOR

LORING, SHORT k HARMON

see

Brocaded

Two hundied real Duchess and Oriental Lace Handkerchiefs, much
less than regular price.

the national

and the
consequence have made St. Louis mad with
jealousy. The press of the latter city is
giving vent to its feelings in the matter by a
raid on Chicago hotels and hotel managers.
Among other things it is alleged that the
proprietor of the Grand Pacific charged the
Ohio delegation to the last Republican convention $100 a day for the use of the United
States court room, which was in a
building
which he owned, but had leased to the
United States government, while the judges
of the appellate court demanded and received seven season tickets apiece to the convention as the price of their consent to allow the delegation to use the room.
The Globe-Democrat habitnally alludes to
Chicago as Joe Medillville and demands that
the price of air and water per cubic foot be
settled before the meeting of the convention.
The Chicago Times retorts that St. Louis
was hopelessly crushed as a
city of conventions by the discovery which the Democrats
made in 1878 that drinks were sold there for
18 cents straight,instead of two for a quarter
and four for fifty cents. Strange to say, as

$2.25,

/

G LI)

Chests, Stands, Cases, &c., Perfrom all manufacturers,

A realization of Dante's
presented
with entirely new costumes and music and the same
cast as played at Wallack’s Star Theatre, New York
for nine weeks; and Park Theatre, Boston, two
weeks.

LOT I

IECKWEAR

«P <5 •VlU

ELEGANT JACKETS, SATIN
TRIMMED FOR

to

Western Compliments.

Usual price

«a S»A.AA.

0. H. GUPPY &

j

Men’s Elaborate and Fine NIGHTSHIRTS i
1
all made to our order,
Shown in

ces.

OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.

FRASCESMDA Mil INI.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS ONLY.

Made to our order during the past few
weeks with special view to the HOI IDAT TRADE.

One lot sterling Sliver Mounted Canes a?

Gents’ Toilet and Shaving Sets
in Russia and Alligator Leather,
Infants’ Toilet Sets, Wall Pockets
with Broo ;i in
large variety,
Smoking Sets, Cigar < ases, Odor

Soaps,

NECKWEAR

$3.00 EACH,

Notwithstanding the advertisement of
other concerns we can show the LARGEST and most complete assortment of
FINE JACKETS in Portland.

For the Christmas Season of 1883 we offer every
facility for the selection of
Standard and Illustrated
Books suitable for Presents.
Our extensive and varied stock of the Best Authors, in sets and single
volumes, has been greatly
increased by attractive and
beautiful styles of binding,
especially designed for the
Holiday Season, and embraces also an endless variety of Choicely Illustrated
Works, and a complete
Stock of the latest and most
desirable
and
English
American Publications.
All Books will be supplied at the usual Discounts
from the Publisher’s Pri-

decl3

Supported.by Jlr. Lrwii Jit me. and an excelleat company in Hon. Geo. II: Boker’f Tragedy in 6 act.,

GENTLEMEN’S
SILK
UMBRELLAS.

ARTISTIC

As a special bargain we offer a very
elegant NIGHTSHIRT with Fancy Trim,
med Collars, Cuffs and Pocket at

SACKS.

statement

amusing
everybody but the person misreported and the person who blundered

Lawrence Barrett!

DEPARTMENT.

GENTLEMEN’S

NIGHTSHIRTS.

$25.00.

to

Nail Sets in

GENTLEMEN’S

DRESSING

A FINE ALL

We have Celluloid Sets in Plush
aud
Leather Cases containing
Hand Mirror, Hair Brush and
Comb, and selling from

$2,00

GENTLEMEN S

plunderers.
The Bath Times, after quoting the substance of the paragraph in the Press a
day
or two ago about the statement
alleged by
the reporter of the Oxford Democrat to have
been made at a meeting of farmers in South
Paris, that the consumption of eggs exceeds
the supply, and our inquiry how that could
be, says it is clear that the Press has overlooked a recent article in the London Farmer-which it reprints for the benefit of those

FARUWRLL ENDAGEIfflENT (prior to
his departure for Loudon, Eng., to play in Mr. HenNlr.
ry Irving’s Lyceum Theatre.)

oelebratedstory

Sundries.

Druggists’

^SATURDAY, DEC, 11

ONE NIGHT ONLY.

YEAR’S

aud if you want a nice present call
early aud secure the best at the
lowest price.
Our stock comprises many useful
as well as
ornamental articles.
We advertise nothing but what
MAKE good and valuable presents.
We are headquarters for IMPORTED and DOMESTIC

Toilet

COMPANY.

FURNISHING

THEATRE

PORTLAND

Frank Curtis..Proprietor and Manager.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

GENTLEMEN’S

ARE ALMOST HERE,

his observation for ten years, which covered the pa-

i tient’s body and limbs, and to which all known
methods or treatment hud been applied without
benefit, which wi s completely cured solely by the

WfTJKBTAIIVMENTa.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

&

HOLIDAY

AND

exquisite Skin Beautifier and Toilet Requisite, is indispensable in treating skin diseases, and for rough, chapped, or greasy
skin, blackheads, blotches, and baby humors. Cuticura Remedies are the only infallible bloo<\ purifiers and skin beautifiers.

exercised

in which the bank’s

CHRISTMAS

an

plices and

others dupes, or dummies, who
indirection, giving the President
full swing to carry out his plans, and he
was engaged in all sorts of wild
speculations

<13m

Blood

new

diuretic and apexpels disease

Itching aud Inflammation, clears the
Scalp, heals Ulcer* and Sores, restores

plexion.

are

Cdticura

solvent, the

into power, as he will probat all hazards. The bet-

as

PORTLAND, MAINE.

octl

Contagious

Humors,
Blood Poisons,
Ulcers,
Abscesses, and Infantile
Skin Tortures, the Cuti-

ALLEN

NO. 194 HUDDLE STREET,
3 Doors West Canal Natl Bank.

Scrofulous, Inherited and

The success of the McEuery faction in
the Louisiana Democratic State convention

ter class of Democrats seem to have made a
sincere effort to “turn the rascals out;” but.

NEW

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
Banker and Broker,

year.

giceers. Though it was regarded as a
strong fortress at the time it was built, it is
likely that the improvements which have
been made in artillery since then have ren-

McEuery came
ably be elected

MNANCIJU.

|

VO.,
Mo,
ilocll.itf

3B7

)rB''111 plica of Toko will eontlnue at Eight Cei.
J*
at the works, and Ten Cents
delivered, for
thirty days longer,! **. i<> dauvary 10th, is.si,
Purchasers can have it put into their blL», gji
p .\iug thirty-live cents a load, at the Gas Office £»

change

S«.

4ecl2d30(

*»

THE

PBES8.

SATURDAY MORNING. DEC. 22.
Wit and Wisdom.
“Who was

ble?”

straightest

the

“Joseph.”

the Bi-

tu

man

Pha-

“Because

“Why?”

raoh made a ruler of him.”

Coaly and Chalk
deposits around my joints, enlarged and inflamed; could not walk; pain was intense, particularly at the change in the weather; was
1 Wai Afflicted

With

confined to my bed; gave up all hopes of living;
used Giles’ Iodide Ammonia Liniment and
Pills, which remedies restored my health, dispersed the enlargements and removed the pain.
Mrs. VIRGINIA E. BRADSHAW, Stafford
Store, Va. Sold by W. F. Phillips & Co.
Bakers are bred to habits of early rising.—
But is that any reason why they should pan

out

so

crusty?

Burnett'* C'oconiue,
The Bent and Cheapest Hair Dressing.
It kills dandruff, allays irritation, and promotes a

vigorous growth of the Hair.
Flavoring Extracts are invariably
acknowledged the purest and best.
Burnett’s

j>

Sounds at $11, Tongues and Sounds $10*4, Ale
at $5; Salmon at $20; Fins $15.
new; No 1
$10; Swordfish $14 P bbl.
Fresh Halibut—Sales, three Hank fares at 12c ^
id in
cargo lots.
Shore Fish Last sales Codfish at $2.50 P' cwt;
Haddock $3.25.
Frozen Heiringsellirg for bait $1.75.
q.T.a
Pure Medicine Oil $1 00
gal, crude do at 80c,
Blacktish Oil 65c; Cod do 46@48c; Shore do at 44@
45c;Porgie do, none on market.
Porgie scrap,$15 ^ ton; Fish do $12;Liver do $9.

Sch John A Lord, of
Ion 63 W, partially

jnves
Shad

In the dim and distant future some antiquarian will come across a Saratoga truuk and excitedly exclaim: “Yes, it is true; they had
giants in those days. Hera is ono of their
houses!”
Success is certain when the Congress Yeast
Powder is used in making biscuits, cakes, etc.
IHABKIAtiGH.

N,

e

Cienfuegos.
At City Island 20th, schs Minnie 0 Taylor, and
Col Millilcen, for Portland; Maud Mallach, and H
Curtis, for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Sld 19th, schs Minnie C Taylor
Hamilton, and L B Sargent. Sargent, for Portland;
H Curtis, Haskell, Boston.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR— In port 19th,schs L
Holway, Bryaut, Amboy for Salem; Ira D Sturgis,
Hodgdon, do for Boston, Douglas Haynes, Danton,
do for Provincetown; Sea Spray, Hillyard, NYork
for Eastport.
NEWPORT—Ar 19th. barque Stephen G Hart.
Pierson, Providence for New York, (and sld 20th)"
Ar 20th, sch Lizsio Cochran, Hopkins, Boston for

city, Dec. 20, by Rev. W. H. Penn, Louis
L. Whidden and Mis* Eva I. Bolster, both of Port-

land.
In Dearing. Dec. 20, by Rev. B. M. Cousins, Chas.
F. Bolton and Miss Mary E. Davis, both of Deer-

ing.

Ill Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 20, by Rev. E. A. Harlow,
Charles F. Woodbury or Cape Elizabeth and Miss
Mary M. Strout of Chebeague.

Providence.
WOOD’S HOLEr-Ar 19th, sch Irene E Meservey,
Meservey, New Bedford, to load guano for Wilmington. NC.
VINE YARD-HA VEN-Ar 19th, brigs Sullivan,
Guptill.Cape Hayti 23 days for Boston; Jennie Bulbert, Sparks, Baltimore- for Portland; sch William
Slater, Williams, Bangor for Providence.
Sld 19th, brig Hyperion; schs Emma F Hart, S E
NightiDgole, Noreua, Caroline Young, Emma, Eva
Adell, Mary E Long, Joshua Baker, Pochsusset.
KDUAKTOWN—Ar 19th, sch Mary Ellen, Hatch,
New York for Boston.
In port, schs Lucy Ames, Melvin, fin Amboy for
Lynn; E G Willard, Doughty, New York for Portland; Empress, Manning, do for Rockland; M A
Acliorn, Acborn, New York for Portland.
HYANNIS—Ar 19th, sch E G Willard, Doughty,
Port Johnson for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 20th, sch A F Crockett,.Thorndike,

DEATHS
this city. Dec. 21, Sarah J., widow of the late
James Kenney, aged 60 years 6 months.
[Funeral service Sunday afternoon at 1.30o’c)k,
at No. 624Ya Congress street,
In this city, Dec. 21, Mary J
widow of the late
In

JDomeMtic Markets.
(By Telegraph.)

New YoRK.i^Dec. 21.—Flour market—receipts
30,387 bb!s;exports 4272 bbls; very dull and heavy;
export demand limited and light inquiry from the
local trade: sales 10,650 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 00@3 00; Superfine
Western and State at 2 80(6)3 35; common to good

Western^and

extra

State 3

45^)4 00; good

Peusacola.

Ar at St
Portland.

A Safeguard.

"Medical science has

throat and

..

.,..

Gilt Edge

@12
Ver....33^34c(Clover.10
Raisin*.

Choice.22@23c|
Good.15@16c

Store.12@J4c

Muscatel. 2 00&2 75
London Lay’r .2 10@2 65
Ondora. OV^^lOVo
Valencia.7@ 8 -*

Vermont—105/2@14
•'
Eoct’y ..10'Va a 14
Orange*.
'Valencia
6 50@6 60
Apple*.
Eating p bbl. .3 00@5 00J Florida...4 00»,f>00
lb 1 #@201 Messina.V 50@3 00
Evaporated
Dried Apples... .9 J/a @ 10} Palermo.
Sliced
|j©moe«.
...lOglO’/a I
Mug nr.
I Messina.5 00@5 50
Granulated p1 lb_8% I Palermo
..4 00@4 60
Extra O.7% 1
N

V

K'S'EASS^MUS*!*.
FROM

Cherry
f-rmliiAPrl

..

Foreigu Exports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamsbp Polynesian—10,663 bush corn 14,817 do peas 3ul0 bags flour 250
cs canned goods 67 packages meats 365,378 feet
deals 39,497 lbs tallow 507,060 do oatmeal 313,COK do baron 58,680 do lard 32,313 do potash.
PAYS ANDU, SA. Bark A 0 Hall-432,105 feet
lumber 7000 box shooks.
Knilroad

Received by Maine Central Railroad,
cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads, 64 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
42

Slide* anil Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides over 90 lbs weight.. 7c
lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs. .6c
lb
Steer Hides under 90 lbs. 6
lb
Cow Hides, all weights... 6
lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
4o
lb
CalfSkins.10c
& lb
Light and Deacon Skins. 25 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow.•
•.. 7 ya op lb

c|>
c|>
i;>

Block illarUrt.
quotations of stocks

The following
daily by telegraph:

.M E W S

ber to W F Milliken.
Sch Clear the Track, Eaton, Winterport.
Sch Tiara, Chatto, Brooklin.
Sch Druid, (Br) Balmer, St John, NB, jor Boston.
Sch Opera, (Br) Fowler, St John, NB, for Boston.
Sch Merlin, (Br) Riley, St John, NB, for Boston.
Sch Almeda, (Br) St John, NB, for Boston.
Sch Susie Prescott, (Br) Munson, St John, NB, for
Boston.
Sch Clara, (Br) Stewart, Wood Point, NB, for
Boston.
Sch Olio Chillcol?,
Fullerton, Vinalbaven for
Boston.
Cleared.

received

Miilen.
Sch Aurora
M P Emery.

Bore.lis, (Br) Odell, St John,

»■

mu

w

i. vi

juaujuvivo

....
..

«

80
161
x.-

wuijuuu

>'

va

Flint & Pore Marquette preferred. 99%
L. K. & Ft Smith. 18
Marquette, Hughton & Ont. common. .,,. .27
New York & New Eng.
19%

68%

Mexican Central 7a..
NEW YORK STOCKS

Denver & R. &. 25%
Missouri Pef. .....
Omaha common.

93

34%
Wabash preferred. 32%
nn>ab& preferred... ..
95%
Northern Pacflc prefc ied. 6t>
n orthern Pacific common..
26%
42
Pacific Mail
Louis & Nash.
46%
Texas Facific_
...2m%
Mo. K. & Te*ae..
23%
,...

...

—

\juxuxj, JL»eo

10—Ar, ecu

Portland for So West Harbor.
Dec 20—Ar, sell Emery, Boston
Sailed, seb Gamecock.

uamecooa,

irom

The lollowing are to-day’s
Government Securities:

closing quotations

do
do
do
Pacific

do
do
do

do
do
do

*•

J B Holden. Rockiand.,.
Mabel Hooper, Rockland.
Nina Tillson, Rockland ...
Woodbury M Snow, Rockland.
George Bird, Rockland.
Nellie A Drury, Thomaston.
Elbridge Souther, Thomaston.
Lizzie Chadwick. Thomaston-.
Eliza J Watts, Thomaston.
Horace O Bright, Thomaston

4%8,Scoup.114%
4s, reg.123%

4s, coup...

6s,’95 .124%
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
.132%
Chicago & Alton

Chicogo & Alton pfef.148
20%
Chicago, Burr &
Erie.... ..!.. 291/s
Erie pref....
79
..133
Illinois Central..
Lake Shore.
99%
90%
Michigan Central...
84
New Jersey Central

Quincy..3
..

.117%
Northwestern.
Northwestern pref .142%
New York Central.113 %
Rock Island..... —.118%
94%
St. Paul....
St. Paul pref.
..115%
76%
Union Pacific Stock.
76%
Western Union Tel.
..

•*

Eleanor, Newcastle.
Thos C Kennedy, Newcastle,..
Two Brothers, Damariscotta
Mary E Smith. Bristol.
Fannie E Thrasher, Bristol.
F H Smith, Bristol

Sloop

Princess. Bristol.

390
546
615
102
216
472
668
440
439
647
363
321
114
22
26
70
23

DISTRICT OF WISCASSET.
628
Schr Horace R Sturgis, buiit at Wiscasset,
Bessie H Rose, at Wiscasset.668
*•
Lawrence Haines, at Wiscasset.256
88
Annie C Hail, at Boothbay
Ambrose H Knight, at Boothbay. 91
98
Electric Light at Boothbay.
Bertha D Nickerson, at Boothbay.143
'•
82
Eddie Davidson, at Boothbay
Pleiades, at Boothbay. 82
John M Plummer, at Boothbay.100
"
Lady Elgin, at Boothbay. 76
Edward Trovy, at Boothbay
93
"
Melinda Wood, at Boothbay. 26

Gloucester Fink market.
THE WEEK ENDING Dec. 20.

Georges Codfish—We quoto prime Georges at $6
$>qtl for large and §4 for medium; pickled cured
Bank $3% for large and §2% for medium; Shores
at $5% and S4. Nova Scotia dry Codfish at $6%
and $4; do pickle cured at 95 and $3; Bay Trawl
95. Ousk at 93%, Haddock at $2% Pollock 92V2
and Hake 92% v qtl; slack salted Pollock $3%.
Boneless and prepared fish 3% to 4c •£> lb lor
Hake, 4% to 6c tor Haddock and Cusk, and 6 to 8c
lb; Smoked SalCodfish. Smoked Halibut 13c
mon at 17c; Scaled Herring at 16c
box;No 1 aud
hundred.
tucks 14c. Bloaters 60c
Mackerel—Nothing of consequence on the market,
bbl for ls.gSld for extra
prices nominal y at $19
2
>13@13 76 for 2s, $9% tor 3s and 94V? for 4s.
n rriug-!We quote Nova Scotia large split $6%
■l'» bb); medium do 93%; large gibbed 93Vs; nieuni and small do $3. Snore round 93%.
Trout at 915 ©■ bbl; Pickled Codfish at 95%:Haddock at 95, Halibut Heads>t 93%, Tongues 99VSs?

...

MERCHANTS’ EXCAANGE.
Ar at San Bias prey to Dec 20, barque E L Pettenglll. Pettengill, New York.
Cld at Hamburg Dec 19th, ship Louis Walsh,
Blanchard, New York.
31EHORA1VDA.
Barque Minnie M Watts, of Thomaston, Capt
Edwin Watt, sailed from Portland, Oregon, last May
bound to New York, aad is given up as lost, with
all on board.
Capt Watts had his wife and tbreo
children with him.

Brig Stacey Clark, Stahl, from Philadelphia,
while towing over Galveston bar night of 14th inst,
struck on the knoll and remained untill next day,
when she was hauled oil' and towep up to Galveston
Brig E len Maria, CumminOs, from Bangor for
New York, with lumber, went ashore on the south
side of Fisher's I laud, night of 19tb, and is llkelv
to be a to^ il wr-c*.
Soli r> J Willard, of New York, Capt Doughty,
from Naples for Leghorn, was totally wrecked on
the passage.

Ciew Baved.

J".

CHASE,

S.

ROBERTS,

HAY and

STRAW,
Preseed and
Loose,

aocio

PORT».AN»,ME.

dtf

TELEPHONE 115.

WW.

IUIRROWES,

BUILDER,

Has removed to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Rochester Depot.
au4dtf

Iiaaii

FLOR

Sold by all druggists.

A week of good cheer. Christmas pres*
entsj are in order. Don’t waste money ;oi*
nonsensical gifts. Buy what will last, prove]
useful, keep the giver’s memory fragrant,
bring health, comfort, joy to the recipient.
The most sensible gift in the world is a
Pino-Palmine mattress. You can show
kindness, and prove a benefactor indeed,
by giving one to yourself and wife, your son
or daughter newly married, your boys and
girls at home. They will not only get a
better bed, than any they ever slept on, but
one which, in point of health, may prove
a fortune to them.
That was the sentiment of Mr. S. John George, of
Germantown, Pa. He writes: “A trial of one oryour
Pino-Palmine mattresses proved to myself and wife
that it was healthful and invigorating, and that any
one using them would decrease their doctor bills.
Consequently I ordered eight more of them." gfitfl
No half-way business about Mr. George,
ne wanted his entire family to partake of
the luxury and benefits he got out of his
Pino-Palmine bed.
Speaking of presents. Mr. W. E. Broderick, BaltU
I bought one of your Pino-PaU
more, Hd.. writes:
mine mattresses for a friend who was very ill. f
found that no bed could prove 60 comfortable to the
body weary of repose ou feathers or hafc\ Before
retiring it is most refreshing to inhale the odors of
the pine by placing the face in contact with the
mattress. It is the lied for invalids and well people
and all who wish refreshing and invigorating sleep.*
A present of a Pino-Palmine mattress will
^
^
not only brighten faces, but constitutions.
Your gift will come back to ybu in thanks
for freedom from the penalty of sleeping on
Btale feathers and staler hair.

A

*€3-ES350"Crj:KnB.
HOFF’S

AXiXi

MALT EXTRACT

I

Swedish
Botanic

dec22eod 2 w
GRATEFUL—COiVlFOBTI IVG.

EPPS’S COCOA.
thorough knowledge

natural laws
which govern the operations
digestion and nuand
a
careful
trition,
by
application of the tine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by tbe judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until stiong enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around
us
ready to attack wherever there is
a weak point.
We may escape many a fatal shaft
by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood
and a properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (V2lb. and lb.) by Grocers, labelled thus:
Jf AUIE(i EPPS Sc 00*9 Homoeopathic Chema

ists, Eondon, England.

of
of

the

later two each hour. Froai the first the FOOD
seemed to agree with the patient.
About this time
Liquid food was rejected for a week or ten
days. The patient not only did not continue to gain
but lost, and was again attacked with neuralgia,
which passed away again after LIQUID FOOD had
been used several days. At the present writing,
nine months after confinement, the patient is pursuing her ordinary life, though not very strong. She
still finds the use of LIQUID FOOD three times a
day helps her digestion and greatly adds to her

strength.”
“Our baby inherited her mother’s constitution,
she being unable to nourish it, we obtained a wet
nurse, and have always given it Liquid Food three
times daily, commencing with five drojis, and are
now giving it 20 or a ha'f teaspoonful;
it is now
as strong and well as any baby.”
remember
this.
blathers,
If your baby does not
thrive, do not change its food, but add 5 to 20 drops
of Liquid Food at each feeding,
that

was

bed

assigned
will bnild up hci system, enabling
retain her food in a few days and

up by
her free

She

can

have E;er

o’.m

ccut.

per

family physician

octlSdlawtfS

v

A.

S.

gesarai beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

as

or other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic

preparation.

A

public

saltr of over 30 years duration in every

the medical faculty and a sale rincqualed

by any other alcoholic distillation have

P * * bi.

Cures Con

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

stipaticn.

claimed for it.

When taken together according to directions,
have times and times again cured consumption
Thousands of
In the first and second stages.
Write for
testimonials of **s wonderful cures.
pamphlets and f' .culars—-Sent Free. NT.
W.
A.
T>.,
Bergengren,
#F.

For sale by all Druggist

2

and Grocers.

Proprietor-

Sivedi**h Botanic Compound cures Dyspepsia
Indigestion, Liver and Kidney Complaints, &c.
SwedifthfijungESnlsnui cures Coughs and Colds
in twenty-four hours.
Nwedi*h Pep»iu Pill* the best Family Laxative.
Swedish Botanic Compound 76c a bottle.
Swedish Lung Balsam, large 60c; small 25c.
Pepsin Pills, 26cSwedish Remedies for sale by all druggists,
deal
prwiftwftivi

use; clean and free from slate. Our stock comprises all the grades of fir3t-class coal, from the free
burning Franklin to tbe hardest Big Vein Lehighs,
4a all sizes. We have also for open grates, the
English
Cannel. Acadia and Virginia Grate coals,
which burn with a flame and make a cheerful tire.

RANDALL &

McALLISTER,

70 Commercial Ml. ami 70 Exchange 81.
oc30
Telephone No. 877 A.
d3m

City

of

Portland.

Citv Marsh Ai,’,s Office, i
December 19,1883.)
To tenant*,occupant" ami owner* of building* or lot*, regarding 8now and Ice on
8idewalk*.

\

ii

TTENTION is beraby called to tbe Ordinances

of the City, requiring Snow and Ice to be removed from tbe footways and sidewalls within the
city. I shall instruct tbe police to note all violations of said ordinances, and shall prosecute all persons willfully neglecting to comply with the same.
dcc20tf
BEN J.F. ANDREW City Marshal.

City of Portland.
City Cleric’s Office, )
December 20,1883,
the petition of Wendel Ivirsch, for permission to erect and maintain a Stationary
Steam Engine of One Horse Power, at his store No.
600 Congress street notice is hereby given that a
hearing wiil be given, by the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen, at their room, City Building, on Monday
evening, January 7tb, at 7Y& o’clock, to all parties
interested in said petition.

|

UPON

dec21d3t

GEO. C. BURGESS.
City Clerk,

Mineral

OFBOffl Lt

augl

Importers

Spring Water,

ARUIMON, MAINE).

a

Specialty,

at

322 Coiiimercial
Brown’s Wharf,

Lowest Market

C. Wjst’s Nerve and Brain Treatment, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakefulness, Mental Depression, SoftDr. E.

of the Brain resulting in Insanity and leading
ening
and
Premature Old
to

death,
Age,
misery, decay
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses andJSpermatorrhcea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month’s treatment, $1. a box, or
G boxes for $5.00; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. With
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the mor~y if the treatment
a cure. J. C. West &
H. II. HAY & CO.,
antees

does not effect

Co., Proprietors, issue guarthrough
Druggists, only
agents, Portland,Me.,junction Middle and Free Sts.

r

wixsoa's cghfouhd of

I PUKE COB LIVES 1

sJPIL^AKB LIME^j

Street,

Portland,;P«*»

Orders readied by Telephone, No. 644.
ang7

To
py to

dtf

$5.00 REWARD.

ConRnRiptives.-.llany have
give their testimony in favor of

beeu hap
the nse of

JPiZdor’s Pure Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.” Experience lias proved it to be a valuable remedy for Consumption, Asthma, Diphtheria, and all diseases ot
the Throat and Lungs. Manufactured only by A.
B. Wilbob, Chemist, Boston. Sold by all drugnov24eod*£wliu
gists.

City Ordinance provides that "No perBon
without authority of the Municipal Officer*,
THE
from the Gas

or

Light Company, shall light or extinguish auy Street Lamp, under a penalty not less
than five dollars, nor more than ten dollars for
each offence.”

This ordinance will bo
strictly enforced, and a reward of five dollars will be paid by the Gas Compafor
the
detection
of
ny
anv person violating it.

decl3dlm

a. m.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at G p. m.. Returning leave Pier 38
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SaturUt)U 1

iigl.

_;_titt I

DOMINION
1883.

LINE.

WTNTER ARRANGEMENTS.

BENJ. E. ANDKEVVS,
City Marshal,

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins dt Adams’ No. 22 Exchange street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

OFFICE,
278 Middle St., open! from Dec. 8th to
Dec. 24tli.
<
aog2B

The 2.00 a. m. train has Special Portland and
Boston Sleeping Car which is
roady for occupancy
in Portland Station Saturday at 9.00
m. Berths

p.

BOSTON FOR PORTLAND
T.00 p. ui., arriving Portland 11.00

through

WINTER

AltRANGEMENT,
TAKES EFFECT

Octotoer 1st. 1888.
Connects with Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R. at Bridgton Junction.

From
Portland

via Halifax.
Direct.
St. MONTREAL, Thnrs. Nov.22. Thurs. Dec. 13.
St. ONTARIO, Thursday,Deo. 6. Thursday Deo. 27
St. DOMINION, Thurs. Dec. 20. T huri. Jan. 10.
•No cattle or sheep carried by these Steamers.
CABIN—$60.00, $60.00 and $70.00.
IN RETURN—$90.00, $108.00, $110.00 and

<

$130.00.

INTERMEDIATE—$40.00. Return $76.00.
STEERAGE—$24.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tickets issued for $20.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. It.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
deo!4
dtf

Only first-class 2-feet gnage Railroad in
the World.

Stage connection at Bridgton for North Bridgton.
Harrison and Waterford.
WM. F. PERRY,
J. A. BENNETT,

Pre-idem.

Gen. Pa.». A gi.

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
\ LL desiring to send for friends In the Old Conn,
try will save money by having their prepaid
steerage tickets at the Genera! Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake hr
number) at the sign of the big Looomotive, at pre
sent reduced rates by theCunard and other fast firs,
class mall steamers coming direct across the
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream
route, thus avoiding all
dangers from lee and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardill and Galwav, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro
terdam, Paris, Bremen and Har ingen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christ! wand, Bergen
Trondbjeml Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children nn
der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. U FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
jan
22 Exchange St,
24dtf_

Mt. Desert & Mias

Steamboat Co.
Commencing

Dec 7

Steamer LEWISTON
Capt.
EsChas. Dee ring, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every FriEvening, at 11.16, or on
arrival of Steamboat Express Trains from Boston
fjBteuw.

for

Rockland,

Castine,

Isle, Sedgwick!

Deer

(Stage from Sodjwick to Blue Hill on arrival of
Steamer!, South West and BarjjHarbors, Millbridge
and

Machiasport.

Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE

HILL, SURREY, LAMOINE, HANCOCK,

SUL-

LIVAN and ELLSWORTH.

Also with B. & B. Steamers at Rockland, coin*
East, for River Landings.
RETURIVlIVIi, will leave Machiasport at 4.30
a. m. every Monday and
touching at intermediate
Landings, connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Banner Steamers »i
rtocKiana, (coming west, ana receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and River Landings for Portland.)
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent.
Portland, Dec. 5. 1883.dec5dtf
_

Resorts |

W inter

EXCCHSIONS.

Uni’ll)

Allas Line of Mail Steamers.
BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, HAYTI, POETO RICO, COLOMBIA, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA and
NICARAGUA- Tourists are invited to avail of
For

these trips, which they can make on any route taken
by the Company’s Steamers at the extreme low
price of S3 per duv, which includes all privileges
and living on board the whole time, or
passengers
desiring to change their route may transfer to antother passenger steamer of tb1 line they may meet

the voyage. For passage apply

PIM,

to

FOR WOO l> A-

0flt6d3m

22, 24

CO., Agents,
State Street, New York.

Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
2d Cabin and steerage outward aud
Europe,
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rateB.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places ia Europe to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, eirenlars, sailing schemes
Ac. aud other information apply to J. L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchaugo St. P. O. Box 979.

Cabin,

fanl0

Xy

7.45

(7.52
t8.07
t8.13

t3 17
t3.23

IS.17

t.«7

Kankm’8,
18.45
Bridgton Jonction—Arrive
8.60
Portland—Arrive
10.45
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

4.00
10 00

1883.

Winter Arrangements.

Lirrrpeol, Halifax
STEAMER,

I

I

F™m
via.

Portland—Leave
Rankin's

and

GRAND TRUNK TIM
CHEAP

HOLIDAY
To all Points
land Railway

Halifax.

Boston & Maine

Portland

|

Halifax.

THURSDAY,
THURSDAY,
I
Parisian.
Deo. 6
Dec. 27
Peruvian....
13
I
Jan. 3
Sarmatian.
20
10
|
Ulaggow & Portland Fortnightly Service.

j

From Glasgow.

Hanoverian..
Manitoban...

J
I

Doc. 12

From Portland
On

or about
Dec. 29
Jan. 12
”26

|
|

20
Jan. 9
|
to LEVE & ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 16 State St., Boston, and E. A.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T. P. MCGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Pori land.

Scandinavian!
For passage apply

,.

a

xiAwnmit
SINGLE FARE
FRIDAY to TUESDAY, December 21st to 20th
inclusive, good to return np to December 81st, 1888
on

FRIDAY to MONDAY, December 28th to 81at,
and TUESDAY, January 1st, 1884.
Good to return np to January 7th, 1884.

new

via

tne

Royal

iMail Steamers

to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Hates reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex«
treme southerly routes,a voiding
all dangers from icebergs. Cabin $60, $80 and 100:
Return tickets $120, $144 and 180; Excursions 120
and $144; Steerage at low rates
The sailings are
as follows:
Celtic... .Dec. 15 | Gormaftic.....Dec. 22
Adriatic.Dec. 27.
For sailing lists, cabm plans, passage rates and
to
J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchaugo St.
drafts, apply
del9
dly

INTERNATIONAL^ STEAM Sill I’

CO.

Ensljiort, Me., Calais, Me., Hu
John, N.B., Halifax, N. S., Ac.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TWO TRIPSPEE WEEK
ON ANB

AFTER

DION-

DAY, DEC. .‘Id. Vuam
of

Manager,

Uenoral

Eastern Railroad.

u

ft—m.,

HAVERHILL,

ciTwm'va

9

Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebxmk, Conway Junot., Kittery,
Poriamoutb, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn ana
Boston, arriring at 6.30 a. m.
At 8,43 a. m. for Gape Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
North and South
Kennebunk, Wells,aoennatli..
Biadciord,
Rftr cvil.1. i'nmvon .TtinAHc.n
All
ft.

em.

_

stations

Conway Division.Kittcry, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Rock port,
Nowburyport.
Lynnv Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
At 1.00 p. ut. for Scarboro. Saco,
Biddeford,
Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Nowburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 5.10 p. m.,
connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all
on

Southern and Western points.
At 6.00 p. us. (Express), for Boston and
principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p.m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New

York.

Trains Leave Boston
9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.56
a. m. and 1.00 p. m.
At 12.80 p. m. and arrive
m Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 p m.

7.80,

At

and arrive in

Portland at 11.00 p.

LAWRENCE

D/..n.nj

Oaiit,

m.

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
in. and Portland 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and 8.00 p. m.

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
On Trains leaving
land 2.00 a. m.

Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port-

Through Tickets to all Points Month and
Went.
Oct. 14,1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
1). W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
octlSdtf
Gen’l Paas'r Agent

Portland k Ogdenstarg R. R.
ONLY LINE THROUGH IHE NOTCH.

arriving

Pftiielpi HEADING itl

—TO—

BURLINGTON

VT.t
OGDENSBUKG, N. V.,
AND MONTREAL.

On and after Monday Oct. 9th,
1883, until further notice Pnsaeofer
Trains leave Portland

as

follows!

8.‘J5 A. UI.—For Fabvan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. C. M. R. R., St. John«hurv,
Burlington, Ogdonsburg and all points on 0. A L.
0. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and aU
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3.00 p.ui. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Trains arrive

m

Portland

:

10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.
10.00 p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

Ogdensburg &c.
J. HAIWIIjTON.Mnperintendent.

CHAM. EX. FOYE, G. T. A.
ooct2

dtf

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
CHAN Grljr OF TIME.
On nnd after MONDAY,OCT. 13th,
Trains will ran as follows r

tS83,

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 1.16
and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.40 a. m., 4.00 and 5.15 p. m.
For Cworhunij Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS*

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. m..
8.15 and 5.fi>0 p. m.
From Gorham, 9.45,8.35 a. m. and 5.15 d. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.36 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Oars on day train between Portland and Montreal.

TICKET OFFICES:

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

74

TICKETS SOLD

Depot

aFrEDL'CED

KATES

—TO—

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Nl. Louis, Omaha. Naginaw, St* Faiil, Malt Lake City,
Denver, stun Francisco
[and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.

Canada,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, O. P. A.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent.

ootlStf

256TH EDITION.

PRICE $1.

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations in Philadelphia
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Express Trains, Oouble Track, Stone Ballast
Drawing Room Cars on all day trains
and Sleeping Cars on night trains.
Be

» buy ticket* (at any railroad
boat office in New England) via

kure t

or steam-

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

(Ooc

Way, $2.30.

this Lia»' will
Railroad WharL

•J.Ii«nve
foot of State
street, everv Monday and
Thursday at 6 p. ci.. for Eastport and St.
John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston, 8t.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodetock, Grand

Menan, Oampobollo, Digby, Annapolis. YarmouthWindsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, ^ mberst
Piston, Shediae, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Char
lottotown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othea

stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis. Western ConnWe*. Bail Roods, and Stage Bontes.
SfiF~Freigfct received up to 4 p. m. and any inf i*m&tion regarding the same may be had at tbs
office of the Freight Agent. Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Exeureioj. Routes, Ticket#
Blafco Booms wed furthei iafo/matiott apy'.
a
Company’s Office, 4-0 JLvrhau^c fet.
T.C. HEHBKY, President, and Manager*
<icl
Idii

4.00.

NKW EN6LAIVDAGENCY,

911

Washington Street, Boston.

•J. E. WOOTTEN, Gen. Manager.
C. G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt., Philadelphia.
H. P. BALDWIN.
Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt., 119 Liberty Street, New
nov26dtf
York.

INAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On and
after MONDAY,
15th, S'assetiRcr Trains will

.1

GREAT

MEDICAL

WORK

ON MANHOOD.
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debfllty, Premature Incline in Man, Errors of Youm.
and the untold

miseries

resulting

from

indiscre-

tions or excesses. A book for every man, young,
It contains 126 prescripmid 1le-aged, and old.
tions for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of

the Author
which is invaluable.
So found
whose experience for 23 years Is such as
before fell to the lot of any
3(a)
pages, bound iu beautiful French muslin, embossed
covers, full gilt, guarartoed to be a finer work, In
every sense.—mechanical, literary and professional,
—than any other work sold in this country for f 2.50,

by
probably
physician.

never

FARE

iuu iuviic*

wui

ltd

iciuuusu

ui

mctauvo.

only $1.00 by mail, post-paid. IllusVraeive
sample 6 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
Price

tbe author by the National Medieal Association, to
the officers of which he refers.
This book should be read by the yenng for Instruo
tion, and by the afflicted for relief. It will benefit
all .— London Lancet.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No. 4 Bultincu Street, Boston, Mass,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate disease®
that have baffled the skill of all
AT e r
physicians a specialty. Such treat-11 JCi A JL4 tfq

otb-TTp»

successfully without an instanccrfYIJ"V-©X,T X'
Ilf I OXi-Lir
of failure.
mav3Pd&wly

Oct.
run

follows
Leave Poitlnmt for Dexter, Dauber
a ad
Vauceiioroj St- John, Halifax
the Ptevineei) 8t.ADii!rew«,
Fifderieter,
CeiiDlf. and a1!
Station* on B, A IPidcamouin fc*. #2.. 1.26
l.ati
m.,
I),
til.if)
m.,
p.
[i.
m.j
1.2t>
for
Helf&ni
aud
HUo\vbe£nn
1.30
til.15
m.;
ro.,
p.
p.
m.,
p.
1.25
VftuHTil!**, 7.00 a. m.
p. m.< 1.8C
p. in. 11.15 p.m and on Saturdays at 6.16 p. m.

as

various

WHITE STAR LIMFr
U. S. and

JOSEPH HICKSON,

decl2d2atv3wW&S

octlldtf

usual.

«*■»

Oct. 15, 1883,

SUNDAY TRAINS.

dtf

Q

Railroad,

PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 p, ra. BOSTON FOR
PORTLAND at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
dockland. Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport;, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may bo had of M. JL. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, aud at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. PURSER, Gen. Supfc.

J. B. COYLE. JFr., General A sent,

feitJfe-cK:

m.,

■

ETER,

272 Middle Street.
w

oct2dtf

AND LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.00
and 3.30 p. m. FOR ROCHESTER. FARMINGTON, N. II., AND ALTON BAY. at
8.45 a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD, N. II., (via
New Market Jet.) at 6.16 a.m., 3.30 p. m., (via
Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
MORN1NOTRAINS FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE KENNEBVNR at 7.25, and DO.
VFRatH.OO
ARRIVINOmPORTI.AND
at 8.30 and 30.06.
Note—The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland will
not stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at Scarborough, Pine Point and Wells only to take passengers
for Boston,
*
Change at Dover and take next train following.
ESF-The l.oo p. m. train from Portland connects with Somad Liac Steamer* for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m.. train with all Rail Uine* for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Cars on all through trains.
Seats
secured in
advance at Depot Ticket Office.

Bail and Sound Lines for sale.
as

5.43
6.C0

11.16

New York and Philadelphia, ( Exciirvioa,

teamers!

LicKeu*

14.52
16.16
16,22,
15.28

at Boston
at 10.45,
1.15 6.10, and 7.15 p. m.
BOSTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3..30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at
8.06
and
1.00.
6.00,
11.00
m.
r.
PORTS AND FORSCAKBOKO REACH
AND PINE POINT at 6.15, 8,45. a. in., 3.00,
5.45 p.m. (See note.) FOR OLD ORCHARD
at 6.15, 8.45 .m., 1.00, 3.00, 6.45 p.m. (See note)
FOR SACO AND RIDDEFORD at 6.15,
8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 3.30 ami 6.45 p. m. FOR
KENNEBUNK at 6.15, 8.45 a.m., 1.00,3.00
and 5.45 p. m. FOR WELLS at 6.15, 8.46 a.
m. and 3.00 p.m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
BERWICK AND DOVER, at 6.16, 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR SALMON
FAIaIVn and ORE AT FALLS, at 6.15, 8.45
a.m., 1.00 and 3.00 p.m. FOR NEWIflARKET at 6.16, 8.45 a.m., 3.30* p.m. FOR EX-Jnr

dtf

lifi

Freight taken

Moncfay,

P.M.
3.00
4,46

PAHSKNGEKTRAINN WILL LEAVE
PORT Is AND for BOSTON
„__
6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.00 ami 3.30

I

STEAMER,

the Line; also to Ottawa and Midpoints.

on

-BETWEEN-

1884

I From
via.

TICKETS

Bound Brook Route.

Portland Service

Liverpool

110.17
tlO.41
110.47
110.63
11,08

Sebago (Witnam’s,)
East Denmark (Perley’s Mills,;
Ingall’s Road,
Sandy Creek,
Bridgton—Arrive
‘Flag Stations,

On and after

t3.56

A.M.
8.25
10.00

Bridgton Junction—Leave

UNIT

ALLAN

P. M.
2.55
3.02

A. M.

Bridgton—Leave
Sandy Creek.
Ingsll’s Road,
East Denmark (Perley's Mills,)
Sebago (Witham’B.l

Winter Arrangement,

season.

General

Trains leare Portland

Liverpool, Halifax and Portland Service

Bangor,

coining
TUCKER,

At

From
Portland.
Liverpool.
*St. SARNIA, Thursday, Nov. 16.Thursday Dec. 6
•'
•St. OREGON,
Not. 29.
Dec. 20
St. TORONTO,
Dec. 13.
Jan. 3

Portland,

the

T
tJ'ATHON
Manager.
X-LCILS
lUm.E, General Passenger Agent.
*
oct20
d2m

Iu8

From

From

a,

1884.

DIRECT SERVICE.

Liverpool

in

#

Liverpool and Portland.

xuruugn

COAL.
Coals

Shin,

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Hew York,

The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
FOREST CITY will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that tbe> secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
|S#“Ticket8 and Staterooms for vale at D. H.

Wholesale and Retail Deaier in

Domestic

CO.,
feb8dtf81 Exchange St., Portland.

YOUNG'S,

CHIsTEO’BRION,
Prfem.

to W. D. LITTLE ft

dly

BY

FOR THE CELEBRATED

Summit

and Australia.

steamer

4IONKWNO. FOBE SR1SEET, PORTLAND, MAINE.
Also, General Managers for New England,
&

R.

For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthei
information, apply to or address the General Eas
tern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT ft CO.,
115 .State Street, Cor. Brond N|,, Bomcn

and 3.00 p. in., arriring
a. in. and 5.30 p. ns.

n. in.

lioMion 0.30

gpringvule,

ARE Si.00*

HEW YORK.
_

LIQUORS

ft. STANLEY & SON,

P6SSE**!t5
Far Rochester,
Alfred, Waterbaro and face River.7.30 a. m., 1.03
m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. ra. Returning
ave Rochester at (mixed) 0.46 a. m., 11.16
a.m., and 3.36 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
Far Gorham, Haecarappa, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s,
at 7.30 B. m.,
1.03, S.UO and (mixed)
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Aye- Jane, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
t heWest, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich l.ine, and all rail,
viaSpringffleld, also with N. Y. & N. E. K.
B .("Steamer Maryland Route”) for PbiladeN
Baltimore, Washington, and the
oath and with Boston dc Albany R. B. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving | Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving WorcesterTat 8.00

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands,* New Zealaad

W1JLU2, Uiv.,

PORTLAND for BOSTON
al ‘3.00

“•

cisco.

sop2i

and

m..

Climan,
Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Unwell, Windham, and 2s.
ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.03 p. m.
Far Manchester, Caacord and points North, at

ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

or

a.

Far

and

Australia.

18 BEAVER STREET,

|«5f all Binds, it* th©

-FOR BARB

Zealand

7.30

at

Die

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th* of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

Utlolflo life’s kk Ci

IMPORTED

WINES &

Island*, New

On and after Monday, Jane IS,
1883, Passenger Trains will leave

fw"‘wJP«rllaDd

CALIFORNIA,

nov24_

ORSfil^AL PACKAGES,

Randall

TO

Railroad.^

leTve

These Trains will be continued

of Trains.

p.m., arriving at Woroeeter
at2.16p.m. and 7.80 p. m. Returning leave
Onion Depot. Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p.m. and 6.40 p.

...

Pepsin

ns

Arrangement
~—--—

sale of

SOHNAPPa

Gw'KriSS'a

nov24ST&w47-ly

McAllister have a large stock
of the choicest coal mined for domestic
pur
poses, selected with great care for fall and winter

Passage

pesssago tickets by the White Star,
FOR
Cunard, Anchor, State, American, Red Star,
North Gorman

SelilMiaui Aromatic

vegetable decomposition

91S

General Ocean Steamer Tieket Office.

WOLFE’S

A'

Round Trip
inoluded.
apply to

R

&

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

on

W.

oreester Line.
aadjff
PORTLAND ROCHESTER B.

*

or

Eastern

$1.50

Portland

sai ling vessel.

E. B. 8AmPSON, Agent,
de31tf70 Long Wlinrt, Boston,

hand, can have n
for four month*,

Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by

Lungsv

Lynn, Miss.

“My wife was sick with nervous prostration for
year previous to the birth of her child; suffered
severely from nervous dyspepsia; lived almost
wholly on milk, as nothing else caused so little pain
in the stomach. After the birth of the child, was
completely prostrated and could not even digest the
milk; was rapidly losing ground when the use of
LIQUID FOOD was begun. At first one-half teaspoonful was taken every hour, later one, and still

brought

a. m.

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. B.. and
connecting lines, forwarded froe of com-

one

of t'uv

Blood Puri-

system
and acts like
a charm on the digestive organs.

to

refer.

we cao

section of oar country of Udolpho Wolfe's

eases

the

whom

Ltir.g

five

strength c

dustrial Journal, Boston, Sept. 1, 1883.
From aJLcading Physician in Boston,

if she waittB bias
V hen motheis nourish their babies the
iliortnlilv KRiil A'rlair'M.s trill in* vt-ilnroil 7 H

Compound®a^s*r
fier. It purifies the blood

by

nourish her child.

I

JL Swedish

V

KAtn

her to

dlawS&w

_I

Free Hos-

the untiring watchfulness of
els,
her family physician, she at last, to all appearau
recovered;
but,
ces,
unfortunately, in an uuguarded
moment the malady returned even more severe
than the first, leaving her after a time thoroughly
A third
exhausted, and powerless as &n infant.
time did this harrowing disease return, and a third
time was its fatal consequence warded off—and so
on throughout the entire fall, winter and spring
months, recurring in periods of every six months.
At last, about the beginning of June of the present
year, her attending physician, in a fit of desperation, positively commanded her to use Murdock’s
Liquid Food and that alone, which she did, subsisting on it entirely for over three week3. From
the moment in which she commenced to use this
powerful restorative until the present day she has
been steadily gaining in health, strength and in
fiesli. until now she stands forth as a perfect type
of a healthy woman. Since she began to use this
Food she ha* not had a single attack of what once
threatened to be, if indeed it- had not already become, a chronic inflammation.
Tills is only one case out of the thousand which
happen every year. It is not prescribed to this sii
gle disease, but it is quite as effective in any and
all other cases where strength is required and a disordered stomach to be regulated.
Within a radius of lVi miles we know of more
than twelve families who have used it for this latter purpose. No household should be ivitkout it,
as it is a household battle.—Editorial from the In-

which,

at 10

Insurance one-half the rate of

South by
mission.

which

J. K. FOY & CO., tien’l Agr’ts for Maine.
370 1-2 faugrcKN Street, Portland, We.

I

our

Auy married lady that cannot retain her
food* or has lest a child under one year old

PinD-PalminE

.....

FROM

FOR

to

Dealer in

BREAKFAST.

LiMl of Vessels built in the Di«t»ict of
Tons.
Waldoboro, 1883.
Ship R D Rice, built at Thomaston.2134
Bark E O Clark, Waldoboro,.: 656
639
Rachel Emery, Waldoboro
Schr Evio B Hall, Waldoboro,. 404
Ida Francis, Waldoboro. 407
Maggie G Hart, Waldoboro... 488
Joshua Baker, Waldoboio. 656
"
S G Cook, Waldoboro. 604

on

—

EDWARD C.
Successor

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.

“By

Shipbuilding— J B Nutt, of Perry, is having a
frame cut for a three-masted schr to be built next
season for Capt John Diggins of Eastport,
Jj Rideout, of Bowdoluljam, has in frame a schr
of 760 tone, to be off next spring, for parties on
the Kennebec.
Adam3 & Hitchcock, of Bath, have in yard the
frame for a schr of 650 tons, to be set up next
month.

United States bonds, 3s ... 101
do
do
do
4% 8, reg.114%

05P

d6m

PREPARED BY

for Surry.

...

Jlarkef#
JYew York Mtocli and
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Dec. 21.—Money ea?y at 2 on call;
prime mercanilo paper at 5 c£6%. Exchange is firm
at 482 for long and 485% for short. Governments
State bonds are dull. Railroad bonds
are strong.
stocks higher, closing weak,
are irregular,
closed
offered at 2 on call; la£t loan 2%.
tgtfonev
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed 375.300 shares.

Hriggjg,

SWEDISH REMEDIES

FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.
rmu

d3m*

STREET,
Building,
PORTLAND, WE.
nov24

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

NB—

BOSTON STOCKS.

A. T.&S. F.
Boston & Maine.

MAINE.

188 KIDDLE
Canal Bank

FRIDAY, Dec. 21.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, «ew York—mdse to
J B Covle. Jr.
Scb David W Hunt. Baker, Kennebunkport.
Sch Mountain Laurel, Johnson, Ellsworth—lum-

I. II.
SAWYER, St.,

356 Brackett

PdffiT OF PORTLKVO.

Barque H C Hall, (Br) Davis, Paysandu—W & C R

are

I. &

No, 30 Union Street,

avav

From Pine Street Wharf

n».

Philadelphia,

Boston Industrial

(larxrornna aitonlr nf inflammatinn r\-f

from

~~STC. ANDREWS,

Arrived.

Receipt.
Portland,

Dec. 21.
for Portland

—

J3

Xvl _A_ Jtl X

1

3
3
4
5
5
10
10

MINIATURE ALMANAC....JDECEMBER 22.
Sun rises...7.14 High water, (p w)
5.40
Sun sets
4.05 Moon rises.
0.35

Tins

results are obtained out of
and Women as in it.

About the middle of October of last year, Miss Sa
die Cahill, a young lady at present residing at Waldo street, Somerville, was severely afflicted with a

BUSINESS ( ARBS.

and there is not a person
who has ever given it a proper trial
for any throat or lung disease susceptible of cure, who has not been made
well by it.
AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL has,
in numberless' instances, cured obstinate
cases of chronic Bronchitis, Larnygitis,
and even acute Pneumonia, and has
saved many patients in the earlier stages
of Pulmonary Consumption. It is a
medicine that only requires to be taken in
small doses, is pleasant to the taste, and is
needed in every house where there are
children, as there is nothing so good as
AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL for treatment of Croup and Whooping Cough.
These are all plain facts, which can be
verified by anybody, and should be remembered by everybody.

same

MURDOCK’S LIQU9D FOOD.

nmDt

Pectoral

iira.

Merchants National Bank,

For infants, invalids and nursing mothers It is unrivalled and alone. Let ns here cite a case which
has come under our own personal observation, so
reading you may the better judge of the merits of
this peerless “food.”

abandoned,

22
Uln-in.New York..Bremen.Dec 22 ;
Baracouta..New York..Martinique..Deo 22 !
BelgenlanU.New York..Antwerp_Dec 22
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.. ..Dec 22 !
Newport.New York..Havana.Dec 25 j
Parisian .Portland...,Liverpool,...Deo 27 j

Santiago.New York. .Oienfuegos...Jan
Sarmatian.Portland ..Liverpool_Jan
Dominion.Portland ...Liverpool_Jan

wtipro itsi

Cashier.

„„„„

IN HARD GR SOFT, HOT GR GOLD WA^R.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
*o family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ABE of imitations

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,

Is not a new claimant for popular confidence, but a medicine winch is to-day
savin" the lives of the third generation
who have come into being since it was
first offered to the public.
There is not a household in which this
invaluable remedy has once been in-

SOMERBY,

Dec. 8.1883.dec8dtd

The

ggp^All business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed.
jul2dtf

lungs.”

«

B. C.

An editorial from the
Journal confirms this*

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland. Me.

ano-

a. m.

pital for Infant8

well deokrnod to mislead. PEAREINE is tbn
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always boar, the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

AYER’S

FOR

..

other

™

iinfdct«si & Foreign PttMU,

for treatment of diseases of the
throat and lungs. It not only breaks up colds
and cures severe coughs, but is more effective
than anything elso in relieving even the most
serious bronchial and pulmonary affections."

Arizona.New*York..Liverpool_Dec

Antilles. New York. .Porto Rico... Jan
British Empire... New York..Havana...
..Jan
Valencia..New York..Laguayra
dm
Niagara..New York. .Liverpool_dan

no

o’clock,

WASHINBLEAdHIN G

Pectoral,

-!

Ontario.Portland... Liverpool.Dec.27
Baltic.New York.. Liverpool_Dec 27
City of Merida.Now York.. Hav&VCruz.Dec 27
.New York..Havana.Dec 29
Saratoga.
Saratoga.....New York.. Havana.Dec 29
Toronto.Portland.. .Liverpool.... Jan 3
Peruvian.Portland ..Liverpool_Jan 3

BEST THING KNOWN

—

The same Opinion is expressed by the
well-known Dr.L.J. Addison, of Chicago,
111., who says:—
"I have never found, in thirty-five years of
continuous study and practice or medicine, any
preparation of so great valueasAvEB’s Cherry

50@i8

•<*-*;*

vhe

ATTOKKEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

dyne expectorant bo good as Atek’s Cherry
Pectoral. II is invaluable for diseases of the

...

....

produced

THE

THE

Herbert G.

The fatal rapidity with which slight
Colds and Coughs frequently develop
into the gravest maladies of the throat
and lungs, is a consideration which should
impel every prudent person to keep at
hand, as a household remedy, a bottle of
AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.
Nothing else gives such immediate relief
and works so sure a cure in all affections
of this class. That eminent
physician.
Prof. F. Sweetzer, of the Maine Medical
School, Brunswick, Me., says:—

...

00"@3

John, NB, 20tk, scb Jessie, Knox, from

annual meeting of the stockholders of “The
CanalNational Bank of Portland,” for the
election of seven directors and for the transaction
of any other business that may legally come before
them, will be held at their banking house on Tuesday the eighth day of January, 1884, at eleven

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Ocean Insurance Company, for the choice of
Directors and the transaction of such other business as may legally come before them, will be held
at the office of the Company on Wednesday, the
ninth day of January, 1884. at 3 o’clock p. in.
RICHARD O. CONANT, Sec’y.
decl8-is-td
Portland, Dec. 18, 1883.

octl7

roiie*r:::5 Eo@6 TelMidirSr lots!

3
25 i Mess.,15 50@16 00
Mediums.... 2 70@2 80 I Mess Beef.. 11 50@12 00
German mcd2 25 A2 49
Ex MC3S..12 50@13 00
Yellow Eyes3 12@3 25
Plate.13 50@13 75
Ex Plar*.l4 2ocl4 50
Onions JjJbbl. 2 50@2 65
Irihh Potatoes
I3y$r<ffil3e
45@50.Hams
(a 16c
SwoetPotatoesl 75 @5 00 Hams, covered 15
30@3 let Laid—
Egfjs •!>.do*..
tb
.2*'?*,
2
2c
9'3/a@ V>Va
Tub, $> lb
Turkeys, Jp
Chickens
16^ 17c1 Tierces..
S8/s@ 9Va
Fowl
.«2al4c} Pail. I6@10ya
Ducks
Weed*.
16@17j
.3 00@3 25
Hutiei*.
jJied Top..
.1 65@2 00
Creamery.34@35c Timothy.

Kimball,Dix,

1
JhS®1

gaudwick

Ocean Insurance Company.

Abbie Clifford, StorT

P-

JAPAN, CHINA,

rilHE stockholders of the Merchants National Bank
X of Portland are hereby notified that their annual meeting for the choiee of directors for the ensuing year .and the transaction of such other business
as may legally be brought before them, will be
held at the Bauk on Tuesday, January
8,1884, at
10 o’clock a. in.
decSdlmCHAS. PAYSON, Cashier,

PORTLAND

FINANCIAL AMD COMMERCIAL

Cape Cod.12 50@13

Absolutely

Alert, Park, disg.
Sld fm Hong Hong Oct 29, barque Sontag,Waldo.
aew xorn-, jnov i, oarque nannan jjuaiey, jjuaiey,

Mary

Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8

For Freight

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

This Powder never varies. A mar vel o port!
strength and wholesomenesS. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be Bold In competition with the mnltitnde of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders,
Soid only in cans.
Rot An Baking Powdeu Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.
iuch6
dlyr

1 *<*'
^.—Canton, 7.40 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
—•
—-—“Leave Canton for Portland 4.15 and
9.45 a. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS
wltli p. in. train for Turner, chase Mills, West
Sumner, Britton’s Mills, Peru, DliBelo ifeiicn
and Rumford Falls.
L. L. LINCOLN. Suot
QQtlS
dtf

Every Wednesday and Satnrday,

Portland, Dee. 8th, 1883,dec8dtd

FOREIGN PORTS.

Stockton, Allen, for

From SOSV liS

,~if slk

SUNDAY^ TRAINS

.-V Connections via Grand Trunk Kail
T iSSS'S's'Tay leave Portland tor BuckUeld and

Meals and Room

The annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National Bank of Portland, will be
held at their banking rooms on Tuesday the
eighth
day of January 1884, at ten o’clock a m., for the
choice of Directors and the transaction of
any other
business that may legally come before them.
WILLI AM H. SOULE, Cashier.

At Yokohama Nov 24th, ;ship Clarissa B Carver,
Dow, from New York, ar 23d.
At Newcastle, NSW, Nov 14, barques J G Pendleton, Colcord. and Mary E Russell, Nichols, for Manila; Alice Reed. Crowell, do.
At Melbourne Nov 14tb, ships Memnou, Sawyer,
from Chincoutim, disg; Matilda, Merriman, unc;

New York.
At Cape Hayti Nov 26, brig
[ or, for Boston, ldg.
Ar at Caibarien Dec 12, brig
Alexandria.
Sid fm Havana 14th, brig

Direct Steamship Line.

Pawage Tea Hollar*.

Cumberland National Bank.

Newport News, Va; Mary Eliza, Bullock, Belfast;
Addie E Seavey. Moody, Ipswich.
Cld 20th. sch John Merrow, Chase, Baltimore.
PORTSMOUTH—Sld 20tb. sch Hattie Godfrey,
Godfrey, Philadelphia; Royal Arce, Megathlin, do.*
Below, schs Zampa, Sanborn, Machias for New
York; Hope Ilavnes, bound east.
CALAIS—Ar 10th, sch H S Bridges, Littlejokn,
Pembroke, to load for Providence.

to ohoice

do (at 4 05@6 76; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 26@6 50; fancy do 6*60@6 76;
common to good extra Ohio at 3 45@6 25; commo
to choice extra St. Louis at 3 5C(66 26: Paten.
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 60fol6 50: choice
to double extra do 6 80@7 10, including 600 bbls
City Mill extra 5 30@5 45: 1700 bbls No 2 at 2 00
@3 00; 600 bbls Superfine at 2 80(6)3 35: 1200 bbls
low extra at 3 45(63 80 2700 bbls Winter Wheat
extra at b 45@6 75; 3400 bbls Minnesota extra at
3 45(5:7 10; Southern flou steady; common to fair
3 75@4 90; good to choice 5 00(66 75. Wheat-receipts ‘2,500 bu8h;|exports 53,173 bush; spot lots
lots 14® y2 lower, closing dull and weak at about
insidejprlces; export demand very moderate; specu-

Frederick W. Niohols.
I_r uueraj uui viues xrxuxiuay juieruuou hi ^ O CIOCK.
at the residence of Jos. Drown, No. 36 S ate street.
In this city, Dec. 21, S. 0. Merrill, aged 31 years
10 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
98,000 bush on spot; No 4 Red 91%c; No 3 lied at
In this city, Dec. 21, Andrew C. Johnson, aged 36
1 03%@1 03 elev; No 2 Red 1 16@1 loy* in elev;
years 2 months.
No 1 lied State 1 18y2; No 1 White State 1 18ya.
[Funeral service on Sunday at Bangor.]
is weak. Corn—spot No3isl@l% higher;
Rye
In this city, Dec. 21, Charles Tibbetts, aged 83
others weak; export demand light; speculation limyears 5 months.
ited;
receipts 10,312 bush; exports 66,281 bosh;
[Funeral this Saturday afternoon at 2.303o’clock,
sales 109,000 bush spot; No 3 at 53%@55c; No 2
at U. S. Hotel.
at
68@66y2c
delivered; No 2 White 70c. Oats—
In Saccarappa, Dec. 21, Capt. Wm. Barker, aged
spot lots %@% higher; trade quiet; receipts 28,82 years.
800 bush; sales 79,000 bush spot; No 3 at 40c; do
(Funeral Sunday forenoon ot 11 o’clock, at liis
White 41c; No 2 at 40% c; do White 41%@42%c.
late residence. Burial at convenience of the family
latter to arrive; No 1 at 41c;do White at 43e1Mixed
In Otisficld, Dec. 16, D. H. Brackett, formerly oi
Western 39%@41c; White do 41 @44e:White State
Yarmouth, aged 70 years 6 months 13 days.
at 42@43Vbc. Nunar dull; relined dull; C 6(5)6%;
In Brunswick, Dec. 14, James llammond, aged
Ex
C 6%@6%; White do 6%@6%c; Yellow 5%@
69 years.
6%, off A 7(5.7%c; standard A at 7%@7%c; powIn Harpswell, Dec. 14, Lester S. Pinkham, aged
dered at 8 %@8%c; granulated at 7%c: Confec17 years.
tioners A 7 13-16; cut
In Sweden, Dec. 4, Franklin Hosmer, aged 82
loaijat 87/ao; Cubes 8%(&%.
Petroleum—united at 1 I2yfc. Tallow is firm;
years 10 mouths.
sales 86,000 lb* at 7%c. Pork rather weak; mess
^ 111 tiamsou, Dec. 7, Jonathan Bioknell, aged 77 ! on spot at 16 00; extra prime 13 60; clear back at
years 9 month*.
18 00@18 25. Beef quiet, fl^ard is
7@3 0 po nts
lower, closing weak.sales city steam at 9 00; refined
for continent 9 60; S A 9 62%@9 80.
Butter firm
for choice; State at 18@30c; Western 10@34c;Elgin
Creamery 40@42c. Cheese firm;Siate 9%@13c.s
Freights to Liverpool firm; Wheat stm 3d.
Portland B>«»ly Who'ewale Iffarkei.
Chicago, Dec. 21.—Flour dull. Wheat is lower;
December closing at 97%c: No 2 Chicago Spring at
PORTLAND, Dec. 21.
No 3 at 81@85c; No 2 Red Winter at 98c
97y2c;
Flour is quiet and unchanged in price. Provisions
@1 02. Corn is lower; cash closing at 61%c. Oats
are steady and firm.
Poultry of all kinds is scarce lower; cash at 34@34%c. Rye is firmer at 60c.
Barley is in fair demand at 66 %c. Pork is fairly
and held at full prices. In Fresh Beef we notice an
active; cash at 14 G0@14 12ya for old and 14 50@
advance on sides, hind quarters, rumps and loins
14 62% for new. Lard easier; cash at 8 85@8 9(5.
and rumps with a slight drop on fore quarters. One
Bulk Meat* in fair demand; shoulders at 6 26; short
ribs at 7 66: short clear at 7 J6.
car of Christmas Beef was landed to-day at WheelReceipts—Flour 14 000 bbls.wbeat 143,000 bush
er, Swift & Cc*a, prices of which are low in proporcom 166,000 bush, oats 3 09,000 bu, rye 13,000 br,
tion to other graces of beef; sides 8yj@9y2C
lb, barley 49 000 bush.
Shipment*—Flour 19,000 bbls, wheat 31,000 bu,
hind quarters 10%@12c, fores at 6%@7c, rounds
corn 71.COO bush, [oats 27,000 bush, rye 1,600 bu
with flanks at 8@8y2C, rounds at 8%@9c, rumps
barley 16.000 bush.
and loins 12@16c, rumps 13@14c, loins 12@18c,
St. Louis, Dec. 21.—Flour quiet.
Wheat flower;
No 2 lied Fall 1 02%@1 03% cash, closing inside
rattles 6c, backs 7yj@8%c, chucks 7c. short rib
rates; No 3 at 93% @94%.
cuts 10@12c. Sugar is quiet at the decline. In
Receipts-Flour 3,000 bbls, wheat '40,000 bush;
New York refiners’ price of granulated to-day was
corn 69,000 bush, oats 3,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush,
bai
Tlio
trade
are
for
immedi7%c.
ley 7,000 bus!
purchasing ody
Shipments—Flour 8,000 bbls, wheat 7,000 bush,
ate wants. In Boston the Sugar market is steady
corn 43,000 bush, oats 4,000 bush,rye 000.000 bu,
with a good demand at previous prices.
barley 0,000 bust
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Detroit, Dec. 21.—Wheat weak; White fall cash
&c.
Provisions,
6; 1 04%; No 2 White at 96c; No 2 Red 1 04%.
Flour, Grain,
Wheat—Receipts 9,600 bu; shipments 10,000 bu.
Grain.
Floor.
New Orleans, Dec. 21.—Cotton steady; Middling
H.M.Corn, car lots.76
Superfine and
low grades. .3 50@4 50(Mix Corn,car lots @75
uplands 9%c.
X Spring and
[Corn, bag lots. ...@78
Mobile, Dec. 21.—Cotton steadv; Middling upXX Spring. .5 00@6 00jOats, car lots..42@43
lands 9% c.
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots.46
7‘
SAVANNAH.Dec. 21.—Cotton steady;Middling upWheats.7 50@8 001 Meal
.72
lands 9%c.;
[OottcnSoed.car lots 28 00
Michigan Winter etraigbts5 25@5 75 CottonSood,bag lots30 00
Memphis, Dec. 21.—Cotton firm; Middling upDo roller....6 25@6 60'SackedBran car lot.
lands 9% c.
19 50(a20 00
St. Louis Winfiurcpcan T9arkef*.
Do
J./
Winter Wheat
j
$24M>@25ya
London. Deo. 21,— Consols 100 5-16 for money.
do bag lots
26 60
atents.6 75@7 25
21—12.30
P.M—Cotton
market
Liverpool,Dec.
Produft.
Provision*.
—moderate inquiry and freely supplied: uplands at
iPork—
^0* '^ranbe«4esr^43bl—
^
Orleans
5
15
sales
53/4d;
8,000
bales;
specula164;
.18 60@19 00
J1 00@12 001
Backs
Maine
tion and export 500 halos.
50
17
00
Clear
Pea Beans

o’clock a. m,. to choose live Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
^
Dec. 8,1883.
dec8dtd

Pure.

Fall Arrangement in Effect Oct* 15, ’83.

From PHILADELPHIA

_The shareholfiars of the National Traders Bank of
Portland, are hereby notified that their annual
meeting will, je held at their banking room, on
Tuesday the eighth day of January next, at 11

J H Wainwright, Frankfort.
Cld 20th, ship Suliote, Fulton, for Trieste; barque
Abbie Carver, Pendleton, Honolulu;
brig Woodbury, Brown, Cadiz; sch Annie R Lewis, Lewis, for

RAI1iH,OA1>.

PHILADELPHIA

dec7dtd

National Traders Bank.

veston.

a6
00; common to medium 4 00@5 30.
Sheep—Receipts 350u head shipments 2300 head;
inferior
to fair 2 2 563 25.
slow;

land.
In this

Portland, Deo. 7,1883.

NEW YORK—Ar 20th, schs Nellie Drury,Wilson,
Cardonas; E R Emerson, Parker, Laguna; Sarah
Potter, Keen, Fernandina; Anna Frye, Merriman,
St John, NB; Viola May, Calais; Oosoo Lodge, Dyer,
Bowdoinliam.
Ar 21st, ship Daniel Barnes, Stover, Liverpool;
schs C *J Willard, Wallace, Portland; F A Pike,
Calais. Mary Sandford, Boothbay; Huntress, Lubec;

5 40

this city, Dec. 19. bv Rev. J. McWbinnie, Emerson W. Elgeo and Harriet E. Moore, both of PortIn

stockholders of the
Portland, for the
Directors and the transaction of such
other business as may legally come before them,
will be held at their banking house on Tuesday, the
8th day of January, 1884, ae 10 o’clock a. m.
WM. A. WINSHIP. Clerk.

GEORGETOWN. DC—Ar 16th, schs Hattie S Williams, Bray, Somerset; Cocheco, Treworgy, New
York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 19th, sch Lina C Kaminski,
I
Woodbury, Georgetown.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19tb, sch Stephen J Watts
St
Marc.
Watts,
Below, sch Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, from Gal-

(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Dec. 21.—Hogs—Receipts 30 000 head;
shipments 6000 head; opened K c higher, closing
weak; packing 4 90@5 65; packing and shipping at
5 65@G 20; light 4 90@5 60; skips at 3 26.go 00.
Cattle—Receipts 6,500 head; shipments 4,300 lid;
steady; exports 6 00,6)6 60; good to choice shipping

RAI1.KOAMN.

Rumford Falls & BuckUeld

AND

annual meeting of the
THECasco
National Bank of
choice of

New York.

Stock Market.

RAIfiBOADN.
_

CEDAR KEYS—Ar 14th, sch Annie Lord, Kendall, St Croix.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 10th, sch Kit Carcon,
Craig, Philadelphia.
CHARLESTON—Ar 20th,Bch Cook Borden, Lunt,

good; 6@9c for common.
Eggs have been selling at 31@32c for Eastern, 29
for
New York and Vermont.2 @30c for Nova
@31c
Scotia and P E Island and 27@29c for Western.
Potatoes—Houlton and Aroostook Rose at 40@
60c P bush, Eastern Rose 45@50c, Northern Rose
45@50c. Eastern Prolifics 50(652c.
0Beans—Large hand-picked pea beans are quoted
at 2 60(6)2 60 p bush; choice New York State small
hand-picked|Jo at 2 6022 76; common to good 2 46
@2 66; Verrnon 2 80@2 90, and choice screened do
at 2 302,2 40; German beans at 2 20(62 35; handpicked medium at 2 606.2 60, and choice screened
do 2 30(a*2 40; common beans- at 2 00@2 20;choioe
improved yellow-eves at 3 20@3 25; old-fashioned
yellow-eyes at 3 16(6)3 20.
Hay—Choice prime hay quoted at $1G@$17 p
ton; ^medium to good at $14@$15; choice Eastern
line at $13@$14; poor at $lz@$13, with Eastern
swale at $9. Kye straw at $13 00@$14 00 and oat
straw $9(5)$10 p ton.
.Apples—We quote No 1 Baldwins at $3 O0@3 60;
No 2 do 2 00(6)2 26; Western $3@3 26 p hhl; fancy
eating at $4 00@$5 50.

NTE.UIERN.

Casco National Bank.

erpool.

fair and

Li

UKKTISfiB.

IfllSCEULANEOIJS.

DOMESTIC POSTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 12tb, ship Prussia, WickPort
berg,
Blakely.
Cld 20th, ship Abner Cobnrn, Nichols. Liverpool.
Sld 12th, ship Henry Failing, Merriman, for Liv-

1C on ton Market.
Boston Deo. 21.—The following were to-day’s
quotations o Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c:
Butter—We quote Western creameries at 33&
88c for choice, 22@30o tor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 33&B8c for ohoice, 222*300 for fair
and good; New York %nd Vermont dairies 24(6>30o
-P lb for choice, 18@22o for fair and good; Western
dairy at 21@22c and Western ladle packed 16@17c
p tb; dull, but choice grades are scarce and steady.
Cheese steady at 12@13c for choice, 10(6)11 Ye for

(shicago

Calais, was passed in lat 39
dismasted and abandoned.

AuguftiKjHallowclljGardiverandBruafi*

wick
7.00 a. in., 1.30
p. m.,
6.16,
£11.15 p. in.; Rjvtli 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. mM 5.16
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.
Kccklnud, and lioex A Liucolu 51. B.»
7.00 ». ni., 1.30
2). Auburn and Lewis1.25 p. rjj5,05 p. m. Lewton. 8. 15
vi
^ruuswiclt 7.00a.m., tll.16p.rn.;
Diotbrop,
ITloumontb,
^arvain^iou.
Oakland and North Anson. 1.25 p.m. Farmington, via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays iucludtd but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

intent

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

From Hulifnx, 8.10 a. m., 0.16 p. m.; Ht. John,
8.30 a. m., 9.00 p.m.; Ilonlton, 0.30 a. m.,
8.30 p. m.; Hi.
Stephen* 10.15 a. m.,

Vancrboro, 1.35 a. m. 1.30
0uck«i«orty 6.40 a. ni. 1.30 p. m.;
nnigor, 7.15 a. m., 7.46 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00
a,m,&.10p. m. Belfnei, 0.30 a. m.,3.05p.m.;
Kbowlintan, 8.20 a. m. 3.16 p. m.; WaterTitle, 9.15 a. m. 1.60 and 10.00 p.m.; and on
Mondays at 5.15 a. w. Augment 0.00 a.
m.-.10.00 a. m., 2.46, and 10.65 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a. m., 3.07,
and 11.14 p. m.; fflnth, 0.55 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.j
4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.55 p. ra.
Bruniwicli, 7.25 ana 11.SO a. m.. 4,30
p. m. 12.35 a. in., (nights Kocklantl,8.15 a. in.,
1.16 pm. Lcwimcou, 7.20 a. m. 11.10 a.m.,
4.1op. m.11.20 pm.; Pbillipe. 6.66 a. m.
F)inaingtoa. 8.20 u. ra.; lYintnrop, 10.13a.
m. boing due In Portland as follows:Tbe morning trains from Augusta and Bath S.33 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations hvA connecting roads at 12.40 ind 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from WatcrriUe, Augusta Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston ct 5.40 p.
Tk<*
NtgV Pell man Exprtst train at 1.60 a. m.
Limited Tickets Aritaad acraod cl»*» s«r
Hv Icfcn F»ts«l alolifax eantle at redtsccd
0.30

p.

m.;

^03,;

m.’

PAY SON TUOKEK. Gcn’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gon’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
octl2dtf
□Portland Oct. 12.1883.
0

They Regulate the Circulation of
I
the ENTIRE BODY.

an^KroublSariJuS
fromlmperfSuH^win.
and all kindred
ItUEUMLATIS.il
of tbo feet

cure

l.ojjyfc
troubles, absolutely prevent Coughsasd
to flt any
Insoles fOP Ladles are very thin. Made
or sent
shoe. Sold by Druggists and shoe dealers
bv mail post-paid. Price 50 ct». per pair*
MAGNETIC APPLIANCECO.,
828 li roadway, New York, N. Y.
d&wUm
ocl9

yWLLiO>'lA

FISTULA AND PILES
vured without the Use of the Knife.
WILLIAM READ (M. D., Harvard* 1842), and

ROBERT M. READ (M.I)., Harvard, 1878) office*.
Kraus lfou»« 175 Treuioni street, IIomIou
special attention to the treatment of FISTI'*
<A, PIIiEN AND AM DINKANEN Of
I'll K BKCTXBI* without detection from business. Abundant references given.
Pamphlet sent %

five

application.

on

Office Hoar*—11

a.m.

feblG

to 4

p.m.(except Sundays >•
iti?

in hekehv given, thatthe
subscriber has been duly appointed Executrix

Notice

of the Will of
LUCY A. CRIE, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and ha#
taken upon herself that trust as the taw directs All
persons having den and* upon the estate of said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and
all persons indebted to said estate are called upon

to make

payment to

JEANNIE L. CRIE, Executrix.
decl5dlaw3w8*
Portland, Dec. 4th, 1883.

oisMiltiiion of Copartnership.
The firm of John Bradforu & Son Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. All accounts of the firm

will be settled by either partner.
JOHN BRADFORD,
Deo. 15,1883.
JOHN E. BRADFORD. }
The business formerly carried on by the above
will be continued by John E. Bradford and John
Oakes under the firm name of
JOHN >;
deolUdlw*
\DFORD & CO.

-----E

THE

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

EE ESS

TVinler

Donations by the
Papers Rend.

SATURDAY MORNING, DEC. 22.

Advice to Mothers.—MRS. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP shonid always be used
when children aro cutting teeth.
It rel eves

ether causes.

___

Twenty-

SM&W&wly

Throw Away Wo much HardWhy
earned mmey trying
woithless medicines,
when for 35 cents a remedy con be procured
that will cure coughs, colds, sore lungs, and
Adamsm’s Balsam
croup? Give it a trial.
will do it. Trial bottles 10 cents.
docl7
MW&S&w
_

"Old IVtau Colby’*”
Cheapest book store in the world will remain
open till midnight Saturday and Mm lay evenings before Christmas at 208Middle street,under Falmouth Hotel.
dec21 3t*

Mr.

B.

H.

ou

10

a. m.

tor.

Union

Two bound volumes and six
pamphlets concerning Dartmouth College, from Prof. C. P. Richardson.

every

Three volumes and 30
Green.

meeting

Ten

at

Berry.

by the pas-

Chestnut St. M. E. Chobch,
Rev. Andrew
McKeown, D. 1)., pastor. Preaching at 1C a. m.
p. m. by the pastor. Sunday School at 1%.
Prayer meetings 0 and 7.

Sunday School.
First Univjsrsalist Church—Preaching by
Rev. Henry Blanchard pastor, at 10Vi a. m. Sundav
school at 12.15.
Free Baptist Church-Cot. Cumberland and
Casco Sts Rev. J. M. Lowden, pastor, will peach
at 3 p. m.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.
Prayer
meeting at 7.
Gospel M.ssion—Prayer meeting 9;
Sundav
School lOVi; Preaching at 3 and 8 p. m. by ltev. S.
F. Pearson, pastor- Prayer and Testimony meeting

pastor, Rev. John A

“Christmas Reforms.” Christmas music.
Pine St. M. K. Church.—Sunday School at 1.30
p. m. Preaching by H. P. Winteer at 3 p. m. Gospel Temperance meeting7 p. m. mnder the directioi?
of.Capt. J. B. Coyle and A. J. Chase, Esq.
Plymouth Church,—Christmas Service at 10V4
a. m.
Preaching by the pastor, Rev. Dwight M
Seward, D. D.
Preble Chapel.
Sunday School at 2 p. m
Preaoliing by the pastor Rev. W. T. Phelan at 3.
Temperance meeting at 7. Free to all.
Second advent Church—Union Hall,
Free
St.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m by R. F.
Emerson. Sunday School at 12 M. Social meeton

Maine.
B J purchase and
exchange we have received the
ten volumes of the Provincial and State
papers of
New Hampshire.
The History of York county, Me.
Groton, Mass., during the Indian wars
Volume 6 of the Granite
Monthly
Index to the publications of the American
Antiquarian Society.
The History of Shirley, Mass.
books and pamphlets from J. G.
Elder, F. W. HacSett. George Henry Preble, John
Ward Dean, D. A.
Hawkins, Peter Thacher S.
Teague. W. G. Dinsmore, B. F.
Tallman, H. ANeely. Miss Williamson, B. F. DeCosta,
B K.
bewail, F. M. Sabine, Thomas B. Beed, Charles
Ileune. Kogeiit! Hale, C. C. Gardiner, C. D. Bradlee
E- E. Duren, A. B. Wevmouth
Geo. T. Little, Mrs, L. F.
Mower, Geo.
ton Herbert Welsh, E. M.
Barton, Charles M. Gore.
The following is tbe cabinet record since July

ing

at 7 p. m.
Second Parish (Congregational) Church, corner
Congress and Pearl Btreet.-, the Rev. C. H. Daniels
pastor, will preach at 10.30 and 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 1.46 p. m. All are made welcome.
Social Meeting—F. W.
McKenney will lead in
a social
meeting at the room of the Y. M. C. A. at 4

c,jUndI7 J?,th,er

P'„B“nib&m'

m.

Paul’b Church.—Service 10Vs a. m.
At 7
p. m. the Rector will preach the annual sermon before the “Sister Dora Society.” Strangers cordialSt.

invited.

nbriatmoc

»

Early Maine Newspapers, from J. G. Elder
Ship's Protection, sigued by J. Q. Adams, from J.
H.

om-m,.,,

IOVj a. m. hrietmas S. S. Concert at 7 o’clock.
Wili.iston Church, Preaching by the pastor
Rev. R. H. Halloek at 10. 30 a. m.
Sunday School
at 3 p. m. Christmas Concert at 7
p. m.
Young Men’s Christian Association.—The
goepel meeting at 7 p. m. will be conducted by Rev
John M. Row den.

Municipal
Fridat-

Boyd.

Tbe Boxer papers, 1813, from James B.
Thornton.
ke‘t«r fr°™ the Committee on
of Portland,
Safety
1813, from John A. Peters.
Panel of Stucco Work from ttxo
Escorial, tUe bill
wonder of the world, from R. K.
Gatley.
A piece of fusee, used at Fort Fisher, from H G
*
Howes.
The key of Fort Halifax, from J. W. Channiug
The uniform aud chapeau of the Portland
Rifle
Corps, from F. B. Hanson.
Constitution and records of the Fryeburg Social
I ibrarv. 1800—1830 from Mica
HYesXTsii..—
the first and last records made
by dudali Dana- intervening entries by Samuel Fessenden, Enoch Lincoln and others.
Pieces o£ Wood cut from the floor of the Marshall

Court.

JUDGE GOURD.

BEFORE

Edward Powers; Intoxication.JFIned ?3

and costs.

□James Haggctt; intoxication. Fined $3 and costs.
Patrick Milliken and Thomas S. Conley; affray.
Fined $5 and half costs.

*

m Atexaadrto,
Va.where Colonel
k°.™6
fell in
from

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

Jotting*.

Snowy day. Mercnry 13° atsnurise, 28° at
bood, 20° at snnst; wind northeast.
The horse cars got on to runners yesterday.
The Polynesian sailed at G a. m. yesterday,
and the Oregon is expected today.
The steamer Falmouth has brought 1700 barrels frozen herring frortwo trips.
Mrs. Annie Louise

Eastport
Cary

in

BRITISH OCCUPATION OF PENOBSCOT DURING
THE REVOLUTION.
The investment of Penobscot, now
Castine, during the war of the revolution; the successful defense of the place duringa protracted
siege against
the stringent forces which could be
brought against
it, and its uninterrupted retention by the enemy
for over four years, until after such retention
had
formed the subject of many vexed
questions of diplomacy aDd constituted the lost vestige of British
authority in the old thirteen colonies,—from one of
the most interesting passages in our
history. The
commander of the armed vessels who warded ofl' the
attack was Capt. Henry Mowatt; of the land
forces,
Gen. Francis McLean.
A very interesting sketch
was given of Henry
Mowatt, of whom the writer
said, “he was horn in Scotland, 1834, was the son
of Capt. Patrick Mowatt of H. M.
ship Dolphin.
When made a lieutenant his certificate said “he
produceth journals kept by himself in the Chesterfield and Ramellier, and can splice,
knot, reef a sail
and do the duty of an able seaman.”
In 1784 he
was promoted to a commander and served
in the
Caucean twelve years. He was forty-one
years old
at the destruction of Falmouth.
His next ship was
the Albany, flagship of the sjuadron on the Penobscot. After thirty years service on our coast he
died of apoplexy April
14,1798, on his ship the
Assistance, near Cape Henry, and he was interred
at Hampton, \ a.
He left a son.
A short time
before his death he wrote a “Relation of the services in which I was engaged in America from 1769
to the close of the American war in 1783.” It
was probably never printed, as it cannot be found
after an exhaustive search in the British Museum
the principal British libraries, and advertisements
with liberal rewards attached. Its discovery would
shed inuoh light on our revolutionaryhistory, including the dismantling of Fort Pownall, soon
after the battle of Bunker Hilljthe reasons which in
duced the occupation of Penobscot, and whether he
instigated the destruction of Falmouth or obeyed
the commands of a superior officer. Incidents that
have been preserved concerning Capt. Mowatt seem
to indicate that ho was not the brutal, ignorant man
he is generally believed to have been.
To return to the subject. Apprehensive of a second attack, Gen. McLean labored
unceasingly after
the siege was raised to’ complete Fort George
named after George III.
The men labored

her last

Raymond will

o’clock.
Dr. Colman, the dentist, fell cn the sidewalk
yesterday afternoon near Preble street, his too
striking the curbstone and he fractured a bone
in his left leg.
The storm yesterday did not delay the trains
seriously. The longest detention on any road
was half an hour.
Abont four inches of snow
fell which will improvs the s'eighing.
The fortnightly conference of the Associated

Reception Hail, City

Building,on Saturday afternoon, Dec. 22nd,

at

3 o'clock.
Mrs. Mary J. NichoiB died yesterday morning of pneumonia. She was formerly in the
millinery business, under the United States
hotel. The funeral will take place Monday,
at Mr. Joseph Drowne’son State street.
Mr, Samuel C. Merrill died of brain fever
last night. He was a member of Uuity Lodge,
I. O. O. F., Portland Encampment, Odd Fellows Mutual Relief, and Odd Fellows Relief of
Maine.
J. F. Chnte was taken sick last Sunday at
St. Stephen, N. B., while on his way from

Eastport

to

night

state of defence
The men were well fed and well
housed, in striking contrast to the condition of the
American army at Morristown,
shivering iu the
cold. At one time an order had to be issued that
only two-thirds allowance of rum and butter could
be furnished the soldiers until an arrival from Halifax, it became necessary, later, to limit the sale of
liquors, nud citizens were not allowed to sell splritous liquors to non-commissioned < ilicers and
privates. The writer says: ‘‘This was the first Maine
law, and doul>tle»» more practically enforced than
its uamorous successors have been.”
The officers
of the garrison were men of education and refinement. McLean was a man of noble spirit cool and
determined, and beloved by the inhabitants for his
kindness in their distress.
After a few months he
went to Halifax, and died there in 1781. Col
Campbell, liis successor, was a violent, impulsive
man.
Gen. Wadsworth speaks of the Co.onel’s
treatment of him while he was a prisoner in the
highest terms. Among his officers were Capt.Craig
afterward Sir James Craig, governor of Canada1
Lot Mooro, the celebrated Sir John
Moore, immortalized in Wolfe’s beautiful lines.
Dr. John Calf
of Ipswich, was surgeon and chaplain.
The 74zli
and 82d Highlanders formed part of the garrison
dressed in their national costume.
The winter
1780 wss so cold the Penobscot waB frozen solid to
its mouth, and the garrison beguiled the time
probably in hunting and other sports while shut off from
the out-door world.
Massachusetts, desirous of
vindication, kept agitating movements that kept
the garrison constantly on the alert.Jand tbeir picket guard environed the whole peninsula.
In April
1780, Massachusetts tried to get Washington to
send an expedition against the place, but he de«

Presque Isle,

and was obliged to
return home, where be has been confined to
the honse ever since.
The first death in two years has just occuriou

in

me Maine oiaie

rjmian Keliel Associaot Geo. T. McIntosh of

tien by the decease
Munjoy Lodge, No. G, of this city. The membership has increased siuce the reorganization
of the Association in 1882, so that the widow
will receive nearly $500.
Mrs. Geo. F. Foster, will leave for Califoinia Thursday morniDg the 27tb, to meet tho
Raymond excursion which leaves Boston. The
excursionists will number 135 baviug a special train of six Pullman cars. The arrangements in all their details are perfected for a
five month’s trip.
In a copy of the San Francisco, Cal
Journal of Commerce just received, is a graphic
description of the Mechanics’ Fair, held in
Portland, Oregon. Prominent among the exhibits at the fair was * large assortment of car-

of

riage and

wagon wood work, hardware and
blacksmith’s tools, from the firm of J. E. Haseltine & Co., Portland, Oregon.
Mr. Haseltiue will be remembered as a Portland boy.

monstrated Jin the country’s financial condition,
its impracticability. The naval force on the Penobscot was constantly changing, and the raids for
plunder and to capture prominent men made the
harbor a busy soene.
In July, 1780, Gen. Charles Cushing of Pownalboro, had bis chamber entered at night, and he was
seized, his wife being told if she raised an alarm
she should be scalped by the Indians with the party!

Increase ot Business at this Port.

A comparative statement of the business at
the Custom House for the years ending June
30,1882, and June 30, 1883, makes the follow-

ing gratifying exhibit:
■*

}>■*«*
Official fees

1882.

1883.

.$4,449,062.81 84,724,747.41
accruing
15,712.66
17,491.99

JfiPSSST*-Fines, penalties and

forfeitures....
489.27
Value of exports.. .10,889,336.00
*
No. of entries of vessels and sealed
ears.

No. of clearances of
vessels and sealed

6,719

4,016.17
] 2,271,366.00

cars.

6,761

«91Q

77,767.89

77.3iV.65

Temperance Sunday.
In response to a request from the National
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, the

clergymen throughout

the country will preach
temperance sermon to-morrow, and in this
city the day will be generally observed in all
the churches as a temperance Sunday.

|

worth’s escape.
be found in Dr.
the

As sheriff he bad become obnoxious to the Tories.
Gen. WadsAftqr a short time be was liberated.
worth’s capture, and escape are historical. Captain Dauiel Sullivan, a brother of Gen. John Sullivan, had his house entered one stormy night by a
party from Mowatt’s ship the Allegiance and he
His house was fired. He wouldn’t
was carried off.
take the oath of allegiance and was sent to Halifax,
then to New York and confined on the Jersey hulk
for six months and died on his wsy home after exchange. Almost all the dastardly deeds the Tories
were retponsible for.
They acted as guides to seize
and Wadsworth. In 1780, to show the
rigor of military discipline, the British commandant allowed astronomers from Harvard Collega to
land on Long Island, a few miles iroin Penobscot
and remain jtwo days, to take observations of an
eclipse of the sub. In the same year the French
frigate Hernari, Capt. La Tauche, daringly entered
the harbor and made a plan of the fort without
shot being exchanged. Iu 1782 Commodore Preble
made a brilliant raid at night, and in the face of a
furious cannonade, cut out a privateer.
A very interesting sketch of the proposed province of New Ireland was given. It was intended to
have it3 hounds from the Penobscot to the St. Croix
was to have its
parliament, its great landlords
tenantry, iu prelermcms to office by its governor
its established church, all like a monarchal country, and loyalists ttocked to the new province. The

ami

a

|

Mr.

Goold said the account would

Dwight’s
Doctor stating he had

travels in New
it from the

England,

General him-

self.
Gen. Brown asked if Mr.

Hamlin had any Ipapers

siege of Castine. Mr. Williamson said he
paper only and that from Josiah Brewer.

about the
had

one

A vote of thanks

i

tendered Mr. Wi liamson
and he was requested- to file a
copy of the paper in
the archives of the society.
The next paper was one by Dr. C. E.
Banks, U.
S. M. H. S., on the first Governor of
Maine, Edward Godfrey, read by Gen. Brown.
GOVERNOR GODFREY,
From Dr. Banks’ paper, we learn that a
vance irom me
warrant, In Kent, England, in a
hamlet in Wilmington, named Barnard, where lived
a man named Oliver Godfrey.
The family bore the
arms of God/rev of
Boleen, different from those of
He was a French emigre,
thK died Mayof„Kpnt.
who
8, 1610, and probably a merchant.
Edward, the subject of this sketch, ‘was a sou of
Oliver, who bad ten children. Edward was born in
1684. He whs a Thames
merchant. In 1G14
Ga.t. John Smith visited
America, and
his yoyages iu >616. From these travels published
Godfrey
saw the rude
drawings of Agamenticus, a place
he was destined to rule over. It is certain
he aided
the Pilgrim fathers
pecuniary in 1620. He emigrated about 1628 to Piscataquis, probably as
tbe Laconia colony.
He had charge of
their fisheries about
B ere he
Piscataquis
Sir Ferdinando Gorges’ emigrants. In 1634greeted
be was
appointed to divide the patents of Mason and Gorges. In 1636 he opened his flrRt court.
He
styled
Judge Gleves 1 a turbulent fellow” because they
both quarreled.
For a malicious persecution by
Cleves he could obtain uo
recompense. In tbe charter of Agamenticus, both
municipal and provincial,
be was made judge of tbe
municipal court and Mayor of the city of
Seorgiana. When Richard Vines
and Major Robert Guard left tbe
p'ace Godfrey
was almost disheartened for
they were bis great
friends. He probably lived in the first farm Souse
in the town in 1648.
Later be became the first
Governor of Maine in 1649
by election. His term
embraced for a tmie years of rest after
;the turbulence that bad preceded.
Later, Massachusetts
tried to get possession of a
part of Maine.
Governor Godfrey then drew
up a letter to the home government
but
Cromwell was in power and
116
got little satisfaction as he
was
friendto
ly
Massachusetts. In 1662 tbe emissaries
of Massachusetts
came to
York
and
after a, wordy battle the Maiue
people submitted.
was

Gov.

Godfrey submitted, as be says, “bodily but not
mentally, an l be always regretted bis mistake. He

then appointed a Counsellor for Massachusetts
soon after was plundered of bis
estate by tbe
Massachusetts people.
He petitioned for redress
ana wai given 16 0 acres.
The people objected, a
was

and

new

investigation

ordered, but
Anyway Goafrey

was

out is not known.
the

Hf-S11probably
following
for

how it turned
lost his proper-

left for England (say

year he

redress for his wrongs, and
those of Maine.
The Protector was too much of a
usurper to pay much attention to the usurpation of
oy Massachusetts, aid soon
after died.
Hardly had Ch^g^es ascended the throne before
Gov. Godfrey, an octogenarian
and
penniless,
sought aid. in his late years he was a prisoner at
Ludgato for debt. (There he wrote a letter to a
friend narrating liis wrongs.
Later liis son Oliver
died at Sevenoaks, and in 1663
Godfrey makes his
lasc plea for relief
In that paper he shows his beof Maine, and trusts that Maine
shall be brought, a loyal
happy state, to the fact of
her sovereign. It is not known when he
died, and
83 fcur
88 a I'bblic
Pauper in tbe potter’s
field

faith with its own and.that Bev. William Screver be
called for its pastor. The church at Boston acted
on this letter and granted a certificate to the
pastor.

Meanwhile this new movement among the people
of Kittery became known and awakened
great opposition among the members of the
standing order;
the magistrate summoned before him and threatened those who were in the habit of
attending Baptist meetings, and manv of them were
fined five
shillings therefor. Soon also the pastor was forbidden by the General Court of the province so
preach,
was required to
give a bond for good behavior and
was buedten pounds.
He was moreover forbidden
to discharge his duties or to hold
any meetings contrary to the established custom.
But despite such
opposition friends came from Boston and established
a Baptist chureh at
Kittery, Sept. 25. 1682. This
action increased opposition, arrests,
fines, and imprisonments followed, and finally the members of
the churohjdetermined to leave their
homes and find
some place where u they
might enjoy, freedom of
worship. So they| went to South
Carolina,
and
settled at a place on
the Cooper
river
which they named Somerton, and
this name
leads to the inference that the Kev. Mr.
Screver
came from the place of the same name
in England.
A number of emigrants joined them
her*, and the
church soon had about ninety members.
Those
in power in the colony favored them
and for a
time affairs were most
nourishing. Yet soon the

Indians troubled, and the Spanish settlers
annoyed
them, so in 1699 the settlers removed to the Neck,
and erected their church on the same
spot os it now
stauds. Mr. Screver labored
faithfully with his
'People, and only resigned his charge when more
than seventy > ears of
age. Yet this giving up of his
place was only temporary, and on the death of the
clergyman who had succeeded him in ihe pastorate,
entered anew into the work.
Oct. 10 1713 he
5®
died at the advanced age of
84, having lived a pure
and manly life full of devotion to the
cause in
which he toiled, honored and revered
by all.
The paper aryused considerable
furaDd
interest,
ther remarks were made upon the
subject by Gen.
Brown, Rev. Mr. Dalton and President Bradbury.
The next paper was presented by Mr.
Bryant
upon

EUGENE YETROMILE.
Rev. Eugene Yetromile was a
corresponding member of
society and died
23, 1881. He was
born in 1819 at Gallipolis, Aug. received his
Itiuy,
early
education here, and in 1840
joined the order of the
Jesuits. Fourteen years later, after laboring for
some time at Georgetown he came to this
Stale to
labor among the Oldtowu and
Passmaquoddy Indians. \\ hen the Jesuits left the State he feceeded
from the order and remained to
prosecute his work.
No more careful student of the Indian dialect have

had In

In a letter
accompanying tbe pajer, Dr. Banks
suggested that tbe society erect a mural tablet of
brass in tbe parish ebujeb in
Wilmington, Kent. It
would cost but $25.
Mr. Brown moved tbe
proposition of Dr. Banks
be referred with power to tbe
standing committee.
It was so voted.
Mr.

Bryant showed photographs

of

thechurhc
where the tablet was proposed to be
placed.
A vote of thanks was tendered to Dr.
Banks and
also a vote carl led to place bis
paper in the archives
of tho society,
Mr. Bradbury then
wlin Tfind hia nanar

called

on

Mr. W\ E. Gould

An

PORTLAND BANKS.
of this admirable
paper appeared
the Press ou Frujay ihe 14tli
inst., but no abstract can do justice to this historical
essay which
bristles with anecdote and
fairly revels in humor
It is also v»ry exhaustive,
going into details to an
“tent. It commences with the
Portland
of 17 JJ when the town contained 459
dwelling
houses, and looked to navigation and the West
Indian business for its chief trade. Most
was
done by barter,'and silver dollars were trading
the medium
Of 03*11 payments, and smaller amounts
were liauidated in lractional Spanish coin. A few
banks in
Boston issued paper
currency and very naturally
enterprising Portland merchants conceived the
idea of a bank at homo. Then followed a
complete
Portland bank chartered June 15th
witb S100.000 capital and with such names
for directors as Hugh and
Joseph McLellan, Capt.
Lemuel Weeks, James
in

U?Vsm!

}J9?’

9j,tb®

Leering, Elias Thomas
Ebenezer Storer, John MusBey, Asa
James
1). Hopkins, Matthew Cobb and JohnClapp,
Tatbox and

located where the Canal bank

stands.

now

Hugh

flr®t president, and John
Abbott,
cashier, afterwards professor of Latin in Bowdoin
Then followed the Maine Bank, CumberFol‘e6eland
Portland
Bank,anotherl
Bank in the place of the
feiled iu 1816, Casco, Canal,
Merchants,
branch bank of the United
States, second Maine
Bank, Manufactnrers and Traders, Exchange, City
Bank of Cumberland,
Atlantic, Mechanics, International, now First National, a detailed sketch of
each of

which with its officers was presented
Among the amusing anecdotes told was that of a
company formed In 1803 for making silver out of
old spectacled, knee5ew,\£rre^cbmaueentth«
buckled
gentleman to Freeport to gather the dew.
It didn t pan out well.
So the Frenchman made
them gather it in the
morning, and boil it in a pot
into which he had slipped some
pistareen». The
discovery of the melted silver in the pot created a
boom for the dew company.
the embarg o,
Luring
the labers, whose bills had
passed for currency
failed, and some of the bills occasionally come to
i'aber owed Samuel Hussey $60.
!igbt 5°t?' Jom
Friend
Hussey said to Friend Taber, “If thee will
bring up thy hooks we wiU look over the account,
and I will pay thee what seems to be due.”
John
-LaDer hastened to Hussey’s
counting room, and
they finally agreed that sixty dollars’-was due Taber
Friend Hussey went to his desk and
by Hussey.
taking out a package of bills {issued by the Tabers,
he counted out sixty dollars and
requested John
laber to receipt the bill.
“Why,” says Taber
•that money ain’t good for
‘-I underanything.”
stand so,” replied Friend
Hussey, “and th e ought
to have made it better.” The failure of the Tabers
created an act in 1809 that no bills of
private
baDks should be issued, nor
any fractional bills:
and should any bank refuse to redeem its
notes, two
cent
a
month
per
damage could be obtained for
such default. A law was passed this year also
(1809)
whereby all banks should use a uniform plate for
their notes.The steel plate of Perkins was that
desig
aud
its
surface
nated,
upon
{were the impressions
taken which made the very familiar bank note of
thirty years ago.
The interesting story of the
robbery of the old
Cumberland Bank was enlarged
upon. The speaker
alluded to the fact that Edward Oxnard, the first
cashier of the Merchant’s Bank, invented a bank
lock that was used by many corporations but will
hardly stand the test of modern deviltry; to the fact
that Edward Gould, present cashier of the National
Traders, has

served

KO

VPDru pnnt<nnnnol.r in

__

an almost unparalleled case in the
country.
When the Bank of Cumberland was
incorporated
in 1835,“Dr. C. C. Tobie was recommended
by his
friends as a faithful
man and a line penman
(wli'ch all cashiers arc not) and he obtained the
office of cashier.
As the doctor was wholly unacquaiutcd with banking or business he was sent to
the Franklin bank in Boston to take lessons as
to
"OW to do it.
When he came back in the fall of
1835 the bank opened with
$50,000 capital iu
specie
paid iu
wholly in silver, imposing
much labor upon the new cashier
who was overborne more than ever in
preparing the new books
for business.
The president and. directors volunteered to render assistance, and a clerk from another bank was brought iu to
help. In a very few
days a first class mixture was perceptible, and between stock installments,
deposits, discounts and
paymen s, Dr. Tobie found himself a thousand
dollars out of pocket. This circumstance with other
uuoongenial surroundings led to his resignation.
Speaking of Mr. Samuel Small, auother cashier of
the same bank, he said: “Mr. &mall was
very expert in figures. I well remember when I first entered as a clerk in the old
Manufacturers’ and
Traders Bank, being sent round to collect a
bunch
of checks and to receive in
payment any which the
other banks might have on
us; and when I catne to
Mr. Small, he would take
my pile and pass them
over slowly and call out the total
faster than I
could put dowu the figures to
begin to add. I alwaysi used to go-out of the room
very humble and
wonder if [ could ever add three columns
of figures
in my head without
putting down any figures on
1
never
could.”
paper.
Mr. Will am Goold was reminded
by the tale of
Dr. Tobey going to Boston, that the Portland
Bank was not able to comence business until
they
sent their easier to one of the two Boston banks to

bank,

business.
There were only these two
banks, besides one in Salem and one just startiDg at

learn the

Newburyport.
President Bradbury
had its bills

printed

by Mr. Gould, and

old Augusta Bank
Perkins plate meotioned

said the
the

on

after

once,

the

separation of
Massachusetts and Maine, he offered a $20 bill in

Baltimore, belonging
moreans

the

declared there

bill

was

formed the
the bank

that

was no

spurious.

bank.
such

Mr.

The

Balti-

bank and that

Bradbury

bank and

they called in their oil’s
people found they had lost $5000*.

A vote of thauks
a

to

was

extended to Mr.

inand

Gould and

asked to be filed.
Adjourned to 7.30 p. m.

copy

Evening Nesaiou.
rJ he first paper of the evening was by Rev.
Burrage, D. D., and was devoted to the

H. S.

BEV. WILLIAM SCREYER.
Ihe First Baptist church in Charleston, S.
C.f in
autumn just past celebrated its bi-centennial. This
church was organized in the first instance by men
from Kittery. The first knowledge we have concerning the church in Kittery is to be gleaned
from a letter written Jan. 3, 1082 from that place
and directed to the Baptist church in Boston, requesting it to assist in found Dg a church of like

Hosctt Il*lcy Robiu«otx
Mr. Hcsea Ilsley Robinson died at his resi- !
dence on High street, about 2 o’clock this j
His death was i
morning, after a long illness.
caused by embolism.
Mr. Robinson was
!
was

wards moved to Portland
Mr. Robinson attended the Portland schools, and i 1837 went
to Cuba, where he became a member of the
firm of Drake & Co.
It. 1853 he returned to
Portland, and in 1854 formed a partnership in
the West India business with Mr. Dieting,
eldest son of the late Nithaniel Deoring, of
this city. The dtath of Mr. Deering dissolved
the partnership iu 1858
Mr. Robinson then
continued in business till 18G8, when he gave
up mercantile pursuits. Iu the following yesr
he was elected City Clerk, and held the
position until the last city election, when it was
certain he could not long survive the disease
which had attacked him.
Mr. Robinson married Elizabeth D. Mitchell, iu 1843, who survives him. He leaves no children. Il s only
immediate relation is a brother, George.
Mr.
Robinson was a member of the Citizens’ Relief.

Weddiug.
At the residence of Charles M. Littlefield,
Cults avenue, Sao">, Thursday evening, Rev.
Dr. J. T. C5. Nichols unitsd iu marriage William R. Howard of this city anil Miss Jenuie
Littlefield, the contralto siDger oi Ihe Saco
Uuitariau choir. The weddiDg was a private
one and witnessed by re'atives of the two families only. There was an ..extensive number of
After tiro ceremony the
presents received.
newly wedded couple left on the evening
train for Portland where they will take
up
their residence.
NKTV

our

APTEKTIlBMEMrs.

SLIPP rDRS SOMETHING THAI WIL
For

Everybody

made, new styles, new patterns.
(Large sizes a specialty.) We have
flue assortment of
from which to select.

a

large sizes

Children’s, Misses’

and

miniature in the possession of representatives of
the family. The picture shows a handsome
face, of
the cavalier type, wearing a moustache and
impemore
like
a
courtier
of
rial, looking
the crown, than
the austere Puritan he is known to have beeD.
He

depicted

judicial
crown.
particularly interesting as being the

in his

The

robes with cap and

picture is
only portrait known of any of the colonial worthies
so prominent in the early
history of Maine.
The same gentleman also read a paper written
by
Dr. Chas. E. Banks on
PLOUGH

PATENT

AND

THE

PROVINCE

LADIES’
Zephyr Rubbers—the very lightest weight.
Buy jour Zephyr
Rubbers on Cong) es Street
at Sign of Gold Root.

GENTLEMEN’S

■IHJSIt' AND

DRAIIA.

LAWRENCE BARRETT.

Tc-nigbf, Mr. Lawrence Barrett, with his

W atches.
The largest and most desirable
assortment in Ladies’ and dents’
Watches to be found in alie Stale;
and at very reasonable prices.

Vest

JEWELRY.
All the new patterns in Sets, Lace
Pins, Ear Drops, CuSl'iSuttons, Collar Buttons, Studs, and
Gents’
Scarf Bins

RINGS.

tlie vaccination of school
children, whose pardesire it done at the expense of the
city,
provided by city ordinances 3-4, on schools.
Bills and pa-,-rolls for the month,
amounting

£7,750.03, were presented and approved.
Voted, That the superintendent of school
butldiugs be requested, during vacation, to
take moans, by fumigation or
otherwise, to
thoroughly cleanse the school buildings from
any possible infection.
Dr. Files being absent, his
report on “Ventilation and Hygiene in Schools” was laid over.

NAPKIN KINGS

The

following

Arrivals.

were

among hotel

arrivals

—

AND

U.

the Maine

Farmer;

John McLeod, Waterville;
Schuyler, New York; S. Fink, do; Thos.
Collin, Wmthrop; J. J. Smith, Boston, H.
Estey. Fredericton, N. B.; F. W. Lobdell.
New York.
United States Hotel—J. M. Jordan,
Boston;
S. H. Harriman, Lovell; T. A.
Phillips, Cinciunati; A. H. Doughty, Philadelphia; Geo.
P. F. Hobson, Wiscasset; F. G.
Butler, Farm-

J* £

ington.

Preble House—J. S. Williams,
Taunton; H
F. Marston, Berliu, N. H.; Geo. W.
Waite,
R.
C.
Boston;
Fobee, do; P. W. Locke, do; W.
L. Tucker, do: H. E. DwigeD,
E.
N.
Abdo;
bott. Montreal; G. W. HarriugtOD, Boston.
City Hotel—A. L. DeunisoD, Freeport; F.
E. Thompson and family,
Portland; W. S.
Wight, Bethel; J. W. Adams, East Deering;
D. [O. Bean, Limiogtou; J. A.
Parkhurst,
Worcester.

Fortnight’s Sojourn

i

Lima,” will be interesting to young and old.
He
accompanied
Agassiz on his ach-ntifio expedition through
South America, ami this lecture is tho result
of his personal observation in Peru
The manners

and

fmhit.Q

of

others races which makeup the population,
the metbods'cf fertilizing, the systems of ir-

rigation during the rainless period, the curious
old aqueducts formed along the mountain
sides iu a state of wonderful preservation, will
bo
treated of.
One
of the most
interesting lectures of the whole course may he
expected.
Rilfue Rand Released.
The circumstances connected with the disappearance of Knfus Rand from the city about
a year ago are
probably remembered; also that
he was arrested in Toronto, Out., a few
days
ago upon another indictment found in New
York fcr larceny of $3,000 from John B.
Dow,
one cf Rand’s creditors.

Yesterday word was received by parlies in
this city that the case of Mr. Hand had been
tried in a Toronto court and resulted in
the acquittal of Rand, and the judge

C*

CHRISTMAS OR NEW YEAR S

For the next three weeks every cash customer buying ten dollars
more from us, shall be presented with a nice Walnut Upholstered Foot Rest which are now so fashionable.

$5.50, $6.00, $8.00, $10.00,

and

BUFFALO
to

up

$21.00; some extra
plusli lined

dark

ones. Buffalo and Coon
Our basement is full of
Coats.
tlie above goods, and the prices
we offer must sell them.

waicii Boxes

SILVER WARE
One of the largest stocks in New

England, comprising Tea Sets,
Casters, ice Pitchers, Card lieceivers. Knives,
Forks and Spoons,
Children’s Cups, Sets Knives, Fork
and Spoon.

Opera Glasses.
.4 line stock to select

also

from;
Opera Hags.

FRENCH CLOCKS.
We have a full line just imported direct, at very low prices; these
Clocks are very handsome and
desirable Holiday Presents.

CALL AND EXAMINE BEFORE

PURCHASING.

AtwooG&Wcntworth
509 CONGRESS ST.
dec22

TO-DAY
BEAVER
SETS
will be

robes and blankets.
Merry does a first rate
business, because he is up to the times and is
constantly looking out to please the public.
Look for the gold hat, 237 Middle street.
Christians at the Portlnud Riah.
There will bo three sessions Christmas at
the Portland Roller Skatiog Rink, Storer’s
block. The session in the forenoon, from 10 to
12, will be a juvenile one,giving the little ones
their full fliug at the pastime. Chandler will
furnish music for both afternoou and evening
sessions, and the elevator will ran for the convenience of patrons from 1.45 to 3, and from

sold for

$15.00,

CONGRESS ST.,

.......

Ini Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of CumberDecember 21, A.D. 1883.
land, State of Maine.
In

of

case

ARTHUR GRAY, Insolvent Debtor.

is to give notice that on the twentieth
day of December, A. D. 1883, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
of the Court of Insolvency f<?r said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said

CORNER PEARL.

uec-i;

uot

HOLIDAY

GLOVES
Seal, Beaver, Otter, French Seal,
4Iso a few
Nutra and Coney.
pairs of Beal Otter for $G,
worth

ARTHUR GRAY, of Westbrook,
adjudged to be an Insolvent debtor, on petition ot
said Debtor which petition was tiled on the
twentieth day of December,
A. D.
1883, to
which date Interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be hehl at a Court of Insolvency
to beholden at Probate Court Room in said Portland, on the seventh day of January, A. I).
1884. at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
H. R. SARGENT,

Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court
solvency for said County of Cumberland.

Coney Caps, 75c; French Seal $1.
Sutra, 1.50; Boys’ Skating,
75c; Beal Seal, $3.00.

TRUNKS
Zinc, Sole
Feather, Crystalized
Zinc, Excelsior Wood t runk,
extra strong, and sold in
Portland by us.

BAGS.
A

stock of all kinds for
Ladies and Gents.

splendid

HOLIDAY^

^

good variety of Medium and Low Priced Useful and Fangifts, among which may be found Children’s
Trunks, Tool Chests, Ten Pins, Let'ered and Building Blocks, Banks,
Writing Desks, Ink Stands, Cigar Cabinets, Cigar Cases, Card Boxes,
Card Cases, Nail Sets, Portfolios, Scrap Books, Albums, Handkerchief, Glove, Collar and Cuff Boxes, French Fans, China, Wax and
French Dolls, Moustache Cups, China and Tea Sets, Jap. Vases, &c., Ac.
We offer

of

GOODS !

A. B.

KTo. 247 Middle Street.

singers.

m

AUCTION MALSN.

BARGAINS
—

IN

ASSIGNEE'S S4EE

—

Watches! Watches!

viiiiaiiuas

COE,

HOLIDAY GOODS

Fancy Boxes.
Engraved Christmas Cards

dec22

at

less than wholesale prices
Wedding and Calling Cards

Jeweler,

The

559

BY

Congress St.

S.

LOWELL,
and Stationer.’ 513 Congress
St.
Engraver
“dtf
dec‘22

GREAT

WE

1 wish to announce to the people
of Portland and Vicinity that besides having pin chased a good assortment of Watches and Jewelry

and without regard to value or coet.
chance to buy and save money.

declO

jobber’s stock,
principally Watclics, and for next
shall
retail
ten
goods at
days
W'bolcsule prices; and I ask an
examination of these goods to
prove that bargains are offered,
able to secure a

THURSDAY, Dec. 27, at 10 a. m., at house
203 State street, we shall sell Parlor Suit.
Brussels. Tapestry and Ingrain Carpets, M. Top
Tables, Chairs, Ash and Pino and Mahogony Chamber Sets, Etchings, Engravings, Ac., Spring Beds,
Mattresses, Chamber Crockery, Curtains, Dining
Room Furniture, Crockery. Glass and Silver Plated
Ware, Cook Stove aud Refrigerator, together with
the entire Kitchen furnishing.
JOSEPH A. LOCKE,

ON

d3t

—

Stockbridge^s Music Store.

Christmas Cards, New, Year’s
Cards, and all kinds of Fancy
Cards, Sbajto Chromes and Card
Novelties.
dec22dl>v

Will bo

incomplete this year, unless tlio Double
Holiday Number of St. Nicholas finds a place in
them. No such children’s hook has ever been sold

for the money. It is a wonder.
cover, printed in eleven colors, is

The

makers,

other

plain

CASSIMERE

and

fringed. Also all ’of the NEW
FRINGED BOOKS, so popular in

design

last year.

LORING, SHORT & MARION
474 CONG HESS ST.

no27

—

$1.50.
W ARRANTED.

dec7
MORRISON’S

A

eodtf

For

BUREAU OF

to

Auction Sale of Holi*
day Goods

Coat

and

you

at Private Sale
between the auctions.

doc 20____

Circular.

these goods are our own
invention
attempts to imitate them are being made * but
to get the real article of ns.

are sure

HAI L BUBBER CO.,

_d3t

Ladies’ and Gents’

a„

*«•248 Middle St.

BUY YOU Ft BOY A

ISTEELIOESCIi

Circulars, etc., address ARTHUR 1*. MORRISON, Manager, .Via Congrea* Slten. W. M.
Furbush & Son’s New Fiano warerooms, Box 147 5,
nov24dlwtM,W4iSW
Foul and, Me,
For

or

Remember,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

1883-4

Entertainment Committees
and Musical Artists

—

See our new and beautiful Cassimere
Waterproof Clothing, a most acceptable holiday present
Lady or Gentleman, being a thoroughly Waterproof Garment* having Ibo appearance of a Cloth

By going to the

McKenney, the Jeweler. Goods sold
547 CONORE6S STREET.

FOR

Ladies and Gentlemen

dim

Christmas

Nickel Alarm Clocks
ONEY

TUCK,

PRAMU,

worth the price
of the whole 184 page book. Price, 50 cents.
If
your dealer is out cf copies, send tbe amount to
The CENTURY CO. New-York.
dec22
.lit

EVERY CLOCK

Adm’r Est. of Henry A. Jones.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer..
dec21fllw

The choicest designs of
.and

dtf

Administrator's Sale of Household
Furniture by Auction.

CARD SALE Christmas Cards
A.T

This is the

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

for Christmas Gifts, I have been

tlec21

—

AUCTION.

shall sell every forenoon ami afternoon, at
our rooms 18 Exchange street, a large stock
of
Fancy Goods, Silver Plated Ware, &c., containing goods suitable for Holiday Gifts. Sale posPivo

a

Specialty

W.

WELCH'

LECTURE and MUSICAL AGENCY

THE HATTER,
197 Middle St.

T. J.

STATIONERY
in Plain and

NUTS.

JAHit- MIIjLiBTT db CO.
ilec22
d2t

d3t

THIYK OF THIS !

Candies,

AND

FRUITS

W. C. SAWYcR & CO.

■

_a5t

Christmas

Bird Cages,
Plnnt Stands,
Flower Pots and Brackets,
Dried Brasses,
Pampas Plume, &c.
Also a line lot Canaries, splendid

5, 7 & 0 Preble Street.

EVENING.

BUTLER,

dec22

Snow Shovels,
Clothes Wringers,

dec22

EVERY

OPEN

In

Clipper Sleds,

Frame aiul

a

cy articles suitable for

written.

Work Stands.
Work Baskets,

1883-4

ll'iooil &

v

——-—

dec22&2 9

$10.00.

FUR CAPS.

GOODS.

THIS

former

Hare Sets very low.
Otter Sets way down.
Seal Sets, Coney Sets, Grebe Sets,
Nutrn Sets, and Chinchilla Sets.
We have an overstock of these
goods and have marked them
at about cost to reduce them

7.30 to 8.30.
Wrutworth.
An annnonncement of interest to the public
is made by this firm elsewhere in cur columns.
Those v.ho intend to purchase a watch or any
other article in the jewelry line will do well to
call at No. 600 Congress street.

.11..

Respectfully,

OREN HOOPER & SON,

eodtl

price $‘20.00.

Merry

gemlemen’s fur caps and

we

TIi© Hatter
104

AT,

will sell handsome Easy Chairs cheaper than any firm in Maine
Come and look into our three great show windows on Congress
St., corner Pearl, and see samples of our immense stock.
The largest and finest stock aud greatest variety ever shown in Portland. Come aud see us aud *av» money aud get a present.

bnt

Trade.

the New Ycrk parties to pay the costs of coart.

furs,
gloves, splendid

NO JMl OF BEANS TO GUESS

COE,

d2t

LADIES:

For the next three months every cash customer buying a carpet of any
onr immense variety) to the value of five dollars and upwards,will be presented w'ith a nice corn broom to keep the same clean

kind (from

Wonrs

dec22

or

A NEW BROOM SWEEPS CLEAN I

large plusli lined

large and

FRUIT KNIVES

ordering

has an advertisement today woith reading. He
offers a lot of useful gifts at prices that should
be carefully noted.
These consist especially
of beaver, Beal, black hair sets, children’s

2t

«

a.

Lecture on Pirn.
At the First Parish church Rev. Dr. Hill
will lecture this afternoon.
Hi3 subject, “A

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.

PRESENTS
THESE
Given Away
PRICES ! Oren
Hooper & Son’s
GREAT JEW STORE, CONGRESS ST., COR. PEARL.
WOLF
ROBES

—

yesterday;
Falmouth Hotel—Mcses It. Emerson. New
York; J. H. Leighton, Boston; Hod. Joseph
Williamson, Belfast; Dr. Win. B. Lapham of

237 MIDDLE ST.

«od tf

$4.50

to

Hotel

Wolf Itobes l&G.OO.
“
“
0.60 and 7.00.
Plash Lined 7.60 to 10.00.
Some Extra Fine Ones 1SS 00 to 16.00.
Lar^e, Hne.Wtioleskiu Buffalo Robes.
Hudson Bay Wolf Robes.
Buffalo Coats very low.
Coon Coats
All kinds of Horse Blankets 80c and np.

dec22

dec22

The largest and most complete
stock in the city.

mms

ents

Seal Caps G shapes.
Imitation Seal Caps.
Beaver Gloves.
Nutria GlovesImitation eat Gloves.
A special iiue of Gents’ Fnr Top and
Lined Gloves.
Ladies’ Kid Mitts and Gloves, Lined.
Fine Unlined Gloves.

at

Committee.
An endless variety of beautiful
Committee held their regular
new patterns,
monthly meeting yesterday afternoon, at 4.30
o’clock, the Mayor presiding. Present, Messrs i A
i
•
WT
■
Holden, Merrill, Fox and Bradley.
The record ot the meetings of tho
past
month were read and approved.
The members of the school board
report in in Solid Silver, Copper and Nickel
brief, respecting their various schools. Col.
Silver.
Merrill called special attention to the Kinderiu
of
garten,
Miss Barstow, in the CenCharge
tro street building, with the
expressed desire
that members of tho School Board and others

as

ROBES.

Sign of Gold Boot.
TELEPHONE 50V.

(School

young children.
Voted, That tho Superintend! nt of Schools
be authorized to make suitible
provisions for

GENTS’ FfJRS.

THE HATTER,

431 CONGRESS ST.

School

should visit the same. He spoke in
unqualified praise of the methods there pursued with

Furs.Greebe Sets $5.00
Beaver Sets $8.00, Chinchilla Sets, Cray
Sets and other Fancy Sets.

MERRY

CHAINS.

excellent company, will appear at Portland
Tueatre in Boker’s “Francesca da
Rimini,”
the first repres ntation of the play in Portland.
There is every indication of a crowded house.

The

$15.00.

to

Immense Stock Children’s

Ear Drops, Lace Pins and Bings,
Ilie very finest quality.

in Guard and
Chains.

$11.00, $12.00

It Will Do You
Uook These Goods Over ;
Good.
8ent C. O. 1>. or by Mull.
Privilege 10 Examine.

DIA1QNDS

A full stock

823.00, $25.00,828.00.

Black Hair Sets $4.00 to $5.50.
Black Hair Collars $1,25, $1.50 to $3.00.
Black Hair Mulls $2.50 and $2.75.

Ladies’

OF

IIGONIA.
During the famous immigration which for fifty
years followed the eoming'of the Puritans to our
shores, large numbers arrived from Devon, Somerset and Cornwall. The number wbo came from Lancashire was limited.
lu July, IG31, a small ship of
sixty tons came
across tbo Atlantic, bearing a band of
religious enthusiasts or fanatics wbo bad come hither for freedom of worship. A tract of land fortv miles
square
had been granted to the new comers
by the king,
but so very indefinite and uncertain as to location
as to be a fruitful source of trouble thereafter.
The
colonists settled on the south side of Sagadahoc aud
called the province Ligonia. The
community thus
established was communistic In principle, the conditions of membership in it were religious affiliation
and the payment of ten pounds. The business of
the company was managed at London, and naturally many things not at a>l practical were done in consequence.
In the following year two more ships
came, bat
the colony did not prosper and in 1(132 the leaders
left for Virginia. Geo Winthrop was requested by
the proprietors at London to gather up the fragments ef the colony.

Seal Sets
Seal Muffs

:

813.50, 815.00, $10.50.

Beaver Sets

Extension Heel Rubber.

nf tllM Ahnol/i lonMiann

Rigby by John E.
Bailey, Esq., of England, read by E. If. Elwell,
Esq., was then presented.
The paper was an interesting and faithful
picture
of a Puritan of the time of
Cromwell, s uccessf ul as
lawyer, statesman, and soldier, as a man of atfairs
aud leader of men. The paper was
accompanied by
a portrait of Baron
Itigby, a photograph of an ivory

[CEIVER SOI GOOD!

NOTH PRICES

Immense success attends the sale
of Christmas Slippers at Sign of
Gold Boot. Our Slippers were made
expressly.for our trade. All of our
Slippers are hand Sewed, custom

Narrow Arctics and Overs. Gents’
Iudian Felt Arctics. Narrow
Arctics a Specialty.

the President followed.
A paper on Col. Alexander

THE

USEFUL
GIFTS

CHRISTMAS

FOR.

The Jife of this honored priest was an earnest and
devoted one, directed to tire uplifting of ireu and
the upbuilding of the Catholic church.
Remarks on the paper by Mr. Wm. E. Gould and

is

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

-.640—

bofn

ed a ritual of worship, and a book of
hymns or
prayer song in the Abnaki dialect.
Other works of
this author were referred to, but most
important
among them and in fact the crowning effort of
them all was liis dictionary, the result of 25 vears
of t,nil

NEW ADVERTISnnEIITX.

May lltb, 1817. His grandfather
Hoiei Ilsley, of Nowburyport, ^ ho after-

in Portland,

State.
An interesting and somewhat detailed account of
his work while among these tribes was next
given
by Mr. Bryant aud then the matter of his style and
his ru.ged adherence to the faith of the Church of
Rome was adverted to. Father Yetromile
publishwe ever

Skii utli° fut>ure

Cushing

7 * 825

Expenses.

don said the place would be evacuated in a fortnight and the writer, with many of the inhabitants, make their home at St. Andrew's, Passamaquoady, in Nova Scotia. Tney had 80 houses
erected, aud the writer of the letter with Captain
Pete aud Mr. Robert Fagan were agents for the
emigrants. Captain Pete was probably Captain
Pote, aud Mr Fagan Mr. Pagan, both prominent
merchants of Falmouth.
They w*-*ro proscribed
during the Mow* tt troubles in 1775, and fled to
Penobscot. Dr. Ballard, a graduate of Harvard, a
reliable surgeon of the army, stationed at Castine
after the war of 1812, corroborates the London
letter in bis “Sketches of Castine,” and be probably got his information from the inhabitants who
were
living at the time of the evacuation.
Sir Guy Carleton says thatjtransports to take away
the troops and people were sent in October, 1783.
The delay is therefore unaccountable; unless it was
hoped that the treaty of peace would not be signed.
Letters were read, one from Samuel McCobb to
Governor Hancock of
dated May
24, 1784, saying he had been to Penobscot, and
giving him inventory of the public stores there
aud buildings, etc. About 800
loyalists went to
Passamaquoddy and the list of those wh » remained
at Penobscot has never been found.
Mr. William Goold said Mr. Williamson had referred to the well known account of Gen. Wads-

THE

spend the griater part of the winter in Washington.
The Woman's Gospel temperance mcet.ng
will be held at the Mission this evening at 7.30

Charities will be held at

Ellsworth

18(51,
S. M. Watson.
atte8tedby Enoch Freeman, fiom
T?e8m°,£r17J4’
John
T. Hull.
Plaster bust of the late Israel Washburn. Jr.,
from Mrs. Washburn.
President Bradbury then called upon Hon. J. W.
Williamson, of Belfast, for his paper.

BONNET.

Friday- Court ad j ourned finally.
Brief

W.'llough-

last:
War envelopes, from William Hilton.

Woodford's Cong. Church.—Rev. S. W. Adrinrpanh

Stephen

language.
Having been requested by the mana.ers of the
Woman s Journal published in
Boston, to prepare
an
exhibit
cf
tbe
of woman
writings
authors of
this State
and
aided by
tbe
circulation
of
tbe
Portland
Transcript
we have prepared up to tbe
present time a list numbering seventy womep, natives of Maine, who have
published books. Tlig publication of this list from
time to time has been the means of
increasing our
departments of Maine authors, but still there are
many as yet not represented on our shelves and to
them we would say, “Come and we will
enshrine
you in good company.”
Dr. George P. Bradley’s memoir of Dr. Alexander
Ramsay of tryeburg, referre to in our report of
last May, lias been printed in the
transactions of
the Maine Medical
Atsociatlon,
To Lucius L. Hubbard we are
indebted for a copy
of his Indian place names in northern
Maine
printed as an appendix to his Woods ard Lakes oi

Bellows, will preach a Christmas sermon at 10.30
a. m. Sunday School at 12 m.
AddreBS at 7 p. in.

will

xi.

eeiyed

New Jerusalem Church. New High St. Christmas service Sunday morning.
Sermon by the pastor. Subject—“The Incarnation.”
Christmas o:fereng after the sermon.

castor.

ueorge

from

the Heraldic Magazine.
From Mr. S. H.
Colesworthy, Senior, we have rea copy of the New Zealand
grammar printed in 1820. This is the
grammar of the Maori

at 7 p. m.
Liberal Fraternity— Congress Hall
At 2V4
p. m. Subject: “Does the Doctrine of Spiritualism
Assist in the Progress of Nations?” Opening address
by Dr. Burnham.

ance.

pamphlets,

xi urn

Colhv.
Volume 7 New Jersey Archives, from the New
Jersey Historical Society.
Volume 3 Collections, from the Virginia Historical Society.
Volume 3 Collections, from the Nova Scotia
Historical Society.
Twelve Bulletins of the Library of Harvard University, from Professor Winsor.
Aided by Judge Chamberlain and
Judge Williamson we have completed our set of five volu mes
of the Bulletins of the Boston Public
Library
Through the generosity of Mr. W. H. Whitmore
wehaveh wnable to complete a set iu four
volumes
of

Congress St. M. E. Church Rev. G. D. Lindsay, pastor. Preaching at lOVsa a. m. and 3 p. m.
by the PaBtor. S. School at 1 Vy p. m. Prater
meeting at 7 p. m.
Church of The Messiah.
The pastor will
preach at 3 p m Subject: “The Angel Song.” in
the eve there will be a Christmas Concert by the

ly

wi a

Three volumes Military History, from G. A
Bailees of England.
Fifteen volumes Documents XLVIth
Congress
from the Department of the Interior.
Three volumes anei tvro pamphlets, from Albert

and

p.

acsutwii

miscellaneous

pamphlets, from Dr. S. A.

was

peace

Massachusetts,

was ec-

Godfrey.

,vr*»

Church
Class
2 and 7Vh p. n:.,

report which

One bound volume of reports from 1808 to 1874
from Albert W. Paine.
Sketch of Bangor, illustrated, from George F

Libby.

Preaching at

PARK Street Church—The

Bryant

then reads his

after

ington by the Massachusetts Legislature begging
him to use the army to dislodge tne
enemy aud his
firm and dignified reply, written on
61st birthday was given, showing the inadvisability of the request being granted.
The precise day of the evacuation of Castine is
not known, but it was doubtless in January, 1784.
A letter dated January 1,
1784, published in Lon-

Brown.

Stmctav Services.

African

declared
the poople
in Massachusetts couldn’t wait for the treaty to be
signed. They begged that “viperine nest” on the
Penobscot might be broken up, and they circulated
numberless pamphlets on tne subject.
In the
winter of 1783 an address was forwarded to Wash-

Stic’knev.

Douglass & Sons’ Capsicum

D. 8. and Trade Mark

Even

SECRETARY BRYANT'S REPORT.
The History of Phillips Academy at Exeter. N
from
Charles
II. Bell.
H.,
L Suffolk Surnames, from Oliver Gerrish.
Memorial Address on Garfield, from Jame< G
Blaine.
Memorial History of Bradf.ird, Mass, from William Hilton.
Austin’s Life ol Longfellow, frein Oscar
Holway
Seven volumes of the Presque Isle Sunrise August 18(38, to August, 1877, from Daniel
Abbott s Primitive Industrv, the
reports complete of the Peabody Museum, Wymau’s Shell
Mounds of Florida, besides forty other selenitic
reports and papers, from Prof. F. W. Pntnam
One hundred Reviews and Law Reporters, from
Frank P. Brown.
'l wenty-five miscellaneous
sermons, from Elmer

Cough Drops for your children; they are
harmless, pleasing to the taste and will cure
their colds.
drop.

son, showed.

oepte 1.

Wei He Meyrr.
It Is now undisputed that Wei De Meyer's
Catarrh Cure is the only treatment tha' will
absolutely cure Catarrh—fresh or chronic. “It
is» marvel, Rev. A. P. Fries, Cairo, N. Y”
“It restored me to the pulpit. Rev. GtO. E.
Reis, Coblevllie, N. Y.” “One box radically
cored me, Rev. C. IT. Taylor, 150 Noble
street, Brooklyn.” “A perfect cure after 30
years suffering, J. D. McDonald, 719 Broadway, N. Y.,” &c &C. Thousands of testimonials are reeoiveri from all parts of the world.
Delivered, 81.00. Dr. Wei De Meyer’s ‘Treatise,” with statements by the cured, mailed
free. D. B. Dewey & Co., 182 Fulton St N.
Y.
decl8eod3cQ

Boy

Abstract*

J. G. Elder.
On taking the chair, the president said it Lad
been thought advisable by some to adjourn the evening meeting on account of the storm. He had
heard from Dr. True, of Bethel, who had been sick,
that he had a paper about ready on
Locations on
the Androscoggin;” from Mr. Sewall of Wiscassct,
who lately met with an accident, that he was on
the road to recovery, and another member bad a
paper about ready. He thought, perhaps, it would
be well to 1 ave a meeting on
February 22d, the anniversary of Washington's birth, and at the future
meetings to have more discussion upon the papers
presented He spoke of the anniversary, so near
at ban I, of Washington's surrender of his commission, an event that placed the hero in so different
a position from any other
like commander of renown.
When Caesar crossed the Rubicon he surrendered principle to ambition; so Cromwell, when
he drove out the Parliament, and
Napoleon,
the Directory. Brougham called Washington tho
man
who
ever
lived.
greatest
The birthday of such
a man would seem a
fitting one for a meeting.

bottle.

dec8

prevented

of

Gould, Stephen Berry,Rev. A. Dalton.Gov. Perham,
E. E. Browne, J. P. Baxter, Edward Johnson, and

the little sufferer at onae; it produces natiia',
quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
and the little cherub awakes as "bright as a
button.” It is very pleasant to taste.
It
soothes the child, softenB the gums, allays all
pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and
is the best known remedy for diarrhoea,whether
or

Secretary—

and cabinet approved the constitution ^August
10th and 11th, 1780, but the Attorney General
the carrying out of the plan by an opinion that Massachusetts extended to the boundaries
of Nova Scotia, and the chartered rights would not
allow such a step, Peace was deferred for the very
reason that England claimed or maintained the
view that the boundaries of Massachusetts extended
only to the Penobscot, in order to secure a home
for the Tories, but John Adams wouldn’t yield an
inch, as a number of extracts,given by Mr. William-

The winter meeting of the Maine Historical Society was hold in this city yesterday. Mr. Bradbury
oalled the meeting to order at 2.30
p. m. There
were present President J. W.
Bradbury, Secretary
Brya*t, Messrs. E. H. Elwell, J. W. Williamson,
William Goold, Gen. J, Marshall
Brown, itev. Dr.
Burrage, E. P. Burnham, Dr. Lapham, H. W. Richardson, Lewis Pleroe, Alexander Longfellow, W. E.
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